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SENATOR EDMUND S. MUSKIE AND THE DAWN OF MODERN
AMERICAN ENVIRONMENTAL LAW: FIRST TERM, 1959-1964
ROBERT F. BLOMQUIST*
I. INTRODUCTION
Overview
The late Edmund S. Muskie of Maine, perhaps best known to most
Americans as an unsuccessful Democratic Vice Presidential candidate in
1968 and an unsuccessful Democratic Presidential contender in 1972,' will
be remembered generations from now as one of the pre-eminent founders of
modem American environmental law.2 While his early public service as an
Professor of Law, Valparaiso University School of Law; B.S. 1973, University of
Pennsylvania (Wharton School); J.D. 1977, Cornell Law School. My thanks go to Chris
Beam, J. Clarence Davies III, Orlando Delogu, and William H. Rodgers, Jr., for providing
useful ideas, materials and inspiration in my ongoing Muskie environmental biography. I
also appreciate the continuing support of my Dean, Jay Conison, for my Muskie Research
and the useful comments provided by my colleagues at a works-in-progress session.
ISee JOINT COMM. ON PRINTING, U.S. CONG., BIOGRAPHICAL DIRECTORY OF THE UNITED
STATES CONGRESS, 1774-1989-BICENTENNIAL EDITION 1555 (1989); MICHAEL BARONE
ET AL., THE ALMANAC OF AMERICAN POLITICS 1980 364 (1980). See also infra note 4 and
accompanying text.
2 For a brief description of my conception of modem American environmental law, see
Robert F. Blomquist, The Beauty of Complexity, 39 HASTINGS L.J. 555 (1988) (reviewing
WILLIAM H. ROGERS, JR., ENVIRONMENTAL LAW: AIR AND WATER (1986)). As I pointed
out in my inaugural lecture as a full Professor of Law, "[m]odem American environmental
law" is intertwined with "the idea of complexity," which, in turn, "can be subdivided into
three parts:" (1) The multiplicity of different interest groups; (2) The notion of evolutionary
change in environmental law; and (3) The bi-polar principles of absolutism and
utilitarianism that are at work in current environmental statutes, case decisions, and
administrative regulations. Robert F. Blomquist, "Clean New World": Toward an
Intellectual History ofAmerican Environmental Law, 1961-1990, 25 VAL. U. L. REV. 1, 5
(1990) [hereinafter Clean New World], reprinted in ENVIRONMENTAL LAW: THE
INTERNATIONAL LIBRARY OF ESSAYS IN LAW AND LEGAL THEORY 31 (Michael C. Blumm
ed., 1993). See also William H. Rodgers, Jr., The Most Creative Moments in the History of
Environmental Law: "The Whats" 2000 U. ILL. L. REV. 1, 32 (2000) (tracing the "start" of
environmental law as we now know it to the 1962 publication of Rachel Carson's classic
book, Silent Spring; the Scenic Hudson case, Scenic Hudson Preservation Conference v.
Federal Power Comm 'n, 354 F.2d 608 (2d Cir. 1965), which "opened an era of judicial
activism in environmental protection;" the 1965 founding of the Environmental Defense
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attorney, political activist, Maine state legislator and two-term governor of
Maine during the 1940s and 1950s was marked by substantial contributions
to natural resources protection and husbandry and efforts to ameliorate the
gross pollution of Maine's water and air,3 his principal public legacy will be
his record of national environmental leadership and environmental legislative
accomplishment during over two decades as a United States Senator.4
Fund "for giving environmental advocacy an institutional home;" and the 1969 enactment
of NEPA, the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969, 42 U.S.C. §§ 4321-70 (1994),
"which is still the Magna Carta of environmental law").
3 See generally Robert F. Blomquist, What is Past is Prologue: Senator Edmund S. Muskie's
Environmental Policymaking Roots as Governor of Maine, 1955-58, 51 MAiNE L. REv. 86
S1999) [hereinafter What is Past is Prologue].
Edmund S. Muskie was elected four times as a U.S. Senator from Maine in 1958, 1964,
1970, and 1976. In May of 1980 he resigned from the Senate to become President Jimmy
Carter's Secretary of State, a post he served in until January 1981, when Ronald Reagan took
the oath of office as President of the United States. According to the biography, included
in the official Senate volume of memorial tributes on the occasion of his death on March 26,
1996:
Edmund Sixtus Muskie was born on March 28, 1914 in Rumford, ME, the
second of six children. He was graduated cum laude from Bates College
in Lewiston, ME in 1936, where he was a Phi Beta Kappa and class
president. In 1939 he was graduated from Cornell University Law School.
He enlisted in the U.S. Navy and served in both the Atlantic and Pacific
theaters.
Mr. Muskie was elected to the Maine House of Representatives
in 1946, 1948, and 1950 where he served as minority leader during his
second and third terms. From 1951-52 he served as the State director of
the Office of Price Stabilization and was the Democratic National
Committeeman from 1952 to 1956.
Mr. Muskie was elected Governor of Maine in 1954 and served
two terms before being elected to the United States Senate in 1958.
During his 22 years in Senate, he served on the Foreign Relations
Committee, the Governmental Affairs Committee, the Environment and
Public Works Committee, and as Chairman of the Senate Committee on
the Budget. In 1968 he was the Democratic nominee for Vice President.
He was the author of the autobiographical book, Journeys,
published in 1972 and has received over thirty honorary degrees from
colleges and universities throughout the country.
Mr. Muskie was sworn in as the 58th Secretary of State on May
8, 1980 and served until January, 1981. He was currently a senior partner
with Chadbourne & Parke, an international law firm with offices in
Washington, DC, New York, Los Angeles, Hong Kong, London, Moscow
and New Delhi.
He was the Chairman Emeritus of the Institute for the Study of
Diplomacy at Georgetown University, Chairman Emeritus of the Center
for National Policy, and served on the board of directors of the American
Academy of Diplomacy and the Committee for a Responsible Federal
510 [Vol.26:509
FIRST TERM, 1959-1964
It is my thesis that the dawn and early growth of modem American
environmental law can be edifyingly traced and understood by focusing on
the public biography of Edmund S. Muskie during his over two decades in
the U.S. Senate, from 1959-80, followed by his brief tenure as Secretary of
State during 1980-81. During this extended timeframe Muskie played
numerous environmental policy roles: policy entrepreneur, factfinder,
subcommittee leader, staff overseer, legislative tactician, legislative
strategist, policy wonk, and international diplomat. Due to his extraordinary
intelligence, competence, and drive, Muskie became the principal founder of
modem American environmental law.
The purpose of this Article is to trace and describe Muskie's
significant environmental activities during his first term as a U.S. Senator,
from January 1959 until his re-election in November 1964.5 My approach
will be as follows. First, in the remaining section of Part I, in order to lend
Budget. In May of 1981, Mr. Muskie received the Notre Dame Laetare
Medal and the Distinguished Service Award from the Association of
Former Members of Congress. He also received the Presidential Medal
of Freedom in January, 1981.
Mr. Muskie was appointed by President Reagan in December,
1986, to serve on the three-member Special Review Board to investigate
the role of the NSC in the Iran/Contra affair. The Board's report was
released in March of 1987.
Mr. Muskie married the former Jane Gray of Waterville, ME on
May 29, 1948. The Muskie's have five children-Stephen, Ellen,
Melinda, Martha and Edmund Jr.-as well as seven grandchildren.
SECRETARY OF THE SENATE, EDMUND S. MUSKIE, LATE SENATOR FROM MAINE, MEMORIAL
TRIBUTES, S. Doc. No. 104-17, at ix-x (2d Sess. 1996).
5For the last several years I have been engaged in researching and writing what I call an
environmental-biography-in-progress of Muskie. The present article is my fourth article to
date on the subject. My previous articles are Robert F. Blomquist, "To Stir Up Public
Interest": Edmund S. Muskie and the U.S. Senate Special Subcommittee's Water Pollution
Investigations and Legislative Activities, 1963-66-A Case Study in Early Congressional
Environmental Policy Development, 22 COLUM. J. ENVTL. L. 1 (1997) [hereinafter
Blomquist, To Stir Up Public Interest]; What is Past is Prologue, supra note 3; Nature's
Statesman: The Enduring Environmental Law Legacy of Edmund S. Muskie of Maine, 24
WM. & MARY ENVTL. L. & POL'Y REV. 233 (2000) [hereinafter Blomquist, Nature's
Statesman]. My work plan calls for the completion of four more articles, after the present
article, with the following working titles: Senator Edmund S. Muskie and the Early
Development of Modern American Environmental Law: Second Term, 1965-70 Senator
Edmund S. Muskie and the Blossoming of Modern American Environmental Law: Third
Term, 1971-76 Senator Edmund S. Muskie and the Fruition of Modern American
Environmental Law: Fourth Term, 1977-80; Secretary of State Edmund S. Muskie's
Influence on the Development of International Environmental Law, 1980-81. As a scholarly
capstone to this effort, I hope to write a book-length environmental biography of Edmund
S. Muskie, based on my prior research and writing.
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historical context to my Article on Senator Muskie's environmental
accomplishments, I shall sketch the political milieu of the world and nation
at large at the end of the Fifties and the early years of the Sixties.6 Second,
in Part II, I shall discuss Senator Muskie's evolving environmental
consciousness during the first four years-1959 through 1962--of his first
term in the Senate, as he went from being a successful governor of a small
New England state, with impressive, but limited, exposure to nascent
environmental issues, to a rookie United States Senator from Maine.7 During
discussion of these first, formative years of Muskie's national experience, I
take the liberty of recording some of his reactions to the ways of the Senate
and to his early legislative assignments; I do this even if some of these
experiences pertain to non-environmental matters in order to show how
Muskie learned to approach complex policy problems early in his Senate
career. Third, in Part III, I shall describe and assess Senator Muskie's
environmental leadership activities as Chair of the Special Subcommittee on
Air and Water Pollution, from 1963 through 1964.8 During this critical two
year period, Senator Muskie and his Special Subcommittee on Air and Water
Pollution achieved Herculean environmental ends in analyzing, describing,
quantifying, synthesizing and addressing the burgeoning national problems
of water and air pollution. My narrative, and accompanying footnotes, detail
this astounding legislative activity. Finally, in Part IV, I offer some
conclusions regarding Senator Muskie's environmental accomplishments
during his first term.
9
As has been the case for my past Muskie articles,' 0 my research for
this Article has been a mixture of reviewing secondary sources and primary
archival sources, with key reliance on the incomparable Edmund S. Muskie
Archives at Bates College in Lewiston, Maine. P
The World and Nation-at-Large: The Transition From the Fifties to the
Sixties
In 1959-the year that Edmund S. Muskie took his first oath as a U.S.
Senator-substantial changes, both foreign and domestic, were in the offing.
6 See infra notes 12-16 and accompanying text.
7 See infra notes 17-156 and accompanying text.
8 See infra notes 157-436 and accompanying text.
9 See infra notes 437-438 and accompanying text.
10 See supra note 5 and accompanying text.
IIIn 2000, Bates College changed the official name of its archives to the Edmund S. Muskie
Archives and Special Collections Library. My reference throughout my Article, however,
will be to the shorter version, the Edmund S. Muskie Archives.
[Vol.26:509
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Domestic jet airline service was brand new. 12 During 1959 Castro came to
power in Cuba, Alaska became the 49th state, a Tibetan revolt was crushed
by Red China and the Dalai Lama fled to India, President Eisenhower and
Queen Elizabeth ceremonially opened the St. Lawrence Seaway, Hawaii was
admitted to the U.S.A. as the 50th state, and the United States joined eleven
other countries-including the Soviet Union-in signing a treaty to ensure
the peaceful development of Antarctica.'
3
In 1960, Muskie's second year in the Senate, his colleague, Senator
John F. Kennedy of Massachusetts, was elected President of the United
States in a contest with Vice President Richard M. Nixon, the French
undertook their first nuclear test explosion in the Sahara Desert, Soviet
Premier Nikita Kruschev announced that his country had shot down a United
States spy plane piloted by Gary F. Powers, former Nazi Adolph Eichmann
was captured in Argentina by Israeli agents, and the 1960 Census showed
that the population of the United States was 179,323,175 persons-an
increase of 18.5% from 1950.14
In 1961, Senator Muskie's third year as a U.S. Senator, the United
States severed all diplomatic relations with Cuba, President Eisenhower's
television and radio farewell address to the nation warned of the development
of an insidious "military industrial complex," President Kennedy created the
Peace Corps by signing an executive order, Major Yuri Gagarin of the Soviet
Union became the first human being to travel in space, Cuban exiles with the
tacit encouragement of the U.S. government launched a disastrous armed
invasion of Cuba at the Bay of Pigs, Commander Alan B. Shepard, Jr.
became the first American to travel in space, Captain Virgil "Gus" Grissom
became the second American in space, East Germany and the Soviet Union
began construction of the Berlin Wall, and two United States Army
helicopter units landed in South Vietnam-the beginning of direct American
military support for South Vietnam's ultimately fruitless struggle against
Communist guerrillas from the North.
15
In the last half of Muskie's first term as a United States Senator, 1962
through 1964, the rate of worldwide technological change, the clamor for
domestic and foreign civil rights, and the intensity of Cold War tensions
12 CONG. QUARTERLY SERVICE, CONGRESS AND THE NATION: 1945-1964-A REVIEW OF
GOVERNMENT AND POLITICS IN THE POST-WAR YEARS 152a (1965) [hereinafter CONGRESS
AND THE NATION]. The first domestic jet airline service opened in the United States when
National Airlines commenced its New York to Miami route on December 10, 1958.
13 Id. at 152a-53a.
14Id. at 153a-54a.
15 Id. at 154a-55a.
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dramatically increased.
16
II. SENATOR MUSKIE'S EVOLVING ENVIRONMENTAL CONSCIOUSNESS,
1959-62
Gubernatorial Foundations During the Fifties
An important gestation period of Edmund S. Muskie's
environmental education, which preceded his better-known
accomplishments as an extraordinary federal environmental
legislator, was his election as Governor of Maine in 1954 and
re-election in 1956, and the two terms he served in this
capacity as Maine's Chief Legislator and Chief Executive
16 Key national and world events in 1962 included the following: John Glenn, Jr. of the
United States was launched into space and successfully orbited the planet three times. The
Supreme Court of the United States ruled that the apportionment of seats in state legislatures
was subject to review by the federal judiciary, the Supreme Court banned official school
prayers in public schools, Justice Hugo Black of the Supreme Court issued an order requiring
Mississippi state officials to admit black student James Meredith to the University of
Mississippi which began a series of events leading to violent riots, and the United States and
the Soviet Union diplomatically and militarily faced off for several days in October over the
"Cuban Missle Crisis." Id. at 155a-57a.
During 1963, a federal government confrontation with the state of Alabama,
involving President Kennedy's sending 3,000 troops into the state, occurred over a federal
order to desegregate Alabama's public facilities, Teamster President Jimmy Hoffa was
indicted for allegedly fraudulently obtaining millions of dollars in loans from the Union's
pension fund, President Kennedy requested Congress to pass the most far-reaching civil
rights legislation to date, Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. led a 200,000 person "March on
Washington for Jobs and Freedom" to dramatize the need for federal civil rights legislation,
Governor George Wallace of Alabama capitulated and allowed integration of public schools
after President Kennedy federalized the Alabama National Guard, the United Nations
General Assembly approved a resolution which condemned the apartheid policy of South
Africa, President Kennedy was assassinated and Vice President Lyndon B. Johnson
succeeded to the office of President of the United States. Id. at 158a-59a.
In 1964-Senator Muskie's final year of his first term-President Johnson called
for a "war against poverty" and a 25 percent reduction in the production of nuclear materials
used in nuclear weapons in his first State of the Union message, the United States Public
Health Service issued a report that characterized cigarette smoking as a "health hazard," the
24th Amendment to the U.S. Constitution prohibiting poll taxes was ratified, Jack Ruby was
convicted of the murder of Lee Harvey Oswald, the purported assassin of President
Kennedy, the Civil Rights Act of 1964 was signed into law by President Johnson after final
congressional action, the Warren Commission issued its report on the assassination of
President John F. Kennedy, Premier Nikita Kruschev was replaced by Leonid Brezhnev, the
People's Republic of China detonated its first nuclear device in a remote central Asian
province, and Lyndon Johnson was elected President in a landslide victory over Senator
Barry Goldwater of Arizona. Id. at 159a-60a.
FIRST TERM, 1959-1964
from 1955 through 1958."7
Running on a Democratic Party platform in 1954 that insisted on
more vigilant stewardship of Maine's human and natural resources coupled
with passage of an "anti-pollution law, tested by experience elsewhere...
[and] necessary positive legislation to combat problems of industrial and
sewage pollution,"'18 the newly elected Governor Muskie both advanced the
rhetorical case for a cleaner Maine and New England environment, as well
as helped to craft or suggest important executive and legislative
improvements to Maine's environment during his first two year term from
1955-56. In this regard, during his first term in the Governor's Mansion,
Muskie exercised gubernatorial leadership in cajoling the Maine legislature
to pass enabling legislation authorizing the governor to sign the New England
Interstate Water Pollution Control Compact; proposing a new and
consolidated state department of conservation; jawboning state officials to
facilitate anadromous fish migration throughout Maine estuaries while
ameliorating obstacles-like pollution and dams-to free fish migration;
helping to expand the acreage of Maine's park system while enhancing its
quality; and encouraging more prudent forestry practices in the state.19
During his second term as Maine's governor, from 1957 to 1958,
among other natural resources and environmental initiatives, Muskie stressed
the economic importance of Maine's coastline; proposed reform of forest-
cutting practices and expansion of the state forest nursery; suggested the need
for codification and rationalization of Maine's fish and game laws and
legislation to improve fisheries conservation; articulated the need to complete
funding for a long range program involving the expansion and improvement
of Maine's state park system; outlined the importance of enhancing the
state's water supply; detailed the nature of the growing water pollution
problem in Maine and the United States while providing sophisticated
alternative financial options for the Legislature to consider in deciding how
to manage a variety of crosscutting water policy matters.2°
As I concluded in an earlier study of Muskie's environmental
policymaking roots as Governor of Maine:
Muskie's communications as Governor of Maine on pollution
17 Blomquist, Nature's Statesman, supra note 5, at 246 (footnote omitted).
18 Blomquist, What is Past is Prologue, supra note 3, at 93 (quoting Democratic Party of
Maine, 1954 Platform of the Democratic Party of Maine (1954) (on file with the Edmund S.
Muskie Archives, Bates College, Governor Series, Box 1-2)).
19 See id. at 92-109.
20 See id. at 110-26.
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and natural resources matters introduced him to the
complexity of attempting to legally order and govern the
environment. Muskie learned, while Governor of Maine, that
economic development was intimately related to a state's
natural resources base, which was, in turn, linked to both its
water quantity and water quality; economic development and
natural resources were also linked in complicated ways to
human resources which were determined by educational
opportunities available to the citizenry.
As part of his natural curiosity about "the facts,"
Muskie began a habit, after he took his first oath of office as
Governor of Maine in 1955, that would continue through his
period of major public service as a United States Senator and
the greatest environmental legislator in the nation's history:
relentlessly absorbing natural resources and pollution-related
statistics and descriptions of pollution and natural resources
problems and opportunities; reading scientific material
concerning the natural world and human-induced pollution
problems; and learning about the potential that human
technology created for making the environment a cleaner
place.
Being Governor of Maine before he became a United
States Senator impressed upon Muskie the need for honest,
bipartisan compromise. In this regard, Muskie came to
realize as Governor that jobs and a clean environment, while
necessarily interrelated in most respects, had to be carefully
balanced in other respects. For example, Muskie probably
wanted to achieve more aggressive and substantial state water
pollution legislation in Maine, but he came to realize that the
awkward processes of state government-with the Water
Improvement Commission conducting its deliberate and
plodding surveys and industrial concerns like the paper and
tanning industries complaining about too strict enforcement
of environmental quality laws-were necessary predicates to
workable environmental policy in a free society. Another
example of Muskie's gubernatorial insight about the need for
honest compromise in fashioning environmental laws, which
he probably brought with him to the United States Senate,
was his frustrated First Inaugural Address proposal for a
consolidated natural resources or conservation department (to
govern the disparate fisheries, wildlife, forestry, parks, and
[Vol.26:509
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other fragmented state agencies). He came to understand, in
graciously accepting the negative reaction of the Maine
Citizens Committee's to his proposal for a consolidated
natural resources agency, that lawmakers cannot move faster
than the people, even if the people are deficient in their logic
or acumen.
His gubernatorial natural resources and pollution
policy experiences also connected Muskie with the intricate
and problematic nature of American federalism and its impact
on state and local governments. This was to profoundly
shape the way Muskie would go about legislating on
environmental topics-from clean water to clean air to solid
wastes-as a United States Senator and as Chair of the
Senate's Public Works Committee's Subcommittee on Air
and Water Pollution. Muskie came to realize as a result of the
insights gained from his years as Governor of Maine that
federal programs-no matter how well intentioned-can have
burdensome and problematic impacts on the efficient
functioning of states and municipalities.
As Governor, Muskie strengthened his personal
qualities of patience, perseverance, flexibility, and synthesis
which were to prove invaluable and essential in his future role
as the Senate's leading environmental legislator.
As Governor, Muskie got accustomed to listening to
the comments of his constituents, experts on various natural
resource and pollution topics, staff of the Council of the
States, his colleagues at the National Governors' Association,
and other interested citizens. This sensitive "ear" was to be
instrumental in planning and implementing hearings, and
investigations on present or potential federal environmental
legislation as a United States Senator. This, in turn, helped to
establish a firm foundation for Muskie's environmental
legislative program while in the Senate.
2 1
Mr. Muskie Goes to Washington, 1959-6222
21 Id. at 127-28 (footnotes omitted).
22 My allusion to Frank Capra's Mr. Smith Goes to Washington (1939) film is purposeful.
The young, lanky, and idealistic Edmund S. Muskie entering the United States Senate
resembled, in part, Jimmy Stewart's portrayal of Senator Jefferson Smith in the movie. See
generally CINE BOOKS, THE MOVIE GUIDE 445-46 (1998) (discussing the plot and details of
the Oscar-winning film); VINCENT CANBY & JANET MASLIN, THE NEW YORK TIMES GUIDE
2002]
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1. The Rookie Year: 1959
First Experiences
In 1958 Edmund S. Muskie became the "first Democrat ever to be
popularly elected in Maine as a United States Senator." 23 In his first month
TO THE BEST 1,000 MoviEs EVER MADE, 567-68 (1999). However, my allusion is qualified:
while the young Senator Jefferson Smith was naive and inexperienced in the ways of politics
and policymaking before he came to Washington, the young Edmund S. Muskie was
seasoned and experienced in both politics and policymaking.
23 Blomquist, Nature's Statesman, supra note 5, at 253 (quoting THEO LiPPMAN, JR. &
DONALD C. HANSEN, MUSKIE 97 (1971)).
Muskie's 1958 campaign against the Republican incumbent, Frederick G. Payne,
was hard-hitting and effective. See, e.g., Governor Edmund S. Muskie, Address at Old
Orchard Beach (Aug. 22, 1958) (on file with the Edmund S. Muskie Archives, Bates
College, U.S. Senate Series, Box SE 11-3) (criticizing Payne's earlier performance as
Governor of Maine in the early 1950's, in failing to spur economic growth and prosperity).
Interestingly, during 1958 Muskie gave a lecture at his law school alma mater,
Cornell. Edmund S. Muskie, Do Convictions and Politics Mix?, The Dean Robert S. Stevens
Lecture, Cornell Law School (Apr. 11, 1958) (on file with the Edmund S. Muskie Archives,
Bates College, U.S. Senate Series Box SE 11-3). Among the many insightful musings made
by Muskie on the threshold of becoming a United States Senator, were the following:
* "[M]any of those who differ with [a politician] can be persuaded to
accept the politician's point of view on a given question if it is based
on a solid foundation of fact; if it bears the earmarks of careful and
of deliberate thought; if it is effectively presented to them; and most
important, if they have confidence in him;"
* "[L]eadership is not followship.... leadership is something more
than reading the results of the latest Gallup Poll and taking a position
accordingly. The privilege and responsibility of leadership require
the taking of risks. One is not equipped for leadership in a
democracy unless one is willing and able to see problems when they
arise, and to understand their nature, to develop judgments in advance
of the voters, and to propose the solutions indicated, whatever risk
may be involved in proposals which require effective and persuasive
advocacy before public support is assured;"
" "It is a favorite theory of mine... that life for us as individuals does
not realize its full meaning in the richest and most abundant sense,
unless we are willing to test our capacity for growth beyond the limits
of what we may, at any given time, believe possible. I can think of
no more satisfying way to test one's capacity for growth than to try
to meet the kind of challenge I have described in the public service."
Id.
Muskie decided to run for the U.S. Senate in 1958 because:
Aside from abandoning politics entirely, entering the Senate seemed the
only course open to him. A third term as governor was out of the
[Voi.26:509
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on the job in January 1959, Muskie gave a humorous and engaging speech
entitled "Some Thoughts of a New Senator."24 In that speech, Senator
Muskie observed that he had "[c]onsiderable doubt as to whether a new
Senator ought to have any thoughts, let alone new ones;,' 25 a new Senator
"quickly learns he should speak softly in the realization that his seniors carry
a big stick;"26 and that "one has only to experience the noise and confusion
of the baby crying for her feeding, the two-year old screaming from a fall
down the stairs, [and] the 8 and 9 year olds protesting loudly against doing
household chores.., to vigorously support a strong anti-filibuster rule. ,
2 7
Indeed, at the outset of his Senate career in early January 1959, Muskie had
learned the hard way about the "big stick" wielded by then Senate Majority
Leader Lyndon Baines Johnson on the issue of the anti-filibuster rule. In the
course of a get-acquainted office chat with Muskie, LBJ did his best to
pressure the new senator to vote in favor of Johnson'spreferred version of
a revised Senate cloture rule for cutting off filibusters.2 While Muskie saw
some promise and justification for Johnson's approach-the need to stop
southern opposition to the passage of civil rights legislation-the newly
elected senator from Maine had his own independent ideas on the best
approach for modifying the existing cloture rule.2 9 As explained in a 1971
biography about Muskie, as a direct result of Muskie's inaugural
conversation with Senate Majority Leader Johnson, which ruffled Johnson's
question. A year earlier [in 1957], at Muskie's urging, the Legislature had
approved the lengthening of the [Maine] governor's term to four years,
and in supporting the four-year term Muskie had given implied assurance
that [he] did not seek selfish advantage.
LIPPMAN & HANSEN, supra, at 92.
24 Senator Edmund S. Muskie, Some Thoughts of a New Senator (Speech, place unspecified)
(Jan. 1959) (on file with the Edmund S. Muskie Archives, Bates College, U.S. Senate Series,
Box SE 11-3) [hereinafter, Muskie, Some Thoughts]. See also Edmund S. Muskie, Speeches
1959 (on file with the Edmund S. Muskie Archives, Bates College, U.S. Senate Series, Box
SE 12-2).
25 Id.
26 Id.
27 Id.
2 8 A filibuster is "[a] long speech or series of speeches used to delay or stop action on a bill
by consuming large blocks of time." PAUL DICKSON & PAUL CLANCY, THE CONGRESS
DICTIONARY: THE WAYS AND MEANINGS OF CAPITOL HILL 118 (1993). "This time-honored
delaying tactic is almost always employed by a minority to defeat a measure favored by the
majority. Some have so refined the art of filibuster that the mere threat of staging one can
kill a bill or sidetrack it." Id. at 118-19. Cloture is a "[p]rocess by which debate can be
limited in the Senate without unanimous consent. When invoked by roll call vote-three-
fifths of those present and voting-it limits each senator to one hour of debate." Id. at 58.
29 LIPPMAN & HANSEN, supra note 23, at 99-100.
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ego, LBJ saw to it that Muskie was penalized by denying him membership
on all of his top preferences for Senate committee assignments:
The existing [Senate] rules required a two-thirds vote to halt
a filibuster, but unanimous consent was needed to halt a
filibuster on a proposal to change the rules themselves ....
Liberals [in 1959] decided to challenge the traditional view
that Senate rules carried over from Congress to Congress
since the Senate was a "continuing body," with only one-third
of its members elected anew for each Congress. The liberals
claimed that new rules could be adopted every two years by
majority vote. Johnson favored a mild compromise: to allow
cloture... when it was favored by two-thirds of the senators
present, rather than by two-thirds of the total membership,
and to follow this procedure even in rules debates.
Muskie favored a compromise between this plan and
the proposal to impose cloture when it received the vote of a
simple majority. He favored a three-fifths vote to end
debates.30
Thus, Muskie did not get seated on any of his top three favorite
committees-Foreign Relations, Interstate and Foreign Commerce, or
Judiciary. The best Muskie could do was to win an assignment to his fourth-
ranked committee-Banking and Currency. Senator Muskie's other two
committee assignments-Public Works and Government Operations-at
LBJ's direction, were not even on his list of requests.
31
Senator Muskie, however, made the best of his three committee
assignments. Looking back from the vantage point of his 1972
autobiography, Journeys,32 written during a time when he was a Presidential
30 Id. at 100 (emphasis added). During the course of the Johnson-Muskie conversation about
cloture, LBJ had suggested that, during roll call votes as a new senator on various policy
issues, Muskie might not know how to vote on a particular issue until "the clerk calling the
roll gets to the M's." Id. at 99. When Johnson pressed Muskie about why he could not
support the majority leader's specific cloture modification proposal, Muskie, somewhat
flippantly, retorted: "Well, Lyndon, the clerk hasn't gotten to the M's yet." Id. at 100.
31 Id. at 100-01. According to one source, Johnson's secretary, Bobby Baker (later to be
caught up in scandal), made it known to other senators that as a result of waivering on the
fidibuster cloture rule request, Johnson thought Muskie was "chickenshit." Id. at 100. See
also ROLAND EVANS & ROBERT NOVAK, LYNDON B. JOHNSON, THE EXERCISE OF POWER
218 (1968) (discussing the Majority Leader's "putdown" of Muskie in his freshman year as
a senator by not awarding Muskie his requested committee assignments).
32 EDMUND S. MUSKIE, JOURNEYS (1972).
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candidate for the Democratic Party nomination, Muskie mused:
In the long run, perhaps it was just as well. Such committees
gave me the chance to work on problems of increasing
importance to the country. In fact, the combination of
Banking and Currency, Government Operations, and Public
Works was unique in the Senate, and working in and between
those committees I was caught up in most of the legislative
effort to improve the quality of urban life in America.
Senator Johnson had done me a favor. Although I don't think
he had planned it that way.
33
Even looking forward from the humbling perspective of his early
"putdown" by Lyndon Johnson in January 1959, Muskie was able to
articulate an optimistic, but realistic, philosophy for being an effective United
States Senator. In this regard, Muskie spoke of how "[a] new [s]enator is
likely to entertain considerable doubt as to his ability to hold his own among
colleagues who represent an impressive collection of experience,
knowled[ge], political sagacity, and parliamentary technique.t 34 He "lm[ew]
he [would] make mistakes-but hope[d] they [would] not be fatal." 35 He was
aware that a new senator "brings to his official duties... [a] wide-ranging
variety of political experience and success" in conjunction with a background
in business or the professions, while harboring "[a] political philosophy
shaped by his beliefs and experiences." 36 He recognized that a new senator
had "[p]re-conceived notions as to the nature and the gape of the problems
that confront us," juxtaposed with "[m]ore or less specific ideas as to what
should be done about them."37 Significantly, however, Senator Muskie
comprehended at the outset of what was to be a distinguished, over two-
decade career in the Senate, that a senator "should never lose sight of where
he wants to go;"38 that practicable government in the Jeffersonian tradition
was the enduring polestar; 39 that "indiscriminate use of outworn political
labels" was counterproductive and an ineffective "substitute for meaningfil
33 Id. at 9.
34 Muskie, Some Thoughts, supra note 24.
35 Id.
36 Id.
37 Id.
38 Id.
39 Id.
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and constructive solutions to problems;"40 that "[i]f we must have labels,
perhaps it is time to coin a new one-the 'realist."' 4 1 Using Thomas
Jefferson for inspiration, Muskie outlined the following philosophy for
realistic governance:
" Avoid change simply for the sake of change.
" Retain existing institutions and policies, despite minor
imperfections, until demonstrably better ones have been
devised.
" Recognize that laws and institutions are not ends in
themselves but means of serving the needs and aspirations
of our people.
" Accept the need for change when the times and
circumstances require it.
" Do something about it!
" This is the "realist." He believes in serving ideals, but he
believes in doing so practically.
42
In broad, overarching terms, Senator Muskie had a vision in January
1959 that what individuals wanted, in America and around the world,
consisted of "[l]ivelihood," "[e]ducation and opportunity for [his or her]
children," and "[d]ignity and self-respect. ' 43 Drawing upon his experience
and insight as Governor of Maine during the late Fifties," Senator Muskie
in January 1959 articulated what one might call a baseline of his
environmental consciousness-a consciousness that would evolve and
become more sophisticated during the rest of the 1950s, the 1960s, the 1970s
and the start of the 1980s-by noting that America has over its history
established its public policies "based on [the] assumption that we had an
40 Id. Muskie quipped in his January 1959 speech: "I don't care what political label it may
be-'reactionary,' 'conservative,' 'moderate,' 'liberal,' or 'radical'-if its application to
tomorrow's problem is based upon yesterday's answers to yesterday's problems, it's use is
a disservice to today's understanding of what confronts us." Id.
41 Id.
42 Id From the vantage point of his first month as a United States Senator, in January 1959,
Muskie observed: "There never was a time when we needed to take a realistic view of our
situation in the future as today." Id. This was required, in Muskie's view, because
America's "national survival [was] at stake" and "[o]ur democratic principles [and] our way
of life are not the bright and shining goals of millions over the globe that they once were."
Id. See infra note 47 and accompanying text.
43 Id.
44See supra note 17-21 and accompanying text.
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over-abundance of resources" and a collective attitude of "manifest
superiority" such "[t]hat we had resources to bum" and "[t]hat our way of life
was so manifestly superior as a means of achieving social progress... that
other peoples [of the world] would seek to embrace it."4 5 In Muskie's
opinion, America-looking forward from January 1959--"need[ed] to
substitute a policy of maximum utilization of our material resources, [our]
human resources, [and] our ideological resources, ' 46 keeping faith with
Jefferson's words, which Muskie incorporated as his own:
I am certainly not an advocate for frequent and untried
changes in laws and institutions. I think moderate
imperfections had better be borne with. But I know also that
the laws and institutions must go hand in hand with the
progress of the human mind. As new discoveries are made,
new truths declared, and manners and opinions change with
the change of circumstances, institutions must advance also,
and keep pace with the times.47
First Senatorial Radio Broadcast
After his remarks in his maiden speech as a U.S. Senator,48 Senator
Muskie, in a radio broadcast on January 28, 1959, embellished his "first
impression of the Senate."49 Initially, Muskie explained to his constituents
why he had voted the way that he had on various proposals to modify the
cloture rule against Senate filibusters. 50  Muskie was upbeat about the
discussion and debate with his Senate colleagues to modify the cloture rule.
He told his radio audience:
Aside from the issues involved [in the cloture reform
proposals] the debate was a fascinating experience. It gave
me a very sharp impression of the abilities of my colleagues.
It provided, also, a very graphic illustration of how important
the full and free debate in which the Senate indulges is to the
45 Muskie, Some Thoughts, supra note 24.
46 Id.
47 Id.
48 See supra notes 24-27, 34-47 and accompanying text.
49 Radio Broadcast by Senator Edmund S. Muskie (Jan. 28, 1959) (on file with the Edmund
S. Muskie Archives, Bates College, U.S. Senate Series, Box SE 12-2) [hereinafter Muskie
Radio Broadcast].50 Id. See generally supra notes 27-33 and accompanying text.
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legislative process. When it was all over, I was left with a
tremendous respect for the ability, the dedication and the
effectiveness of my colleagues in the Senate-those with
whom I disagreed as well as those with whom I agreed.5'
Ironically, the new Senator also told his constituents that his
committee assignments "should ' ve me an opportunity to work closely on
legislation of interest to Maine." 2 As Muskie explained:
I have been assigned to the Committee on Banking and
Currency which will deal with such subjects as housing,
urban redevelopment, distress area legislation and many
others. I have also been assigned to the Committee on Public
Works and will serve on the Subcommittees on Rivers and
Harbors and Roads. In addition, I have been assigned to the
Committee on Government Operations, which has broad
powers to look into the operations of any governmental
agency. Although three committee assignments impose a
very heavy workload, I look forward with a great deal of
anticipation to the opportunities, which these offer for
interesting and constructive work. 3
In ending his radio broadcast, Muskie promised to send forth
"subsequent reports . . . and newsletters" on pending legislation. 54 In
cataloging the "many problems to be met" on the national level, Muskie did
not specifically mention environmental and natural resources issues. Instead,
51 Muskie Radio Broadcast, supra note 49, at 4. Muskie went on to observe in his first radio
broadcast as a United States Senator:
I have found nowhere in my experience of the past thirty days any
indication of the recklessness and the callous disregard of the country's
best interests to which reference is made so freely in the press these days.
There is, of course, sometimes violent disagreement as to what and how
much should be done in various problem areas. However, whatever
legislation finally emerges, it will be handled responsibly and capably by
people who work hard, listen patiently, and apply themselves diligently
to research, discussion and thought This, at least, is my first impression
of the Senate.
Id. Perhaps Muskie was, also, identifying his own personal ideals for how he wanted to
roceed in his legislative career as a senator.
Id. at 5.
53 Id. at 5.
54Id
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Senator Muskie provided the following key national issues he saw on the
horizon: "[t]he question of survival;" "[f]oreign policy;" "[t]he size and
nature of our defense effort;" "[e]ducation;" "economic and social progress;"
"[c]ivil rights;" "[h]ighway finance;" "[a]buses... in the labor-management
field;" "[i]nflation;" and "urban redevelopment." 55 "Of more particular
interest to Maine," Muskie noted,56 were some issues pertaining to natural
resource concerns that he had managed for the previous four years as
Governor of Maine. 57 These problems, in Muskie's words, "relat[ed] to
[Maine's] textile industry, [Maine's] fisheries, the [hydro-electric]
development of Quoddy, the price of potatoes, the cost of grain to [Maine's]
great poultry industry, the price of fuel oil, and a host of others."5
In closing, Senator Muskie set forth the approach he would try to
follow as a federal legislator in the upper house, which would anticipate his
leadership on environmental issues in the future:
Some solutions may have a pricetag, some none. The Budget
may be affected or it may not. A solution which makes sense
to an individual senator may be inconsistent with the solution
which ma[kes] sense to the President and which he supported
in his budget. Does a Senator have the responsibility to think
independently about these matters? The question answers
itself. Thinking independently, he quite likely will come up
with a different combination of solutions than the President
or even the leadership of his own party. This is as it should
be. Ultimately, of course, he will find it necessary to
accommodate his position to those of his ... colleagues. This
also is as it should be, provided he does so on the basis of
principle.
It will be my objective, therefore, to think
independently, to act responsibly, and to work cooperatively
with my colleagues to the end that I may achieve maximum
results in your best interests. I expect to make mistakes. I
hope to do some good. I will welcome your observations of
my performance at any time.59
55 Id.
56 Id.
57 See Blomquist, What is Past is Prologue. supra note 3, at 92-128.
58 Muskie Radio Broadcast, supra note 49, at 5.
59 Id. at 5-6.
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Getting Started
During the first six months of 1959, Muskie plunged into both the
political and policy roles of a new senator. In February, he addressed a
Jefferson-Jackson Day gathering of Missouri Democrats in Springfield,
observing that Missouri "Governor Jim Blair ha[d] a common sense knack
of striking to the core of a problem which is familiar to one accustomed to
dealing with practical, down-to-earth Maine Yankees.'6 ° Senator Muskie
stressed a variety of themes: the need to "mobilize all our resources;" 61 the
"responsibility of leadership in a free society;" 62 and the "truth" about
America's "position in the world. 63
0 Senator Edmund S. Muskie, Address at Jefferson-Jackson Day Dinner, at 2 (Feb. 21,
1959) (on file with the Edmund S. Muskie Archives, Bates College, U.S. Senate Series, Box
SE 12-2) (reprinted in 105 CONG. REC. A 175 (daily ed. Mar. 5, 1959)).
61 Id. Later in his speech, Muskie called for the "maximum utilization" of all of our
resources to guard against communism. Id.
62 Id. In discussing Thomas Jefferson's views on leadership, Muskie observed:
I do know that Jefferson's attention was always focused on the ultimate
objective of a free society-the advancement and well-being of the
people. I know that his versatile and searching mind was not restricted by
the strait-jacket of outmoded and out-worn ideas and methods, however
worthwhile they may have been yesterday. I am confident that he would
have chosen means and methods suited to the dimensions of the tasks with
which we are confronted. He would have believed today, as he believed
in his own day, that there is a greater risk in standing still than in moving
forward, that a problem is not solved by half measures, that a problem
does not disappear because it is ignored: that, above all, the American
people are willing, able, and eager to know the truth, to understand the
truth, and to assume the burdens and sacrifices which the truth indicates
they must assume. I believe this about Jefferson because he understood
the nature and responsibility of leadership in a free society-leadership as
demonstrated by the Jacksons, the Lincolns, the Roosevents [sic], the
Wilsons, the Trumans.
Id. at5.
63 Id. Muskie noted:
The truth today is that our position in the world, by any standard of
measurement we choose to use, is incomparably weaker than at any other
time since the dark days of World War II. The truth today is that there is
less than full realization of this fact, and that there should be and must be
if we are to make the hard decisions which are indicated. The truth today
is that we are not being called upon to make the supreme effort that those
in a position to know the facts should realize must be made. The truth
today is there is a lack of faith among too many that we have the
resources, the stamina, and the guts to do all that must be done.
Id. at 6.
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In March, Muskie taped a television segment for replay back in
Maine,6' stressing "three matters which [were] of great concern to [him] and
which should be of interest to Maine citizens in general:" 6 (1) the
Eisenhower Administration's policy of oil import quotas, which Muskie
believed "reduce[d] competition by executive decree," was detrimental to the
needs of the enery-poor New England states, and did not truly advance
national security; (2) the federal role in education;67 and (3) Senate hearings
of Muskie's Banking and Currency Committee on proposed area
development legislation.68 A few days after this radio broadcast, Senator
Muskie gave a speech to the National Housing Conference convention in
Washington, D.C. entitled "The Public Interest in Housing and Urban
Renewal." 69 This address is significant because it reflects Muskie's early
appreciation of the complexity and nuance of federal legislative
policymaking. Muskie informed his audience that he had experienced "a
short cram course" in federal housing and urban renewal policy "which
started a few weeks ago when I was appointed to the Senate Subcommittee
on Housing., 70 In the course of his prepared remarks on this occasion
Muskie marveled at the "unusually complex and highly technical subjects"
64 Senator Edmund S. Muskie, Material for TV Tape (Mar. 5, 1959) (on file with the
Edmund S. Muskie Archives, Bates College, U.S. Senate Series, Box SE 12-2).
65 Id.
66 Id.
67 Id Muskie indicated in his radio address to his constituents that he supported the concepts
articulated in Murray-Metcalf Bill which "recognize[d] two major gaps which threaten the
fine record of American education:" (a) a "shortage" of 140,000 classrooms in the country
and (b) a "teacher shortage" of 135,000.68 Id. Muskie pointed out that he was a co-sponsor of the Douglas Area Redevelopment Act
and had been "delighted to work with Senator Douglas and his staff in arranging for
testimony by individuals from the Saco-Biddeford area [of Maine] who came to Washington
and were able to describe in human terms the problems" of Maine citizens who had the
"basic desire to find productive uses for [their] skills in areas where a major industry has
been lost." Id.
Senator Muskie concluded his March 1959 radio broadcast by noting, that if he had
"more time" he would "like to spell out in more detail the work being done by [his] office
on the potato surplus problem now plaguing Maine Agriculture as it is the Agriculture of
several other states; the difficulties... [of] financing the interstate highway program;" and
the problems with "domestic plywood industry as it faces an ever expanding threat from low-
wage Japanese imports." Id. In conclusion, Muskie wryly noted that "the freshman Senator
finds more problems than there are easy or pat solutions." Id.
69 Senator Edmund S. Muskie, Speech at Twenty-eighth Annual Convention of National
Housing Conference (Mar. 9, 1959) (transcript available in the Edmund S. Muskie Archives,
Bates College, U.S. Senate Series Box 12-2).70Id.
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faced by his subcommittee and provided the following example: "In the
executive sessions... the mark-up of the bill was based on an agenda
consisting of 131 policy issues.",7 1 Muskie noted that with the guidance of
his more senior colleagues on the subcommittee, "it was possible to see
through the smoke screen of technicalities and complexities to the philosophy
behind the bill."72 Interestingly, he generalized the lesson of this early
experience to his evolving notion of how to perform his job as a United
States Senator: "This is undoubtedly the only real way to get a grasp of
technicalities. If one understands the fundamental problem and decides what
the philosophical approach ought to be, then the details begin to fall into
place.' 73 Senator Muskie provided a remarkably synoptic view of America's
emerging land use patterns, which involved his early appreciation of what
were to be diagnosed a few years later by thoughtful observers as national
environmental problems. In vivid language, Muskie said:
Take a walk through any mature city or town; your senses
verify the 1956 Census finding that one out of four dwellings
is below standard .... Cross over into the suburbs; there, at
last, you see the bulk of the 15 million homes built since
World War II, which have made us the leading home-owning
country in the world; but look a little closer, and you see the
dream of a modem American landed gentry being interrupted
by the lack of basic community facilities such as schools and
parks, water and sewers, by chaotic transportation, and by
narrowly conceived governmental organization.
In the general area of relationships among the three levels of
government, I have some very definite views, developed
partly as a result of the attention given to the problem by the
Governor's Conference following . . . President[]
[Eisenhower's] proposal at Williamsburg a couple of years
ago [in 1957] that the Federal Government ought to turn back
some functions to the States.
71 Id.
72 Id.
73 Id. Muskie provided a rhetorical link between his early experience in marking-up a Senate
housing and urban renewal bill and the philosophy of Thomas Jefferson on the practical
relationship between humans and their government "which [Muskie] brought... to the
Senate." Id.
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My view is that the relationships among these levels
of government, the responsibility which each level assumes,
cannot be fixed. As our society becomes more complex, the
relationships [between the federal, state and local levels of
government] change and they must change.74
74 Id. Muskie provided impressive detail and analysis on expounding on his concern about
the complex interaction between the three levels of government in the nation:
The division of responsibilities which obtained 150 years ago would be
completely unrealistic in terms of today's problems .... We must live in
today's world, working with it as we find it, and shaping it as best we can
to the needs of tomorrow as we can anticipate them. In the field of
intergovernmental relations, I would like to emphasize two points.
First of all, local and state governments are not the ineffective
and shrinking instrumentalities that a lot of people would have you believe
they are. Actually, state and local governments have become increasingly
vigorous and effective instruments over the past ten to twenty years
[roughly from 1939 to 1959]. They have been forced to become that as
their burdens and responsibilities have grown. This can be illustrated by
reference to the tremendous rise of expenditures by state and local
governments over [the period 1949-1959]. This rise has been fully as
dramatic as the growth of the Federal government over the same period.
To put it another way, State government has all that it can
possibly handle if it does well the tasks with which it is now charged.
Education, highways, institutions-these all call for a tremendously
increased effort on the part of State government, an effort which must
increase in the future; and, as we consider the possibility of turning over
to the states, [sic] functions now performed by the Federal government,
we must be careful that we do not impose so much of a load on State
governments that they are not able to do well that which they are now
doing.
Turning to my second point, I know it is popular to speak of returning
some of the functions of Federal government to State and local
government in order to bring government closer to people. Actually,
physical closeness doesn't necessarily mean closeness to the problems and
their solutions. If we are dealing with a national problem, we don't bring
it close to the people by vesting responsibility for its solution in a level of
government which isn't equipped to deal with it. Each of the three levels
of government is better equipped to deal with some problems than either
of the other two. We must learn to recognize these areas and to deal with
them accordingly. An important consideration always, in addition to the
nature and scope of the problem, are the tax resources and tax base which
can be brought to bear upon a given problem by a given level of
government.
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In late April of 1959, he told a women's Democratic club in
Maryland of his impressions as a new senator.75 These impressions included
the often "increasing tempo of the legislative pace" when a bill is scheduled
for floor debate; the near "intellectual chaos" as major legislation is "virtually
rewritten" on the Senate floor; "the free-wheeling manner in which Senate
debate is often conducted with lots of physical movement around the floor;
with Senators engaging in colloquies; with Senators yielding to other
Senators for questions and discussions;" and, that, somehow, "this process
does work"--the confusion, therefore, "is a creative kind, so there must be
an order permeating this apparent chaos and confusion. 76 Earlier in April
Muskie returned to Maine for the Congressional Easter recess; amid his talks
with constituents about the issues that he had confronted during his first three
months in office, Muskie also managed to get in some ice fishing on
Moosehead Lake on the first day of the season." Also in April, Senator
Muskie started work on a seemingly mundane assignment as chair of a
special subcommittee of the Government Operations Committee involving
the difficult land use and statutory construction questions of whether or not
a former U.S. arsenal "should be turned over to the State of Illinois for
purposes of recreation or whether it should be sold by the General Services
Administration by competitive bid to those who would develop it for
industrial purposes. ' ,7 8 Indeed, with only a few months of on the job training
as a United States Senator, Muskie demonstrated a pellucid grasp of the
principal challenge of a senator-that of managing complexity and
reconciling conflicting views on daunting policy questions-in an April
speech to the Southeastern Association of Railroad and Utilities
Commissioners in Miami, Florida. 79 Muskie said, in this regard:
One of the first things that impresses a new Senator is the
tremendous scope of national legislation, and it is not only the
75 Senator Edmund S. Muskie, Notes for Address to the Women's Suburban Democratic
Club of Montgomery County, Maryland (Apr. 29, 1959) (on file with the Edmund S. Muskie
Archives, Bates College, U.S. Senate Series, Box SE 12-2).
76 Id.
77Senator Edmund S. Muskie, Radio Talk on Summary of Activities on Maine Trip (Apr.
7, 1959) (on file with the Edmund S. Muskie Archives, Bates College, U.S. Senate Series,
Box SE 12-3).
78 Id.
79 Senator Edmund S. Muskie, Impressions of a Freshman Senator, Speech at Southeastern
Association of Railroads and Utilities Commissioners (Apr. 17, 1959) (transcript available
in the Edmund S. Muskie Archives, Bates College, U.S. Senate Series, Box SE 12-3).
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variety of issues with which he must deal but also one soon
discovers that each major issue involves highly technical and
complex data. If he is to be a conscientious legislator, it is a
major part of his task to become not necessarily a technical
expert but at least sufficiently familiar with the technical
aspects to render a competent overall judgment on the merits
of the proposed legislation. This calls for careful and
rigorous analysis of difficult issues. Or as it is sometimes put,
the Congressmen or the Senator finds it necessary to do his
homework.
What I was not completely prepared for, and this disturbs me,
is tendency for intelligent members of the public, and I
suspect even some of us in the national legislature, to grope
with great issues and technical problems on a deceptively
oversimplified basis. I will try to illustrate what I have in
mind. This year [1959], there are certain major problem areas
calling for decision. Some of them are housing, national
defense, education, foreign aid, and, of course, the budget. A
moment's reflection reveals that none of these is exactly a
new issue. They were discussed and in most instances voted
on in the last Congress and of the five I have just mentioned,
all have been with us for a good many years. In effect, we
have coming up for legislative judgment in each session of
Congress, not a set of new major issues but rather a set of
continuing problems which we do not "solve" in any final
sense but which we try to adjust as best we can on a regular
recurring annual basis.
Now this is the aspect which I find disturbing: Most of
these major problems have been with us long enough so that
many people have adopted relatively inflexible positions on
them, either pro or con, and to add to the inflexibility, some
of them now have attached to the problem a magic number.
The result is that the debate, such as it is, tends to revolve
around the magic number and is argued out from opposing
fixed positions.80
80 Id.
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Concluding his April speech in Florida, Muskie prefigured and
anticipated the intelligent and flexible approach he would demonstrate during
the sixties and seventies on national environmental issues with the following
thought:
My conclusion is that there is no substitute for the
individual Senator's own careful, patient, detailed analysis of
each problem. He should be especially diligent, it seems to
me, in avoiding the stereotyped alternatives which are often
thrust upon him. It is most important to break through these
inflexible positions, inherited from the past, into one's own
fresh analysis. If I have learned anything at all in my first
three months in the Senate, it is to be very skeptical of magic
numbers and pat solutions. What we face, in fact, are
difficult, dangerous and often frustrating problems which
submit to no easy black or white solutions. We must learn to
live with these problems on a continuing basis, not expecting
to "solve" them once and for all, but learning to apply to them
human intelligence with some basic belief that men have the
capacity to recognize and adjust to the inevitable changes
taking place in human affairs. I believe that society and
governments must be so considered as to give free play to the
great human potential for adaptability and change.
Furthermore, I am sure that we all believe that our country
has the necessary resources to meet any challenge however
great. Finally, we must all recognize that the American
people have a capacity for growth which can carry them to
even greater heights of achievement but only if they are
constantly stimulated by broad and wide range thinking, by
willingness to face facts and by imaginative and purposeful
leadership.8
In a series of other addresses during May and June of 1959, Muskie
amplified some of the views that he had stated earlier in the year. Thus, in
a Boston speech before a conference of the Northeastern Shippers-Motor
Carriers, he marveled at the importance of standing committees and senior
senators in determining the survival of the nearly "10,000 separate items of
legislation" introduced during a two year Senate session,8 2 while also
81 Id.
82 Senator Edmund Muskie, Speech at Northeastern Shipper-Motor Carrier Conference,
(May 13, 1959) (on file with the Edmund S. Muskie Archives, Bates College, U.S. Senate
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emphasizing his support for "a legislative proposal calling for the creating of
a permanent advisory commission to provide continuing study, analysis and
recommendations pertaining to the entire area of intergovernmental
relations." 3  In a radio broadcast Muskie explained the history of
intergovernmental reform efforts, from the time of Teddy Roosevelt's calling
of the First Governors' Conference in 1908 through President Eisenhower's
suggestion in 1957, which Muskie criticized, that cooperative programs "in
the field of vocational education and municipal [water] waste treatment
programs" be turned back from the federal government to the states.84 In a
speech on the floor of the Senate Muskie introduced his intergovernmental
relations commission proposal.8 5 At a gathering of the Tennessee Municipal
League in Gatlinburg, Tennessee, Senator Muskie extolled the model of the
Tennessee Valley Authority ("TVA") as a "spectacular example of creative
and wise use of [water] resources" and "an imaginative approach to resource
development within the fiamework of a federal system of government,"
while urging evaluation of the TVA model at a time, in the late 1950's, when
the United States was "operating in a period of history when we can no
longer afford to waste a single resource, material or human."86 In a radio
broadcast Muskie expressed his frustration with the slow progress of the
legislative process in Congress where the Housing Bill that his Senate
Committee had passed earlier in 1959 was tied up in a Conference
Committee with the House, and brought to the attention of his listening
audience the status of his bill to constitute a permanent Advisory
Commission on Intergovernmental Relations.8 7 Moreover, Muskie reported
Series, Box SE 12-3).
83 Id.
84 Senator Edmund Muskie, Radio Broadcast for WGAN (May 17, 1959) (on file with the
Edmund S. Muskie Archives, Bates College, U.S. Senate Series, Box SE 12-3).
85 Senator Edmund S. Muskie, Remarks on a Proposal for an Advisory Commission on
Intergovernmental Relations (May 21, 1959) (on file with the Edmund S. Muskie Archives,
Bates College, U.S. Senate Series, Box SE 12-4) (reprinted in 105 CoNG. REc. S 7851 (daily
ed. May 21, 1959) (statement by Senator Edmund S. Muskie)).86 Senator Edmund Muskie, Speech at Tennessee Municipal League (Gatlinburg, Tennessee)
(May 26, 1959) (transcript available at Edmund S. Muskie Archives, Bates College, U.S.
Senate Series, Box SE 12-3) (reprinted in 105 CONG. REc. A 4493) (daily ed. May 28, 1959)
introduced by extension of remarks by Senator Estes Kefauver)).
Senator Edmund Muskie, Radio Broadcast for WGAN (June 17, 1959) (on file with the
Edmund S. Muskie Archives, Bates College, U.S. Senate Series, Box SE 12-4). In a follow-
up news release in September of 1959, Muskie reported that President Eisenhower "signed
into law the Muskie Bill setting up a permanent Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental
Relations." Press Release from the Office of Senator Edmund S. Muskie (Sept. 1959) (on
file with the Edmund S. Muskie Archives, Bates College, U.S. Senate Series, Box 12-5).
Interestingly, in an article in National Review, a conservative columnist labeled the
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a new legislative activity that he had recently undertaken-stemming from
appointment to a joint congressional committee on Canadian-U.S. "boundary
waters and water power"-in which capacity, on the occasion of the opening
ceremonies of the St. Lawrence Seaway in late June, he had "an opportunity
to discuss with members of the Canadian Parliament a number of [water
resource] problems, including the Columbia River project, the St. Lawrence
Seaway [and] water diversion on Lake Michigan .... '988
Miles to Go
The pace of activity as a United States Senator accelerated for
Muskie during the second half of his rookie year, 1959. By way of
illustration of key developments during this timefiame, Muskie issued a
scathing critique of President Eisenhower's veto of the Housing Bill,
characterizing the veto as "reject[ion] [ofi ... a middle ground worked out
by the most experienced men in the Housing field, in both Houses of
Congress,"89 while reporting on a question he had asked at a Government
Operations subcommittee hearing about the heath effects of radiation.go
legislation for an intergovernmental advisory commission as a "welfarist's dream come true"
because "It]he Muskie bill provides the machinery for implementing a philosophy of
federally-led government" and "exerts pressure for greater government spending at all
levels." L. Brent Bozell, Public Lobby for Public Spending, NAT'L REv. (Aug. 15, 1959)
at 267.
88 News Release, Senator Edmund S. Muskie (June 25, 1959) (on file with the Edmund S.
Muskie Archives, Bates College, U.S. Senate Series, Box SE 12-4).
89 News Release, Senator Edmund S. Muskie (July 10, 1959) (on file with the Edmund S.
Muskie Archives, Bates College, U.S. Senate Series, Box SE 12-5).
90 News Release, Senator Edmund S. Muskie (July 16, 1959) (on file with the Edmund S.
Muskie Archives, Bates College, U.S. Senate Series, Box SE 12-5). The Muskie news
release stated in part:
Senator Edmund S. Muskie was a member of the Subcommittee on
Reorganization and International Organizations of the Committee on
Government Operations which today held hearings on the subject "The
U.S. Government and the Future of International Medical Research-The
Long-Range Trends, Opportunities and Problems." Senator Muskie
shared the chair with the Chairman of the Subcommittee, Senator Hubert
Humphrey of Minnesota.
In reply to a question from Senator Muskie, [a Nobel Prize winning
physician] said that the field of genetics is so little studied and so
imperfectly understood by the general public and even by most physicians
that information on genetic damage by radiation easily leads to
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In a radio talk Senator Muskie acknowledged that mid-summer was
"the busiest period of the year in terms of legislative activity," and that
"[w]ith three standing committees and seven subcommittees meeting
regularly and with the increase of activity on the floor of the Senate, [he]
floun]d that a major portion of [his] time [was] necessarily concentrated on
legislative matters." 9 In August, Muskie experienced a bracing debate with
Senator Wayne Morse, of Oregon, on the matter of Muskie's subcommittee's
recommendation that federal arsenal lands be subdivided and conveyed, in
part, to the State of Illinois for recreational purposes and, in part, for
industrial development.92 In late August Muskie discussed, in a radio talk,
"the last frenzied weeks of legislative activity" in the Senate during 1959,
highlighting pending bills on labor reform, highway financing, civil rights,
housing, veterans' pensions, and other matters.
93
Significantly, between mid-September and mid-October of 1959,
Senator Muskie spent one month in the Soviet Union "as a member of a small
group representing the Senate Public Works Committee and the Senate
Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs."94 This experience-his first trip
misunderstandings. He also indicated that this general lack of
understanding makes possible conflicting interpretations as to the effects
of radiation on human lives.
Id.
91 Senator Edmund Muskie, Radio Broadcast for WGAN (July 26, 1959) (on file with the
Edmund S. Muskie Archives, Bates College, U.S. Senate Series, Box SE 12-5). Muskie
reported, among other things, on banking legislation that he had a hand in, the status of his
bill to establish an Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental Relations, military
appropriations legislation, "the aftermath of the Presidential veto of the Housing Act of
1959," legislative hearings on medical research, and the completion of hearings by a "special
subcommittee of the Committee on Government Operations" that Muskie chaired on a bill
introduced by Senator Paul Douglas of Illinois to "transfer certain property which is part of
the Joliet Arsenal in the State of Illinois to be used for recreational purposes." Id.
Interestingly, Muskie opined that while "[tihe lines were sharply drawn between the people
interested in developing a recreational area and those in Illinois who preferred to develop the
same acreage for industrial purposes," he had found the experience of acting as a senatorial
mediator in this dispute "a valuable experience" and that his subcommittee was "about to
recommend to the full committee a compromise solution which may win support from both
sides of the controversy." Id.
92 105 CONG. REC. A 14158-65 (Aug. 11, 1959); 105 CONG. REC. A 14298-312 (Aug. 12,
1959). See supra that portion of note 91 dealing with Muskie's subcommittee hearing on the
Illinois land use dispute.
93 Senator Edmund Muskie, Radio Broadcast for WGAN (Aug. 26, 1959) (on file with the
Edmund S. Muskie Archives, Bates College, U.S. Senate Series, Box SE 12-5).
94 Senator Edmund Muskie, Speech, Russian Trip, U.S. Highway Safety Conference,
University of Maine (Orono, Maine) (Oct. 30, 1959) (on file with the Edmund S. Muskie
Archives, Bates College, U.S. Senate Series, Box SE 12-5) [hereinafter Muskie, Russian
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abroad as a United States Senator-provided Muskie with valuable insights
about the Soviet Union's energy and water resource development as
compared to the United States. As summarized in a Senate Report, the
Senatorial visit was extensive:
The Senate delegation left the U.S. September 15 [1959] and
spent 31 days... in the Soviet Union, traveling more than
12,500 miles ... inspecting 11 dams . . . on 8 rivers, 4
hydroelectric institutes, 4 construction towns, a generator
manufacturing plant, a thermal station, a power substation,
Lake Baikal (a natural reservoir in Siberia which stores more
water than all the 5 Great Lakes combined), a collective farm,
a state farm, and a school.95
The key conclusions and recommendations of the Senate report on
the trip to the Soviet Union pertaining to natural resources and pollution
issues were as follows: (1) the Russians have long recognized that their
mighty river systems constitute one of their greatest inexhaustible resources,"
increasing Soviet hydropower from less than two percent of total energy
supply in 1925 to twenty percent in 1958;96 (2) as of 1958 "[iun the U.S.A.,
as in the U.S.S.R., about 20 percent of the power is generated
hydroelectrically and 80 percent by thermal stations;" 97 (3) "[t]he Soviets
intend to maintain this ratio for some time... [while] the United States [is
at] 20 percent [hydroelectric use] ... on a downward curve dropping from 35
percent in 1946 to an estimated 15 percent by 1970, and approximately 12-14
percent in 1980; '' 8 (4) "[i]n the development of water resources in the Soviet
Union priorities of utilization," in a descending order of priority are
hydroelectric power, navigation, irrigation, flood control, fish, wildlife and
recreation, and water supply;99 (5) "[m]anagement of the salmon in the
Columbia River Basin [of the United States] requires a much more ambitious
Trip].
95REPORT AND STAFF STUDIES TO THE COMMITTEES ON INTERIOR AND INSULAR AFFAIRS
AND PUBLIC WORKS, RELATIVE WATER AND POWER RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT IN THE
U.S.S.R. AND THE U.S.A., S. DOC. No. 86-71, at ix (1960) [hereinafter RELATIVE WATER
AND POWER RESOURCE REPORT]. Muskie was accompanied on the trip by two Senate
colleagues, Senator Frank E. Moss, of Utah, and Senator Ernest Gruening of Alaska. In
addition, eight other officials and technical staff went along on the trip. Id.
96 Id. at 1.
97 Id.
98 Id.
99 Id. at 2.
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program of fish management ... than is needed in the U.S.S.R. [because]
[t]he Soviet Government does not remove rough fish from the reservoirs on
a large scale, as we do, on the theory that most, if not all, fish are
desirable;"' l and (6) "[s]erious water pollution [in the Soviet Union],
particularly from industrial sources, reduces the use of certain water sources
for water supply, recreation purposes, and fish and wildlife propagation [and]
[w]hile a number of major [Russian] cities have safe, central water supply
systems, many others do not."''
Moreover, Muskie's autumnal 1959 visit to the Soviet Union spurred
a variety of personal reactions by the new senator. For instance, Muskie
mused in an October 1959 speech that "although vast progress is being made
toward achieving a Western standard of industrial production, Russia is still
based on a vast peasant society,"' 0 2 and this "peasant base" is also "an
advantage for Soviet leaders" since these people "are not likely to have very
high material aspirations."' 0 3 In a similar vein, Muskie pointed out the
paradox that while, in 1959, "the Soviet Union which has achieved a
considerable superiority over [the United States] in the field of rocket and
missile development culminating in their sensational striking of the moon
does not possess anything which we in... America would recognize as a
modem highway system."''1 4 In addition, Muskie observed that "[t]he
Russian citizen is a creature of the state in a sense totally repugnant to any
American or any other Western citizen who has grown up in a tradition of
constitutional government with its guarantees of free speech, free assembly,
free press and the freedom to worship according to the dictates of his own
conscience."' 0
5
In December of 1959, Senator Muskie provided extensive testimony
to the Senate Select Committee on National Water Resources, at a field
100 Id. at6.
101 RELATIVE WATER AND PowER RESOURCE REPORT, supra note 95, at 6-7. "The Russians
have not concerned themselves seriously with providing unpolluted water supplies." Id. at
7. The report, unlike other policy sectors, does not provide a comparison with the state of
American water pollution and safe drinking water supply as of 1958.
102 See Muskie, Russian Trip, supra note 94.
103 Id.
104 Id.
105 Id. On his return to the United States from his Russian trip, Senator Muskie "took
advantage of the opportunity to spend two, all-too-brief days in Poland." Senator Edmund
S. Muskie, Address Before the Annual Dinner and Ball of the Paderewski Foundation (New
York, New York) (Oct. 31, 1959) (on file with the Edmund S. Muskie Archives, Bates
College, U.S. Senate Series, Box SE 12-5). Muskie went on to provide personal reflections
on how his father "was born in Poland" and had left the land of his birth for America, in
1900, "in search of freedom and opportunity." Id.
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hearing in Augusta, Maine. 0 6 With the perspective gained from his Soviet
visitl' fresh in his mind, and the knowledge derived from his service as
Maine's former chief executive in the late 1950s,10 8 Muskie provided the
select committee with a number of trenchant remarks. Highlights of his
testimony include the following:
" [the December 1959 field hearing constituted] the first
[congressional] hearing of its kind to be held in Maine for
the purpose of open discussion in all areas of interest
affecting water resources activity. If we do nothing more
by our discussion today than focus public attention upon
the nature and extent of our water resources... and the
principles and issues arising out of the shaping of policies
bearing upon [water] conservation and utilization, we will
have accomplished a great deal. It is my hope that we
may do more, and that this field hearing will help to
stimulate decisions which will result in continuing
coordinated action in water resources development on the
part of citizen groups, state agencies, and federal agencies
on a cooperative basis.'°9
" [W]e have maintained in Maine over many years a
program of stream-flow data gathering. This has been a
joint effort of Federal-State Government, and private
interest. During my administration as Governor, I
recommended legislative action to institute a program of
ground waters [sic] research in cooperation with the
United States Geological Survey. This program was
adopted.... 0
" An equally important field with surface water
measurements and ground water studies is the subject of
water quality. Here again there is a field for cooperative
effort between State Government and the United States
Geological Survey which maintains a field service for this
Io6 Senator Edmund S. Muskie, Statement at Field Hearing conducted by the Senate Select
Committee on National Water Resources (Augusta, Maine) (Dec. 3, 1959) (on file with the
Edmund S. Muskie Archives, Bates College, U.S. Senate Series, Box SE 12-5) [hereinafter
Muskie Field Hearing Statement].
107 See supra notes 94-105 and accompanying text.
108 See supra notes 17-21 and accompanying text.
109 See Muskie Field Hearing Statement, supra note 106.
110 Id.
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purpose.' 1
" Another field of major interest is water pollution. While
it is recognized that the use of water bodies as a final
means of disposal for water-borne waste is a common
practice, the disposition of larger volumes of untreated
sewage and industrial process waste has resulted in
serious deterioration of the quality of receiving waters. It
is the use of streams for disposal of wastes which is most
in conflict with other desirable uses, especially recreation,
shell fish operation, fish migration, industrial water
supply, and in some instances, public and agricultural
water use.
'0 12
* "[Maine] has enacted legislation establishing a water
improvement commission and a program of classifying
waters designed to maintain and improve standards of
quality which will permit the greatest utilization of this
valuable resource. Maine has also entered into a compact
with the other New England [s]tates for working out the
solutions to water pollution problems of an interstate
nature.," 3
" "In looking into the future, however, it would appear that
much of the practical solution of water pollution problems
rests in the field of applied research. Already we have
indications of the results of research in the conversion of
sulphite liquors from pulp and paper manufacture into a
useful product; thus, not only creating new products...
but at the same time reducing the quantitative amounts of
waste entering our streams.,,"14
• "While [the U.S. Army] Corps of Engineers construction
activities in Maine in the past [going back to 1821] have
been mainly limited to navigation works, studies and
surveys have included flood control and shore protection
analyses. Investigation presently under way include
consideration of protection from hurricane-induced tidal
112 Id.
113 Id. "[Maine] provides funds also to be made available to municipalities for the
development of municipal sewage treatment systems. Thus we are making progress in this
field." Id.
114Id.
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flooding and a survey of tidal power development in
Passamaquoddy Bay."
' 15
o By way of general environmental background, during
1959 Muskie participated in the passage of an extension
of the 1955 Air Pollution Act. The bill was signed into
law by President Eisenhower in September."1
6
2. Gaining Stature in the Senate: 1960-62
1960
In March, the Congressional Record reprinted an article" 7 that
started: "There is something Lincolnesque about Edmund Sixtus Muskie,
who has completed his first year as a Senator from Maine. ' 1s The article
went on to note:
Muskie has found his new job in Washington-as a freshman
Senator learning his way through the Capital's complicated
customs-quite different from being Governor of Maine.
The problems Muskie now faces are complex and manifold.
As a U.S. Senator, he must keep in mind the interests of the
whole country, not just those of his State, and the issues
before Congress often involve global considerations."
19
In an April address to the Maine Democratic State Committee,
115 See Muskie Field Hearing Statement, supra note 106. Muskie provided considerable
details of the history of state and federal investigation into utilizing Passmaquoddy Bay for
electrical tidal power development. Id. This project was never realized despite Muskie's
efforts over the years to see it come to fruition.116 CONGRESS AND THE NATION, supra note 12, at 1139 (discussing President Eisenhower's
signing of Pub. L. No. 86-365).
106 CONG. REc. S. 5149 (daily ed. Mar. 10, 1960) (statement of Senator McGee,
incorporating U.S. Information Agency publication of an article by Olga Arnold and Laura
Winslow, The New Senator From Maine).
118 Id.
119 Id. Indeed, Muskie continued to reflect upon his autunm 1959 trip to the Soviet Union
in various addresses that he delivered during early 1960. See, e.g., Edmund S. Muskie,
Radio Talk, Congressional Series Broadcast (Jan. 17, 1960) (on file with the Edmund S.
Muskie Archives, Bates College, U.S. Senate Series, Box SE 13-1).
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Muskie mentioned "resource development and utilization" as one of seven
key "problems confronting the country.' 120 In a noteworthy news release to
his constituents in June, Senator Muskie briefly discussed the domestic issues
on the minds of Maine voters;' 21 what is more remarkable, however, is the
dispassionate analysis he articulated for judging the repercussions of the "U-2
incident" involving the shooting down of an American spy plane over Soviet
territory and Muskie's call for a calm and sober assessment of the
situation. 122 This type of objective, fact-sensitive focus' 23 was a habit of
mind and character that Muskie had developed as a college debater and
young lawyer and state legislator' 24 and cultivated while Governor of
Maine; 25 it was a trait that would be accentuated and broadened in
subsequent years as a United States Senator in his approach to national
environmental problems. 126
In December, Muskie received a letter and proposed draft legislation
from Senator Clair Engle of California, urging that Congress "work out a
declaration of national policy ... on natural resources conservation and
120 Senator Edmund S. Muskie, Address at Democratic State Convention (Apr. 21-23, 1960)
(Portland, ME) (on file with the Edmund S. Muskie Archives, Bates College, U.S. Senate
Series, Box SE 13-2). The other six national issues identified by Muskie included the
following: (1) "defense and space;" (2) "education;" (3) "America's position in the world;"
4) "civil rights;" (5) "urban renewal and distressed areas;" and (6) "the aged." Id.
21 Senator Edmund S. Muskie, Newsletter No. 7 (June 8, 1960) (on file with the Edmund
S. Muskie Archives, Bates College, U.S. Senate Series, SE Box 15-5). Muskie's "mail"
from Maine voters indicated "greatest concern with": (1) "[m]edical [care for the [a]ged;"
(2) "[flederal [a]id for [p]ublic [s]chools;" and (3) "[a]mendments to the [m]inimum [w]age
l]aw." Id.
22 Id. Muskie mildly rebuked the emotional reactions of most of his Maine constituents in
being "rather harshly critical of... President[] [Eisenhower's] handling of our affairs before
and after the U-2 incident." Id.
123 Muskie suggested the following three-part focus in asking questions about the U-2
incident:
1. Does it [the inquiry] touch upon a national policy which ought
to be reviewed in the interests of national security?
2. Does it touch upon an organizational relationship which might
need correction, possibly of a legislative nature, in the interests
of national security?
3. Could the answer, without breaching the safeguards of classified
information, contribute to increased public confidence in the
management of our affairs?
Id.
124 See generally Blomquist, Nature's Statesman, supra note 5, at 241-45; Blomquist, What
is Past is Prologue, supra note 3, at 88-91.
125 See Blonxiuist, What is Past is Prologue, supra note 3, at 93-128.
126 See, e.g., Blomquist, To Stir Up Public Interest, supra note 5, at 12-61.
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development" and opining that America's "natural resources program needs
better coordination at a high executive level."' 27 Senator Engle's draft bill
on the subject addressed this national problem. It seems apparent that one of
the motivations for Senator Engle's proposed legislation was the August
1960 findings of the Senate Select Committee on National Water
Resources 128-the Committee Muskie addressed at a Maine field hearing in
December of the previous year.' 29 Indeed, among the many interesting points
about the quality and quantity of American water resources at the outset of
the 1960s contained in the Select Committee's Report, Water Resources
Activities in the United States, which Senator Muskie received and read, are
the following:
" "The United States faces a number of serious water problems
whose immediacy and gravity vary from region to region. In
some areas they could become quite painful. 130
" "The impending deterioration of our streams and rivers is
perhaps the most striking of our findings. Unless the country
is ready to cope with water pollution on a far greater scale
than at present, it appears that many streams will become
putrescent and rivers open sewers. But the problem of
environmental sanitation is nothing new. Having rid our city
streets of garbage and human and animal wastes, we must
now do the same for our rivers."'' 31
" 'This report indicates that the status of water in our economic
system is rapidly changing. Once water could be regarded as
a free good-only pipes, pumps and treatment plants cost
money; water was free for the taking. This view seems
destined to disappear from the Eastern scene as it did from the
West some time ago."'
32
* "This situation can be attributed in large part to the growth of
population and industry. But a major factor is that water-
127 Letter from Senator Clair Engle, to Senator Edmund S. Muskie (enclosing a proposed
"Resources and Conservation Act of 1961") (Dec. 9, 1960) (on file with the Edmund S.
Muskie Archives, Bates College, U.S. Senate Series, SE Box 42-4).
128 SELECT SENATE COMM. ON NATIONAL WATER RESOURCES, WATER RESOURCES
ACTIVITIES IN THE UNITED STATES-WATER SUPPLY AND DEMAND (Comm. Print No. 32
Aug. 1960) [hereinafter WATER SUPPLY AND DEMAND].
129See supra notes 106-115 and accompanying text.
130 WATER SUPPLY AND DEMAND, supra note 128, at 1.
131 Id.
132 Id.
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using activities have been growing more rapidly than the
economy as a whole. Irrigated lands amounted to about 20.5
million acres in 1944; by 1958 the figure had risen to about
34 million acres, an increase of 62 percent. During the same
period total agricultural output... grew at less than half this
rate." 
33
" "Manufacturing industries that use large quantifies of water
have been growing at rates substantially in excess of the
growth of all manufacturing .... Between 1947 and 1954 the
major water-using manufacturers grew as follows:
[Index of Production: 1947=100 (1954)]
Pulp and paper .............................. 133
Chemicals ..................................... 153
Petroleum refining ........................ 140
Primary aluminum ........................ 247
All manufacturing ......................... 127
Food .............................................. 105
Pig iron and steel ........................... 107.9
134
" "On a total intake basis, steam-electric utilities... account for
a larger quantity of water use than any other category except
agriculture. Generation of electricity has been growing at
roughly 10 percent per year-total generation more than
doubling between 1940 and 1950 and again between 1950
and 1960.' ' 3
5
" "Household [water] use has been increasing at a rate
substantially in excess of population growth. Per capita urban
use exceeds per capita rural use; a larger and larger fraction
of our population is becoming urban; and urban per capita use
has been rising steadily."' 36
In general, during 1960, Senator Muskie shared the frustration of his
largely democratic colleagues in Congress who clashed with President
Eisenhower on the federal program of grants for construction by communities
of sewage treatment plants. Eisenhower vetoed legislation that would have
133 Id. (footnote omitted).
134 Id. at 2 (footnote omitted).
135 Id.
136 WATER SUPPLY AND DEMAND, supra note 128, at 2.
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increased annual authorization for these grants from $50 million to $90
million.' 37  Also in 1960, Muskie was part of the successful effort in
Congress to pass legislation directing the Surgeon General to make a study
of the effects of motor vehicle exhaust fumes on public health.
1 38
1961
During 1961, Muskie was involved as a member of the Senate Public
Works Committee in holding hearings on amendments to the Federal Water
Pollution Control Act. In a May radio address, 139 Muskie provided an
enthusiastic assessment for the prospect of amendatory national water
pollution legislation being passed by Congress and signed into law by the
new President John F. Kennedy.' 40 Muskie noted that the Federal Water
Pollution Control Act "which provides Federal matching grants for pollution
control in communities throughout the nation, is one of the most important
of our conservation programs."' 14 Moreover, he said that the legislation "has
made a substantial contribution to the reduction of pollution in many
[American] rivers and streams" and that he and his allies in the Congress
137 CONGRESS AND THE NATION, supra note 12, at 1139.
138 Id. at 1140. "The bill (HR 8238) was initially passed by voice vote of the House Aug.
17, 1959. It was passed by voice vote of the Senate May 26, 1960 and signed into law June
8, 1960 (PL 86-493)." Id.
During June of 1960 Surgeon General Leroy C. Burney released a "Final Report
of the Study Group on Mission and Organization of the Public Health Service." The Burney
Report made some important points on the general scope of national health problems. "The
report said the next great nationwide health efforts could be expected in two areas:
development of knowledge and control over environmental health factors (like radiation,
toxic additives in foods, etc.); and development of comprehensive healthcare for the
population . . . ." Id. Interestingly, the Burney Report said that in order to achieve
knowledge and control over environmental contaminants during the 1960s and beyond, this
would require the nation to establish "the principle that private use of water, atmosphere and
land be limited in the public interest." Id. (internal quotation marks omitted). Moreover, the
Burney Report asserted that "[t]hose who ... create environmental hazards should be
rinarily responsible for averting or abating them." Id. (internal quotation marks omitted).
9 Senator Edmund S. Muskie, Text of Radio Tape for Weekend of May 12, 1961 (on file
with the Edmund S. Muskie Archives, Bates College, U.S. Senate Series, Box SE Box 106-
7) [hereinafter Muskie May 12 Radio Tape].
140 President Kennedy took a different position from that of his predecessor, President
Eisenhower, on national water pollution legislation amendments. Cf. supra note 137 and
accompanying text. "[O]n Feb. 23, 1961 in his message on national resources [President
Kennedy] asked for a substantial increase in the federal grants program and a strengthening
of federal enforcement procedures against those causing pollution." CONGRESS AND THE
NATION, supra note 12, at 1143.
141Muskie May 12 Radio Tape, supra note 139.
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were "trying to improve and expand the scope of the program."'' 42 Muskie
went on to note in his radio address to his constituents that: "Population
growth, industrial development, and the obsolescence of older treatment
plants have placed an increasing strain on our supply of clean, healthful
water." 43 Muskie stressed that, in the nation as a whole, there was a backlog
of "five-thousand projects needed with an estimated cost of two-billion
dollars."'144 In closing his radio talk, Muskie asserted that: "[o]ne very
important feature of the pending legislation would provide for research and
demonstration facilities for pollution control, including the development of
more effective waste treatment facilities."'145 He also indicated that he was
offering a proposed amendment to pending water pollution legislation in the
Senate that "would extend the length of time in which [s]tates could take
advantage of annual authorizations" so as to provide more intergovemmental
flexibility for "[s]tates having biennial legislative sessions.' ' 4
While the Senate Public Works Committee on June 7th issued a
report favorably reporting a pending Senate bill on water pollution, 47 the
Senate, as a whole, on June 22, took advantage of the House of
Representative's passage of legislation embodying most of President
Kennedy's proposed changes to existing legislation to pass the House bill
with minor amendments.14 Thereafter, both houses of Congress agreed to
a conference report149 and on July 20th the President signed the bill into
law.' 50 The key provisions of the 1961 water pollution amendments were as
follows: (1) vesting control of the federal water pollution control program,
in the Secretary of the Department of Health, Education and Welfare
("HEW") instead, as previously, with the Surgeon General; (2) increasing
authorization of grants to local communities for sewage plant construction of
$80 million in fiscal 1962 to $90 million in fiscal 1963, and $100 million a
year in fiscal 1964-67; (3) liberalized funding levels for the federal
contributions to a single sewer plant; (4) authorization of $5 million a year
for five years to the Secretary of HEW for research and demonstration
142 Id.
143 Id.
144Id.
145 Id.
146 Id.
147 SENATE COMM. ON PUBLIC WORKS, FEDERAL WATER POLLUTION CONTROL ACT
AMENDMENTS OF 1961, S. REP. No. 87-353 (1961). The Senate report accompanied S. 120.
148 CONGRESS AND THE NATION, supra note 12, at 1143. The specific bill was H.R. 6441,
87th Cong. (1961).
149 Id. at 1143.
150 Id. Pub. L. No. 87-88 (codified as amended in 33 U.S.C. § 390b (1961)).
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projects in improved techniques of sewage treatment and control at seven
different water pollution research laboratories scattered throughout the
nation; (5) raised from $3 million per year to $5 million a year the
authorization for grants to states for administration of state water pollution
control plans; (6) permitted the Secretary of HEW, through the U.S. Justice
Department, to bring court suits to require an offender to cease activities
causing pollution in interstate waters without, as was the case prior to the
1961 change in the federal statute, first seeking permission of the state
government where the pollution was originating from; (7) extended federal
water pollution abatement procedures to navigable intrastate and coastal
waters, expanding the scope of the statute from pre-existing law which had
limited federal jurisdiction to strictly interstate waters, subject to the
permission of the state governor where the intrastate pollution takes place.'
5 1
Another significant environmental and resource-related activity that Senator
Muskie participated in during 1961 was meeting with Secretary of the
Interior Stewart Udall "on the possibilities of development of hydro-electric
resources in the Passamaquoddy Bay area and the upper St. John River" and
consideration with Secretary Udall of "proposals for recreational use of the
Allagash (River) area and the problem of flood control on the [St.] John
River."'15
2
151 CONGRESS AND THE NATION, supra note 12, at 1143. During Congressional hearings on
the legislation that became Pub. L. No. 87-88, the American Municipal Association and the
U.S. Conference of Mayors endorsed the proposed expansion of pre-existing law, while the
National Association of Manufacturers, the American Pulp and Paper Association, and the
Manufacturing Chemists' Association opposed various features of the proposed legislation.
Id.
152 Press Release, Senator Edmund S. Muskie (June 1, 1961) (on file with Edmund S.
Muskie Archives, Bates College, U.S. Senate Series, Box SE 14-3). See also Senator
Edmund S. Muskie, Radio Talk for WGAN (May 21, 1961) (on file with the Edmund S.
Muskie Archives, Bates College, U.S. Senate Series SE Box 14-4) (discussing, among other
things, Muskie's meeting with Secretary Udall on the possibilities for a Passamaquoddy Bay
tidal project); Letter from Senator Edmund S. Muskie, to John R. Newell, President Bath
Iron Works (June 23, 1961) (on file with the Edmund S. Muskie Archives, Bates College,
U.S. Senate Series, Box SE 11-4) (discussing Muskie's active interest in harnessing
hydroelectric power from Passamaquoddy Bay and noting "[h]aving had the opportunity to
see first hand [during my 1959 trip] the total effort which the Soviet Government is making
to develop similar resources, it seems to me foolhardy indeed to ignore any potential that
exists in our own nation"); Edmund S. Muskie, Newsletter (June 1961) (on file with the
Edmund S. Muskie Archives, Bates College, U.S. Senate Series, Box SE 11-4) (discussing
the wisdom of the Passamaquoddy Tidal Power Project).
In an April 1960 document, the Committee of Maine Engineers described the
technical scope of a proposed Passamaquoddy Tidal Project in the following terms:
[The project] would consist of nearly seven miles of rock fill dams
dividing Passamaquoddy Bay and Cobscook Bay into two pools separated
[Vol.26:509546
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1962
During July 1962, Senator Muskie accompanied Secretary of Interior
Udall on a three-day survey of Maine to help Udall evaluate industrial and
recreational development in Maine; this trip was designed to help Udall
evaluate proposals for federal funding of the Passamaquoddy Tidal Power
Project, recreational opportunities for the Allagash, St. Croix, and St. John
Rivers, and improvements of Acadia National Park.15 3
Muskie also participated, during 1962, in Senate deliberations on
legislation that extended the federal Air Pollution Act of 1955. The impetus
for this legislation was a special health message sent by President Kennedy
to Congress on February 27, 1962.154 Ultimately, in September of 1962, the
Senate by voice vote agreed to previous House amendments to an extension
of the Air Pollution Act of 1955 (which had struck out certain enlargements
and liberalization of the federal air pollution program which had been
requested by the President and approved by the Senate).155 As enacted into
law in October of 1962 the legislation extended for two more years the
existing $5 million a year federal authorization to the Public Health Service
from the ocean, a set of gate structures aggregating 160 gates each 30 feet
square, a powerhouse one-half mile in length with 30 generating units of
only 10,000 KW rated capacity each, four navigation locks for ocean-
going vessels, and supporting roads, auxiliaries, and structures. In
addition, there would be... on the upper St. John River, an earth dam 335
feet high and a mile and a half long, a powerhouse 584 feet long
containing eight generating units each of 50,000 KW capacity, about four
miles of tunnels and conduits, together with surge tanks, a spillway, and
other appurtenances.
The tidal project would be of the "two-pool" type. The upper
pool (Passamaquoddy Bay) would be filled by opening gates to the ocean
at high tide. This pool would drain continuously into the lower pool
through the powerhouse. As the tide level dropped below the level of the
upper pool, the filling gates would be closed. The lower pool would rise
as the water from the powerhouse entered it, and would be emptied by
opening the emptying gates to the ocean fell below the level of water in
that pool.
FINDINGS OF THE SPECIAL COMMrrrEE OF THE MAINE ENGINEERS APPOINTED TO STUDY THE
1959 REPORT BY THE INTERNATIONAL PASSAMAQUODDY ENGINEERING BOARD TO THE
INTERNATIONAL JOINT COMMISSION (Apr. 1960) (on file with the Edmund S. Muskie
Archives, Bates College, U.S. Senate Series, Box SE 11-4).
153 Senator Edmund S. Muskie, Newsletter (July 1962) (on file with the Edmund S. Muskie
Archives, Bates College, U.S. Senate Series, Box SE 11-1).
154 CONGRESS AND THE NATION, supra note 12, at 1144.
155 Id. at 1145.
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for studies and grants on the subject of air pollution, while also directing the
U.S. Surgeon General to study, on a permanent and ongoing basis, the health
effects of air pollution from automobile exhaust.
156
III. CHAIRMAN MUSKIE AND THE GENESIS OF THE SPECIAL SUBCOMMIlTEE
ON AIR AND WATER POLLUTION, 1963-64
The Launching of the New Subcommittee
In 1963, the 87th Congress became the 88th Congress. As stated in
the History of the Committee on Environment and Public Works,' 7 "[t]he
transition from the 87th to the 88th Congress (1963-1964) saw a series of
events that began the expansion of the [Senate] Public Works Committee's
limited anti-pollution jurisdiction into one with broad responsibility for
national environmental protection programs."' 5 8 Senator Pat McNamara of
Michigan, "the third ranking Democrat on the committee in the previous
Congress, became chairman at the opening of the 88th Congress in January,
1963"'15 9 through an improbable succession of deaths of senior colleagues on
the committee in late 1962:
The changes began with death on November 18, 1962, of
Senator Dennis Chavez (D-NM), the committee's chairman
since 1955. Next in line of seniority to become chairman was
Senator Robert S. Kerr (D-OK), long an influential member
of the Senate and the committee. Senator Kerr, however, died
less than two months later on January 1, 1963.160
After the dust had cleared, Senator Muskie found himself the third
ranking Democrat on the Public Works Committee, with less seniority than
156 Id. President Kennedy's February 1962 request for approximately $2.8 million of
appropriations for a federal Environmental Health Center, to be administered by the Public
Health Service, did not pass Congress since it died in the House and never was voted on in
the Senate. Id.
1 5 7 UNITED STATES SENATE, HISTORY OF THE COMMITTEE ON ENVIRONMENT AND PUBLIC
WORKS-UNITED STATES SENATE, S. Doc. No. 100-45 (1988) [hereinafter HISTORY OF THE
COMMITTEE]. "That process was completed 14 years later [by 1977] with the addition of
"Environment" to the committee's name and the formal consolidation of virtually all
environmental jurisdiction within the new Committee on Environment and Public Works."
Id. at 10.158 Id. at 10.
1591d. at 11.
160Old.
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the second ranking Democrat, Senator Jennings Randolph of West
Virginia. 161 After Randolph "requested and was assigned the chairmanship
of the Subcommittee on [P]ublic Roads,' 162 Muskie, "the next senior
majority party member, sought the chairmanship of the Subcommittee on
Flood Control-Rivers and Harbors"' 63 largely because he thought, in his own
words, that "a little pork wouldn't do me any harm"'64-referring to the
influence he might bring to seeing federal coastal waterway projects steered
to his constituents in Maine. However, Muskie's specific wish was not to
come to pass. Instead, the new committee chairman, Pat McNamara,
"decided to take [the Flood Control-Rivers and Harbors] subcommittee for
himself,' 65 but to appoint Muskie to head the New England "task force[],' 66
who "thus was able to handle water resources legislation in which he was
interested., 167 Moreover, and of greater significance in the long run, in April
of 1963 Muskie "received a subcommittee chairmanship when Senator
McNamara created the Special Subcommittee on Air and Water Pollution'
161
in a novel reorganization of the structure of the Public Works Committee.
169
161 Id.
162 Id.
163 HISTORY OF THE COMMITTEE, supra note 157, at 11.
164 Blomquist, To Stir up Public Interest, supra note 5, at 11 n.38.
165 HISTORY OF THE COMMITTEE, supra note 157, at 11.
166 Id.
167 Id. 'This included his concern with pollution which stemmed from his experience as
Governor of Maine, where he realized the importance of clean water to industrial
development and Maine's coastal economy, as well as to domestic water consumption and
natural resource replenishment." Id.
168 Id. "This was a natural action since Senator Muskie already had been active [as a
member of the full Public Works Committee] in developing water pollution legislation
[during his first few years as a Senator and during his previous experience as Governor of
Maine], and proposals for action on air pollution had been referred to [the Public Works
Committee]." Id.
169 Id. As explained by the official history of the Senate Public Works Committee:
While the [C]ommittee on Public Works had jurisdiction over "oil and
other pollution of navigable waters" since the Senate committee
reorganization of 1946, 1963 was the first time Public Works had
designated a subcommittee to be concerned exclusively with pollution
issues. Earlier, the Senate Committee on Labor and Public Welfare had
used its health-related jurisdiction to address the problem of air pollution.
Relying heavily on the Public Works Committee's jurisdiction
over "oil and other pollution," air pollution was included in the workings
of the new special subcommittee. Recognizing ["pollution"] as a key
word, the committee retained it in the title of the subcommittee for two
decades. In 1974, the subcommittee was renamed the Subcommittee on
Environmental Pollution. In the 100th Congress (1987-88), "pollution"
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As explained in the official Senate history:
The Special Subcommittee on Air and Water Pollution on Air
and Water Pollution predated the national environmental
movement .... The word "environment," in fact, was not in
common use in 1963; "pollution" and "ecology" were more
frequently heard. During the 1950s and 1960s there were
local concerns over pollution, for example, when the
Cuyahoga River in Ohio caught fire because of the heavy
concentration of pollutants in its water. Some cities, notably
Pittsburgh, had passed some air pollution ordinances to
control "smoke" and smog.17
0
Organizing and Starting Work, 1963
On April 30th Muskie's office issued a press release about the
formation of the Subcommittee; 17 1 the release went on to state that
"[1]egislation which will be considered by the Subcommittee includes bills
sponsored b Senator Muskie dealing with the problems of air and water
pollution;"'172 that "[t]he air pollution measure would enable the Federal
Government to cooperate with State and local governments in the prevention
of air pollution,"'173 while "[t]he water pollution control bill would provide
for the establishment of a Federal Water Pollution Control Administration for
assistance for construction of municipal sewage treatment works and for
separation of combined storm and sanitary sewers, thus encouraging
pollution abatement on interstate and navigable waters."'
' 74
was dropped and the title became the Subcommittee on Environmental
Protection.
Id. at 11-12.
170 Id. at 11. See generally Blomquist, Clean New World, supra note 2, at 10-40 (discussing
the early intellectual history of modem American environmental law).
171News Release, Senator Edmund S. Muskie (Apr. 30, 1963) (on file with the Edmund S.
Muskie Archives, Bates College, U.S. Senate Series, Box SE 84-5).
172 Id.
173 Id.
174 Id. The April 30, 1963 press release also indicated that "[l]egislation introduced by
Senator Neuberger (D-Ore.) and others, designed to eliminate the use of harmful detergents
allegedly contaminating water supplies, will also be under the Subcommittee's jurisdiction."
Id. Moreover, the other senators appointed to the new Subcommittee by Senator Pat
McNamara (D.-Mich.), Chairman of the Senate Public Works Committee, were identified
as follows: "Senators Jennings Randolph (D-W. Va.), Frank E. Moss (D.-Utah), Lee Metcalf
(D-Mont.), Birch Bayh (D.-Ind.), Gaylord Nelson (D.-Wis.), J. Caleb Boggs (R.-Del.), Jack
[Voi.26:509550
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Senator Muskie rapidly grasped the important policy "forum"' 75 that
the new Subcommittee offered to him. As explained in his 1972
autobiography, commenting on the critical first years of Subcommittee's
existence in the early Sixties, Muskie recalled that the Subcommittee
members and its staff "were able to hold hearings around the country, to stir
up public interest, and with a lot of hard work. . . we got momentum started
for the [environmental] legislation which has developed ever since. 17
6
1. Seeking Cleaner Water
In introducing S. 649-his bill to amend the existing, relatively
modest, federal water pollution legislation-Senator Muskie, in remarks
included in the January 1963 Congressional Record observed:
Federal financial assistance to cities to aid in the construction
of necessary sewage treatment plants is an important and
significant feature of a well-rounded Federal water pollution
control program. Such Federal inducement to spur cities to
undertake needed construction is fully consonant with Federal
aims and responsibilities for restoration and conserving the
quality of the Nation's water supplies.' 77
Miller (R-Iowa), and James B. Pearson (R-Kan.)." Id.
175 MUSKIE, supra note 32, at 83.
176 Id. This observation by Muskie is "consistent with Professor Arthur Maas' political-legal
model of Congress as a deliberative body which engages in a continuous process of
discussion eventually leading to the passage of good legislation." Blomquist, To Stir Up
Public Interest, supra note 5, at 12-13 (internal quotation marks omitted; citing ARTHUR
MAAS, CONGRESS AND THE COMMON GOOD 7 (1983)). Muskie's reference also is consistent
"with the theoretical view that a legislative committee or subcommittee should help the body
resolve uncertainty about what the most urgent problems are, about the policy alternatives
of solving the problems, and about the likely effects . . . of adopting different policy
alternatives." Blomquist, To Stir Up Public Interest, supra note 5, at 14 (internal quotation
marks omitted) (citing WILLIAM N. ESKRIDGE, JR. & PHILIP P. FRICKEY, LEGISLATION:
STATUTES AND THE CREATION OF PUBLIC POLICY 243 (1995)).
For assorted discussions about the theory and practice of various types of
congressional committee, see sources cited in Blomquist, To Stir Up Public Interest, supra
note 5, at 14-15 n.44.
109 CONG. REC. 1454 (daily ed., Jan. 31, 1963) (statement of Senator Edmund S.
Muskie). Muskie continued by noting:
The response on the part of communities is certainly heartening.
Encouraging progress is being recorded. The full potential of this
stimulatory program is not being realized, however, in the case of our
larger cities. As presently authorized, a grant for a single project may not
exceed 30 percent of the reasonable construction cost or $600,000,
WM. & MARY ENVTL. L. & POL'Y REV.
In introducing his 1963 water pollution bill, Muskie also stated that
"[a]n even more excessive financial burden confronts our older established
cities" since "[t]hey are currently faced with the necessity of separating their
combined storm and sanitary sewers" and "[t]he reserve capacity provided
in their treatment plants to handle periodic storm water runoffs is presently
not even adequate to properly process sanitary sewage alone. '"17  Muskie
opined that as a result of these infrastructure deficiencies, "[t]he harmful
effects of... periodic doses of concentrated pollutants are felt not only in the
adjoining vicinity but also far downstream."' 79 As a result, Muskie reasoned
that "[i]nterferences with many legitimate uses of water result."' 80 Thus,
"body contact water pursuits are out of the question in such situations and
closed bathing beaches serve as a forceful reminder that the quality of the
water is severely impaired.'' 8'
Muskie crafted S. 649 to address these problems by providing
"Federal financial participation to the extent of 30 percent of the total
estimated reasonable costs" for necessary sewage plants out of a proposed
$100 million annual congressional appropriation. ' 2 Moreover, in order to
encourage sensible regional planning for sewage plant construction, Muskie's
bill "authorize[d] an additional 10 percent grant to be made for those projects
that are certified by an official State, regional, or metropolitan planning
agency as being in conformity with a comprehensive plan of
development."' 8 3
whichever is less. In the case of a joint project in which several
communities participate the ceiling is $2,400,000. These ceiling limitations
are unrealistic when applied to the considerably greater expenditures which
a larger city must bear in installing necessary treatment works. In
application, they approximate as little or less than 10 percent of the costs
involved and thus they fail to achieve what is at once a primary and
necessary objective in efforts to control water pollution. The bill, which I
introduced today, would bring these amounts more in line with the equities
and purposes involved by increasing the single project grant maximum to
$1 million and the joint project combined grants maximum to $4 million.
Id.
178 Id. "Consequently, after a rainfall large overflows of these combined storm and sanitary
wastes are diverted from entering the treatment plants and are discharged raw without any
treatment to the streams." Id.
179 Id.
1s0 Id.
181 Id. at 1154-55.
182 Id. at 1155.
183 109 CONG. REc. 1454. Muskie indicated that one of the reasons that motivated this
provision in his water pollution control bill was as follows: "The grave errors of our past
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Significantly, drawing upon his knowledge of how his home state of
Maine's "shellfish-producing waters" were "immeasurably harmed through
disposal of deleterious wastes" into coastal waters, with ensuing "irreparable"
economic losses,'84 Muskie included a provision in S. 649 that would initiate,
for the first time in American history, the power of the federal government
to set both water quality standards for interstate and navigable waters as well
as the authority to issue "rules and regulations... setting forth standards of
quality necessary for all [such] legitimate water uses" and incorporating "the
type, strength, or volume of matter which may be permissibly discharged into
these waters."' 5 And to give status and institutional authority to the federal
water pollution regulatory effort, Muskie's bill, S. 649, proposed establishing
a "Federal Water Pollution Control Administration as a direct operating arm
of the Department" of Health, Education and Welfare.1
6
In the section-by-section analysis of S. 649, Senator Muskie provided
background policy rationales for the change in federal water pollution law.
Two key statements, in this regard were, first, that a new subsection would
be added to the existing Federal Water Pollution Control Act (then codified
in 33 U.S.C. § 466 et. seq.), which stated that the amended legislation's
purpose was "to establish a positive national water pollution control policy
of keeping waters as clean as possible as opposed to the negative policy of
attempting to use the full capacity of such waters for waste assimilation,"'
18 7
and second, that federal water pollution standards:
[A]re to be based on present and future uses of interstate or
navigable waters for public water supplies, propagation of
fish and aquatic life and wildlife, recreational purposes and
practices in metropolitan development that now arise to haunt us in the form of blighted
areas must not be allowed to be repeated; by no means shall Federal funds be permitted to
contribute to their perpetuation." Id.
d4 I .
185 Id. Muskie explained the overarching purpose of allowing federal water pollution
regulation by noting:
Today, more than ever before, the individual citizen is aware of the needs
for preventing and controlling water pollution. In order to assist him in
his willingness and desire to avoid contributing to bad pollution practices
... authority is provided for the issuance of rules and regulations by the
Secretary of Health, Education and Welfare ....
Id.
186 1d. In this regard, Musde asserted that "[t]he potentialities to be realized from effective
water pollution control are too significant and the consequences of failure too serious to
allow those responsible for the administration of the programs to be hindered through lack
of adequate status and authority." Id.
187Id. at 1456.
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agricultural, industrial and other legitimate uses. The
alteration of the physical, chemical, or biological properties
of these waters by acts in violation of [federal] regulations are
declared a public nuisance and subject to abatement under.
.enforcement provisions.1
88
On June 17, 1963-within six weeks of the formation of the Senate
Subcommittee on Air and Water Pollution and his appointment as Chair of
the Subeommittee-Muskie commenced Subcommittee hearings on water
pollution. The Subcommittee, in Muskie's words, was embarking on
legislative hearings on "the whole breadth and scope of the water pollution
problem facing the Nation."' 89  Muskie's opening remarks at the
Subcommittee hearing on June 17th provided a "primer of sorts on the
history and status of federal water pollution policy" up through mid- 1963.190
Muskie stated:
A staff report dealing with the nationwide pollution problem
reveals that a rapidly increasing backlog of needs is
developing. Three modem-day sociological phenomena-the
increasing population, growing urbanization, and rapidly
changing technology-all aggravate problems for which
control practices already exist and contribute [new] and
complex problems of chemical, pesticide, and radioactive
pollution.
While the Federal Water Pollution Control Act of 1956
and its 1961 Amendments have provided the basis for a
national program under which a good measure of progress has
been achieved, much more is indicated as urgently necessary
to be accomplished.
Headway has been most notable in the municipal waste
treatment construction field in response to the stimulation
provided by Federal financial assistance. Moreover, there is
a current backlog amounting to $2.6 billion which must be
overcome at the same time as replacement and additional new
facilities are provided to take care of the population and urban
growth. Industry has been laggard in its responsibilities and
the needs here are as great as those for the municipalities. A
1 Id.
189 Blomquist, To Stir Up Public Interest, supra note 5, at 18 (internal quotation marks
omitted) (citing document on file with the National Archives of the United States).
190 Id.
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staggering $8 billion estimated cost is the price tag facing
cities in undertaking the necessary separation of combined
storm and sanitary sewers, now constituting a significant
pollution problem.
The emerging problems involving chemical, pesticide,
and radioactive wastes are filled with unknowns which need
answers before adequate treatment methods can be developed.
Every effort is [needed], of course, to safeguard the public
health and welfare through effective controls until research
has found these answers.
91
The "staff report" mentioned by Muskie in his opening remarks at the
Subcommittee's water pollution hearings was entitled A Study of Pollution-
Water ("Water Pollution Study"). 1 92 This staff study, 193 consisting of over
100 pages, constitutes the first comprehensive and systematic congressional
analysis of water pollution in America; it, also, formed the bedrock on which
Muskie and his Subcommittee built innovative federal water pollution
legislation during the Sixties and Seventies, culminating in the landmark
1972 amendments to the Federal Water Pollution Control Act.' 94 The Senate
Water Pollution Study is divided into five chapters with four appendices. 1
95
In addition, the document includes a preface by Senate Public Works
Committee Chair, Pat McNamara,196 and a two-page summary. 1
97
191 Id. at 19 (citing Hearings Before A Special Subcomm. on Air and Water Pollution, Senate
Comm. on Public Works, 88th Cong. (1963) [hereinafter 1963 Senate Water Pollution
Hearings]).
192 STAFF OF SENATE COMM. ON PUBLIC WORKS, 88TH CONG., A STUDY OF POLLUTION-
WATER (Comm. Print 1963) [hereinafter SENATE WATER POLLUTION STUDY].
193 The Senate Committee on Public Works staff who prepared the Senate Water Pollution
Study, were as follows: Ron M. Linton, Chief Clerk and Staff Director; Richard E. Gerrish,
Assistant Chief Clerk; and Professional Staff Members John L. Mutz; Theo W. Sneed; and
Richard E. Royce. Id.
194 Federal Water Pollution Control Act Amendments of 1972, Pub. L. No. 92-500; 86 Stat.
816 (1972) (codified as amended at 33 U.S.C. §§ 1251-1376 (1994 Supp. IV 1998)).
195 SENATE WATER POLLUTION STUDY, supra note 192. Chapter 1 is entitled "The Nature
of the Problem," id. at 3; Chapter 2 is entitled "The Need," id. at 21; Chapter 3 is entitled
"Federal Actions," id. at 39; Chapter 4 is entitled "State Actions," id. at 73; and Chapter 5
is entitled "A Look Into the Future," id. at 83. Appendix I is entitled "Backlog of Municipal
Waste Treatment Needs," id. at 85; Appendix II is entitled "Request to States by Committee
for Information," id. at 89; Appendix I is entitled "Enforcement Activities of States," id.
at 97; and Appendix IV is entitled "Organization Chart of Federal Water Pollution Control
Activities." Id. at 99.
196 Id. at vii.
197 Id. at 1-2.
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The Senate Water Pollution Study exhibits several important
characteristics. First, the preface of Senator McNamara called for three
presuppositions in, synoptically, viewing water pollution in America: (1) that
"we must consider inseparable the problem of water quality and water
quantity;' 198 (2) that "[w]e can no longer afford the widespread illusion that
our water supplies are drawn from a limitless source;'99 and (3) that "the
water resources problem confronting the United States [in 1963 onward] is
one of making its relatively fixed supply meet a rapidly increasing demand
by providing the right quantity of water of the right quality at the time and
places where it is needed." 2°
Second, the Senate Water Pollution Study provided a useful
taxonomy of water pollutants20 1 and a perceptive assessment of the national
198 Id. at vii.
199 Id.
200 Id.
201 According to the staff study:
The word "pollution" has different meanings for different people. To
some it is raw sewage; to others it is toxic and smelly chemicals; and to
the angler it is temperatures too high for trout or bass. It is all ofthese, for
pollution includes all of the many activities that in anyway degrade the
quality of water. The quality of water is reduced; its value is diminished;
it becomes unsuitable for reuse and, becomes, instead of a benefactor, a
nuisance or menace to health, when it is overburdened with--
(1) Organic wastes contributed by domestic sewage and industrial
wastes of plant and animal origin which remove oxygen from the
water through decomposition;
(2) Infectious agents contributed by domestic sewage and by certain
kinds of industrial wastes which may transmit disease;
(3) Plant nutrients which promote nuisance growths of aquatic plant
life such as algae and water weeds;
(4) Synthetic-organic chemicals such as detergents and pesticides
resulting from new chemical technology which are toxic to
aquatic life and potentially to humans;
(5) Inorganic chemicals and mineral substances resulting from
mining, manufacturing processes, oil plant operations and
agricultural practices which interfere with natural stream
purification, destroy fish and aquatic life, cause excessive
hardness of water supplies, produce corrosive effects and in
general add to the cost of water treatment;
(6) Sediment which fill stream channels, harbors and reservoirs,
cause erosion of hydroelectric power and pumping equipment,
affect the fish and shellfish population by blanketing fish nests,
spawn and food supplies, and increase the cost of water
treatment;
(7) Radioactive pollution resulting from the mining and processing
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interest in clean water.202
Third, the staff study offered a realistic overall philosophy to guide
future federal water pollution control legislation, premised on the centuries-
old Anglo-American legal concept of public nuisance. As stated in the
report:
To say that we must cease discharging wastes is unrealistic.
The disposal of treated wastes from municipalities,
communities, factories or farms through the medium of water
of radioactive ores, from the use of refined radioactive materials,
and from fallout following nuclear testing;
(8) Temperature increases which result from the use of water for
cooling purposes by steam electric powerplants, and industries and
from impoundment of water in reservoirs, and which have harmful
effects on fish and aquatic life, and reduce the capacity of receiving
waters to assimilate wastes.
Id. at 3-5. The staff analysis, however, indicated that, in spite of the eightfold categorization
of water pollutants, "[m]ost wastes are mixtures of the above general categories of pollutants,
thereby complicating the problems of their treatment and control. For example, municipal
wastes usually contain synthetic organic chemicals, inorganic chemicals, and sediments, as
well as oxygen consuming organic wastes and infectious agents." Id. Moreover, the report
noted that "[m]any industrial wastes contain substantial amounts of heat from processes
other than cooling. Land drainage usually contains substantial organic matter in addition to
sediments; as well as radioactive substances and air pollutants washed from sky, vegetation,
buildings, and streets during rainfall." Id. at 5.
202 SENATE WATER POLLUTION STUDY, supra note 192, at 6. As the staff observed:
Water pollution is no longer a local affair. Long stretches of both
intrastate and interstate streams are subjected to pollution which adversely
affects their use for many purposes. Conventional biological waste
treatment processes are hard pressed to hold the pollution line and for a
growing number of our larger cities, these processes are not adequate.
There is growing concern over the ability of our water purification plants
to adequately protect the public health against the sheer mass of biological
and chemical pollutants entering their intakes.
Pollution is still a local affair with respect to the growing
pollution of ground waters, although it is often an intermunicipal and
sometimes interstate matter. Our exploding population is concentrating
in urban areas and constantly moving outward from the central cities into
suburbia and exurbia. Sewage construction has not matched either this
growth rate or its movements. As a result, a large share of our population
must rely on individual septic tanks for its waste disposal and in an
increasing number of places, this has resulted in serious pollution of
ground waters which often much serve this same population with water
supply. Few metropolitan areas are escaping this serious public health
problem.
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is a necessary and legitimate use of this resource. However,
there is a limit to which individuals or groups of individuals
can go before their actions become detrimental to their
neighbors; the problem, then, is when to establish the limit
and how to develop effective means of enforcement and
control. No stream should be reduced to the status of a mere
carrier of waste. The adoption of and responsible adherence
to a recommended national policy of keeping waters as clean
as possible could serve as an effective guideline for
preventing this kind of ultimate stream degradation.20
3
Fourth, the Senate Water Pollution Study detailed "[t]he extent of
pollution from municipal and industrial wastes ' 2°4 in the nation. Initially, in
this regard, the staff report traced the history, from 1900 through 1959, of
municipal sewage treatment;205 then, projected about twenty years into the
future the need for municipal sewage service in America.206  The staff
203 Id. at 5-6.
204 ld. at 7.
205 Id. According to the report:
At the turn of the century, 950 communities in the United States had
provided sewers which served 24.5 million persons. Sixty communities
provided some kind of sewage treatment for the 1 million persons and the
remainder discharged their wastes untreated. In 1900, the municipal
wastes reaching streams had a pollution effect equivalent to the raw,
untreated sewage from a population of about 24 million.
Since 1900 [up to 1963] the number of communities served by
sewers has increased to 11,392 and the number of persons served to 118
million. About 7,939 of these municipalities have constructed sewage
treatment works to serve 102 million people. At the same time, the
amount of municipal pollution has increased because of growing
population, obsolescence of older treatment plants, failure to construct
needed sewage treatment plants, increased interception of industrial
wastes by municipal sewers, increased number of water-using devices in
the home (multiple baths, garbage grinders, automatic laundries, et
cetera). At the end of 1959, the municipal sewage discharged into our
streams, treated and untreated, was equal in pollution effect to the
untreated sewage from more than 75 million people, three times the
amount of 1900.
Id. (emphasis added).
206 Id. at 8.
A table in the report indicated that if the nation d[id] not accelerate our
present rate of municipal treatment plant construction, given the projected
urban growth rate for 1980, the municipal sewage discharge in that year
will be the equivalent of untreated waste produced by a population of 114
million, or 52 percent greater than the pollutant load from the same source
[Vol.26:509
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analysis also described "[p]ollution from combined sewer systems,2 °7
"[o]rganic industrial wastes,, 20 8 "[i]norganic industrial wastes,"2°9 and what
in 1960.
Id.
207 SENATE WATER POLLUTION STUDY, supra note 192. According to the staff analysis:
The discharge from mixed raw sewage and storm water into our streams
from combined sewer system overflows is one of the most difficult water
pollution problems confronting our urban areas [in 1963]. The sewer
systems in many of our older cities were developed in the 19th century
before there was concern over pollution of the receiving streams and
treatment of wastes. To the engineer of that day, it seemed logical to
collect both storm water and sanitary sewage in a single combined system,
since this provided marked savings in cost over a separated system.
During periods of rainfall, these combined sewer systems must
carry many times their dry weather flow in mixed sewage and storm
water. It has not been considered economically feasible to build treatment
plants to handle the entire flow of rainwater along with the sewage and the
alternative has been to design the systems to bypass the combined
discharge above some predetermined level, usually 2 to 3 times dry
weather flow, to a watercourse. Where municipal growth exceeds the
original estimates, there will be an increasing demand on the combined
system for just the sanitary sewage with little or no provision for storm
water. Under these circumstances, there will be overflow even during
light rainfall and during heavy rainfall a mixture of sewage and storm
water equal to the runoff will be bypassed. Most plants for the treatments
of wastes from combined sewer systems have been developed under a
procedure in which 3 to 5 percent of the annual sewage flow is discharged
directly to the stream, untreated, through combined sewage overflows.
The storm water also washes large amounts of deposited sludge out of the
sewers with the result that these overflows carry large amounts of
pollution into the watercourses.
Id. at 8-9.
208 Id. at 10. The staff report discussed the history of organic industrial waste in America
in the following language:
In 1900, pollution from organic industrial wastes (of animal or vegetable
origin, such as food processing, textiles, paper) being discharged directly
to streams, in addition to those organic wastes discharged to municipal
sewers, had a population equivalent of about 15 million people (this
means that organic wastes had a pollutional effect similar to the equivalent
of raw sewage from about 15 million persons). In 1920, the population
equivalent had risen to about 49 million persons. Studies and surveys by
the U.S. Public Health Service... indicate that the amount of organic
industrial wastes, treated and untreated, now going into the . . .
watercourses [of America] is probably equivalent to the pollution from
160 million persons, or about double the total municipal waste load being
discharged.
Id.
209 Id. at 12. According to the staff report:
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it referred to as "[n]ew chemical wastes." 210
In addition to the large increases in organic industrial [water] pollution.
. . there have been large increases in the discharge of the "common"
inorganic industrial wastes (principally of mineral and chemical origin).
These wastes have polluting effects different from organic wastes and
cannot be measured in terms equivalent to sewage. They contain metals
such as iron, chromium, nickel, and copper; salts such as compounds of
sodium, calcium, and magnesium; acids such as sulfuric and hydrochloric;
and a host of other waste compounds.
Inorganic wastes originate from metal pickling, acid mine
drainage, metal finishing chrome tanning, and from the mining,
processing and manufacture of a wide variety of metal and chemical
products. Even the organic wastes often contain substantial of inorganic
constituents. Inorganic wastes degrade water quality by causing tastes,
odors, and color; excess mineralization, salinity and hardness; and
corrosion. Many interfere with water and waste treatment plant operation,
and some are toxic or potentially so.
No figures are available on the amount of inorganic wastes being
discharged to watercourses. Production figures for the industries
discharging these wastes show that the amounts are very large and the
index of industrial production indicates that they are increasing rapidly.
Id. at 12, 14.210 1d at 14. Synthetic chemicals, largely invented and produced in the post-World War 11
period, comprised the chief "new" chemical water pollution wastes confronting the country.
According to the staff report:
The chemical industry is the fastest growing segment of American
industry [as of 1963]. Coming from far behind in 1900, it... ranks fourth
[as of 1963] in terms of total assets and fifth in sales. While total
industrial production was increasing 40 percent between 1947 and 1960,
the chemical industry increased production 90 percent.
Synthetic dyes, adhesives, surface coatings, solvents, and many other
industrial, agricultural, and commercial products have also registered
substantial production growth.
A major new water pollution problem has emerged with the
growth of the synthetic chemical industry. Wastes from this industry are
reaching watercourses in increasing numbers and amounts each year, both
from the use of the manufactured products and from wastes produced
during their manufacture. These chemicals reach the stream by way of
municipal and industrial sewers, land drainage, or direct application of
chemicals to the stream, lake, or impoundment.
The synthetic chemical industry accounts for thousands of
products today of which more than half were not in production or even
dreamed of in 1940. The speed of their development has far outdistanced
our knowledge of their pollutional characteristics since they are not
measurable by most of the traditional parameters. Wastes and products
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Fifth, the staff study formulated a multifaceted picture of a host of
"other pollutants 211 entering the waterways of the country. In this regard,
the report described "[r]adioactive wastes,, 21 2 "[h]eat, ' ,213 "[1]and drainage
originating with the synthetic chemical industry are extremely complex in
their composition and behavior. Many of these compounds are not
affected, or only partly so, by present-day water and sewage treatment
processes. Some even interfere with these treatment processes, making
them less effective in removing the ordinary wastes for which they were
designed.
Some synthetic chemical wastes cause tastes and odors. A large
number are highly toxic to fish and aquatic life. Many do not respond to
biological treatment and persist in streams for long distances. We do not
know how to detect most of these compounds in water, or how to treat
them in waste effluents or remove them from water. We do not know the
full effect of these wastes on water, either singly or in combination. Most
important, we do not know the long-range effects of these new synthetics
on man.
The new synthetic wastes are present in low concentrations in
most waters for the moment, but the industry is continuing its rapid
growth. Each year, we are finding increasing amounts of these wastes at
our water supply intakes and, since neither our sewage nor our waste
treatment plants remove them, they are reaching the consumer in
increasing amounts. The extent of the synthetic waste problem is
nationwide, and it requires immediate attention.
Id. at 14-15 (emphasis added).
211 Id. at 15.
212 Id. The staff analysis stated:
A new water pollution problem of serious potential has emerged... from
the growth of nuclear technology. The presence of radioactive materials
in our streams is adding another new contaminant to [our) water supply
that has serious health implications if not controlled. Much concern has
been expressed over radioactive water pollution and two Federal water
pollution control enforcement actions by the U.S. Public Health Service
have already dealt with this problem.
Id.
213 SENATE WATER POLLUTION STUDY, supra note 192. As explained in the report:
Heat pollution is caused by the return of cooling water from both
industrial and powerplant sources and can be expected to increase at a
very substantial rate on the basis of projected industrial growth and
electric power demands.
Since 1900, electric power production has approximately doubled every
10 years [up to 1963] and is expected to double again by 1970. Unless
controls are effected, this could mean an increase in heat pollution of more
than 100 percent [by 1973]. This does not even take into account the
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wastes, 214  "[s]ilt,"215  "[i]rrigation return flows,"2 16  "[u]rban land
drainage," 217 "[a]gricultural pesticides, 218 "[a]gricultural fertilizers," 21 9 and
increase in water temperatures that will accompany the increase in
impoundments for hydropower, irrigation, navigation, flood control, and
water supply purposes.
Increasing temperature diminishes the amount of oxygen which
water can hold in solution. Consequently heat introduces additional
pollution, because these waters are rendered less capable of assimilating
oxygen-demanding pollution, or to support fish life.
Id. at 15-16.
214 Id. at 16. The staff analysis indicated the difficulty of controlling land drainage wastes,
in contradistinction to "point source[s]" from "cities and industries." Id.2 15 Id. The report concluded that "[s]ediment loads result from soil erosion, and are of major
magnitude in many river basins." Id. Moreover, developers of new suburban housing
contributed to this problem in the years following World War II "with bulldozers [that]
completely denuded large areas of land of all vegetative cover," id. Moreover, increased
"highway construction" created similar siltation pollution.
216 Id. The staff predicted that "[w]ith competition for use of the available water increasing
in the Western States, the protection of water quality from deterioration resulting from
irrigation return flows will assume growing importance." Id. at 17. The pollutional effect
of irrigation return flows was described in terms of dissolution of minerals in soil from
irrigated waters. Id.
217 Id. at 17.
218 Id. Curiously, the staff report did not mention the then-recently published book: RACHEL
CARSON, SILENT SPRING (1962) (discussing the negative environmental impacts of
pesticides). See generally Blomquist, Clean New World, supra note 2, at 22-24 (discussing
the intellectual impact of Carson's landmark book on the development of modem American
environmental law). The staff analysis, however, did note:
Perhaps the most important emerging land drainage problem involves the
tremendous increase in the use of agricultural pesticides and fertilizers.
Over 45,000 pesticide formulations [were] registered for sale with the
U.S. Dept. of Agriculture [as of 1963]. The new synthetics are rapidly
replacing the older inorganic insecticides (arsenicals, copper and zinc
sulfate, sodium chlorate, boron, and sulfur). Each new pesticide
introduced on the market is generally more toxic than its predecessor.
This greatly expanded use of synthetic organic pesticides has occurred
mainly since the development of DDT in 1942, and is creating new
problems of water pollution. With nearly 700 million pounds of highly
toxic chemicals being broadcast over the land it is inevitable that some of
it is reaching our watercourses. They may be applied directly to the
water; they may drift into water during the treatment of adjacent areas, or
they may be washed in from treated areas of the entire watershed. Many
of these materials have a long residual toxicity in the soil. Numerous fish
kills have been traced to pesticides. In other situations, aquatic life, both
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"[n]onwithdrawal water uses. 220
Sixth, the staff study articulated the "[e]conomics of water
pollution"221 facing the United States in 1963; supplementing this analysis,
the report discussed the technological investments required to bring the
national water pollution problem under a semblance of control. In an
insightful discussion of the benefits and costs of water pollution control, the
Senate Water Pollution Control Study stated:
Pollution control measures alleviate... adverse conditions
and produce economic benefits associated with... improved
waters. These benefits are often not apparent to the public,
however, because they constitute insurance for future
usefulness as well as for immediate purposes. The
computation of these benefits faces the same difficulties as
the computation of the total damages. That is, the dollar
measurement problem has not yet been solved and a yardstick
for actions or events not recorded in market transactions is
lacking. Many of the benefits from pollution control are in
this nonmarket realm; i.e., enhancement of recreational
opportunity, protection to health, scenic improvement, and
assurance of future utility of the water resource. The private
market price system, therefore, cannot be relied upon solely
or chiefly to provide the measurement. New devices taking
into account the social or public values will need to be
constructed. These devices will enable definite answers to be
obtained for such important questions as-
1. What does water pollution cost a community, a
region, or the Nation in damages from all
consequences?
2. What are the specific benefits from alleviation of these
damages and what is their economic worth?
3. Who will benefit from the controlled pollution and to
what extent?
animal and vegetable, making up the food chain of fishes, has been wiped
out.
SENATE WATER POLLUTION STUDY, supra note 192, at 17-18.
219 Id. at 18-19.
220 Id at 19. According to the report: "Two nonwithdrawal water uses result in significant
water pollution-recreation and navigation. Less widespread but often significant where it
occurs is pollution from logging operations in water transport of logs to mills." Id.
221 Id. at 21.
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4. How much can be justifiably spent in controlling a
pollution situation?
5. How should the costs of control be apportioned among
the members of the community, the region, and the
Nation?2
22
Seventh, the report provided a useful and comprehensive description
of the history of federal governmental involvement in water pollution
control.2 3 This discussion pointed out that prior to 1956, federal
involvement in water pollution policy was sporadic and temporary.224 In
222 Id. at 21-22. The staff report continued, in relevant part, to state:
It is evident that sound planning of water resources programs is contingent
upon answers to such questions. These answers, in turn, imply the need
to formulate meaningful standards of measurement for the public and
private costs of uncontrolled water pollution. For much of the opposition
to more extensive water quality control programs is generated by the
individual taxpayer's failure to perceive the relation between his tax
payments and the benefit resulting from cleaner waters.
This relationship may be more clearly highlighted by inquiry
into the direct and indirect costs of uncontrolled water pollution, rather
than by exhortations about the benefits of clean water. Typhoid
inoculations, for example, are only one instance of the direct costs borne
by the individual as a result of polluted water. Indirect costs in such
matters as depreciated property values and restricted recreational
opportunities are infinitely greater.
In the realm of so-called public costs, two of the most evident-
and most far-reaching-byproducts resulting from water pollution are the
depressed tax base created by depreciated property values and the brake
on economic development of a given community or region as a result of
inadequate industrial and community water resources. These costs, of
course, are ultimately borne by the individual in the form of inadequate
public services in other areas and in lower personal income resulting from
a generally depressed local or regional economy. Refined standards for
the measurement of such costs have not yet been developed, but they are
not beyond the reach of comparative economic studies.
Id. at22.
223 Id. at 39-72.
224 SENATE WATER POLLUTION STUDY, supra note 192, at 39. Introducing the topic, the
staff report observed:
Over many years, sporadic attempts were made to provide adequate
Federal legislation to cope with the ever-growing problem of [water]
pollution. However, it was not until enactment of the Water Pollution
Control Act of 1956 and the amendments of 1961 that impetus was placed
behind the program of alleviating the deficiencies in sewage treatment
plant construction and implementing the States efforts to effect legal
means for deterring polluters.
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1956, Congress made federal water pollution policy permanent;225 1961
Id. The legislative history of federal efforts to manage water pollution prior to 1963 were
detailed in the staff study as follows:
Statutory definition of the Federal role and responsibility in water
pollution control has evolved over a 60-year span. During this period,
more than a hundred bills on this subject were introduced, none of which
became law. Until the enactment of the Water Pollution Control Act of
1948, the only Federal role in water pollution was contained in three
acts-the Rivers and Harbors Act of 1899, the Public Health Service Act
of 1912, and the Oil Pollution Act of 1924.
A section of the Rivers and Harbors Act of 1899 (33 U.S.C. 407)
prohibited the discharge or deposit into any navigable waters of any refuse
matter except that which flowed in a liquid state from streets and sewers.
This provision, designed primarily to prevent impediments to navigation,
constituted the first specific Federal water pollution control legislation.
Human health factors in water pollution received attention in the Public
Health Service Act of 1912 which contained provisions authorizing
investigations of water pollution related to the diseases and impairments
of man. The Oil Pollution Act of 1924 was enacted to control oil
discharges in coastal waters damaging to aquatic life, harbors and docks,
and recreational facilities.
Efforts to obtain comprehensive Federal water pollution control
legislation continued, however, and were almost successful on three
separate occasions in 1936, 1938, and 1940. These efforts were
interrupted by World War II, but were renewed in 1947, and culminated
in the enactment by the 80th Congress of the Water Pollution Control Act
of 1948 (Public Law 845, 80th Cong.). This law was admittedly
experimental and initially limited to a trial period of 5 years, after which
it was to be reviewed and revised on the basis of experience. This 5-year
period was extended for an additional 3 years to June 30, 1956, by Public
Law 579, 82nd Congress.
Id. at 41 (emphasis added).
225 Id. As pointed out in the staff study:
Comprehensive water pollution control legislation of a permanent nature
was finally enacted by the 84th Congress with the passage and approval
on July 9, 1956 of the Federal Water Pollution Control Act, Public Law
660, 84th Congress. The 1956 Act extended and strengthened the 1948
law... and was administered by the Surgeon General of the Public Health
Service under the supervision and direction of the Secretary of Health,
Education, and Welfare:
I. Reaffirmned the policy of Congress to recognize, preserve, and protect
the primary responsibilities and rights of the States in preventing and
controlling water pollution;
2. Authorized continued Federal-State cooperation in the development
of comprehensive programs for the control of water pollution;
3. Authorized increased technical assistance to States and intensified
and broadened research by using the research potential of universities
and other institutions outside of Government;
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amendments slightly strengthened the law.
226
4. Authorized collection and dissemination of basic data on water
quality relating to water pollution prevention and control;
5. Directed the Surgeon General to continue to encourage interstate
compacts and uniform state laws;
6. Authorized grants to States and interstate agencies up to $3 million
a year for the next 5 years of water pollution control activities;
7. Authorized Federal grants of $50 million a year (up to an aggregate
of $500 million) for the construction of municipal sewage treatment
works, the amount for any one project not to exceed 30 percent of
cost, or $250,000, whichever is smaller;
8. Modified and simplified procedures governing Federal abatement
actions against interstate pollution;
9. Authorized the appointment of a Water Pollution Control Advisory
Board; and
10. Authorized a cooperative program to control pollution from Federal
installations.
Id. at 41-42.
226 Id. at 42. As explained in the staff report:
Proposals to amend the Federal Water Pollution Control Act... were
introduced early in the 1st session of the 87th Congress, and received the
endorsement of President Kennedy in his message on natural resources of
February 23, 1961. The Congress enacted and President Kennedy signed
into law the Federal Water Pollution Control Act Amendments of 1961,
Public Law 87-88, on July 20, 1961. The 1961 Amendments improved
and strengthened the act by-
1. Extending Federal authority to enforce abatement of intrastate as well
as interstate pollution of interstate or navigable waters and
strengthening enforcement procedures;
2. Increasing the authorized annual $50 million of Federal financial
assistance to municipalities for construction of waste treatment works
to $80 million in 1962, $90 million in 1963, and $100 million for
each of the 4 following fiscal years 1964-67; raising the single grant
limitation from $250,000 to $600,000; and providing for grants to
communities combining in a joint project up to a limit of $2,400,000;
3. Intensifying research toward more effective methods of pollution
control; authorizing for this purpose annual appropriations of $5
million up to an aggregate of $25 million and authorizing the
establishment of field laboratory and research facilities in, among
others, seven specific major areas of the Nation;
4. Extending for 7 years until June 30, 1968, and increasing Federal
financial support of State and interstate water pollution control
programs by raising the annual appropriations authorization from $3
to $5 million;
5. Authorizing the inclusion of storage for regulating streamflow for the
purpose of water quality control in the survey or planning of Federal
reservoirs and impoundments; and
6. Designating the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare to
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Eighth, the Senate Water Pollution Study contained a summary of
state water pollution control activities, based on recent surveys.227 The report
summarized state water pollution control legislation, as of 1963,228 and
provided a synopsis of state water quality standards.
229
administer the act.
Id.
227 Id. at 73-82.
228 Id. at 74. As noted in pertinent part, by the staff report:
The development of State water pollution control legislation has reflected
increasing recognition of the need to provide for pollution control on a
broad, comprehensive basis to protect all beneficial water uses in the
State. Traditionally, State water pollution control legislation developed
in connection with the preservation of public health, and most early
legislation vested authority for enforcement of the water pollution control
program in the State health department. In conjunction, there was
piecemeal lodging of authority in several other departments of State
government which also had an interest in water pollution control, such as
those dealing with agriculture, fish and wildlife, and mines and minerals.
The modem comprehensive approach to pollution control, whose
object is to preserve and improve water quality for all legitimate uses and
to do this through an agency that represents all affected interests in the
State is reflected in the statutes of 35 States and of Puerto Rico. Under
this approach the responsible administering agency is authorized to
develop a comprehensive program to deal with pollution in all waters of
the State. It is generally empowered to determine the permissive limits of
waste discharges into the waters of the State, to enforce the abatement of
existing pollution, and through a system of permits to regulate any new or
increased discharges to prevent impairment of desired water uses. The
other 15 States still have legislative and, consequently, administrative
inadequacies.
The present distribution of authority for water pollution control
activities among the 50 State governments groups itself readily into three
categories: (1) the State health agency, 20 States; (2) a specific agency
created by statute and placed organizationally within the State health
agency, 10 States; (3) an independent agency, established outside the State
health agency, 20 States.
Id. at74.2 29 Id. at 79-82. Interestingly, enforcement of state water quality standards, as of 1963, was
poor. According to the staff analysis, "[a]lthough primary responsibility for regulating
action to assure that needed waste treatment facilities are provided rests with the States,
enforcement activity has not received the kind of vigorous emphasis in State programs that
is indicated as necessary and required by the extent of the nationwide water pollution
problem." Id. at 76.
The staff report indicated that the states utilized "two basic approaches to the
application of water quality standards or criteria to water pollution control." Id. at 79. Thus:
One is the application of stream standards and the other is the use of
effluent standards. In the former, the criteria or standards are applied to
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Ninth, the staff study provided a future look at what it called "the
developing water crisis." 230 In this regard, the report stated that "[m]ounting
water needs for all uses will exceed our total capturable water supplies within
the next two decades [from 1963]. ' '23I Moreover, the document noted that
"[w]ater must be kept as clean as possible and the quality of the water
resource must be effectively protected and conserved, 232  and that
"[p]ollution, which degrades water quality and impairs reuse, emerges as the
the quality of the receiving waters after discharge of wastes. In the latter
they are applied to the quality of the waste effluent from a specific source
before discharge to the receiving waters. Both approaches have their
advantages and disadvantages and, as would be expected, the more
comprehensive the system of standards, criteria or classification used, the
more difficult it is to administer.
Generally, the newer State statutes [as of 1963] establish, or
provide for establishing, water quality criteria in the form of
classifications and/or standards. This trend towards water quality
classifications and standards has been followed by most of the interstate
agencies, even where member States have no statutes of their own
providing for classifications or standards, and by the special boards and
commissions dealing with water pollution.
Despite the trend towards statutory provision for stream
classification and water quality standards, it is apparent that most sanitary
engineers do not like such specifics and prefer to deal with each pollution
situation on a case-by-case basis. Part of this dislike is due in part to the
difficulty of administering classification and standards systems, but often
it results from personal and political factors.
Thus far 36 States (as of 1963] have legislation that directs or permits the
establishment of stream classifications and/or water quality standards. Of
these, 22 States have established such classifications and/or standards and
14 have not. Criteria in use range from a minimum requirement of
primary treatment of wastes to complex systems of stream classifications
and water quality standards. In certain States where fairly comprehensive
systems have been established, standards and classifications are not
applied statewide, and cases are judged on an individual basis.
Six formal interstate agencies, several informal interstate groups,
and the International Joint Commission have legislation on agreements
providing for water quality standards and classifications. All but five of
the States are members of formal interstate agencies or informal interstate
groups, and apply the established or agreed upon classifications and water
quality standards to their interstate waters.
Id. at 79 (emphasis added).
230 SENATE WATER POLLUTION STUDY, supra note 192, at 83.
231 Id.
232 Id.
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most significant water problem ' 233 facing the nation in 1963. In closing, the
staff analysis painted a picture of a dystopian future unless vigorous
governmental and private action was taken:
Pollution problems will increase in number, scope, and
complexity unless effective measures are taken at all levels-
Federal, State, and local. Municipal and industrial wastes
will grow in volume along with the growth in population and
profusion of industrial enterprise. The changing technology
will continue to introduce new and more complex wastes for
which effective controls will need to be imposed pending the
development of new treatment methods.
The provision of municipal treatment facilities to
service the increasing population is hampered by the
existence of a substantial backlog of such facilities to take
care of present needs. Outmoded waste disposal practices,
such as combined storm and sanitary sewer systems, further
complicate the enormous task facing the Nation's
communities. Modem technological processes are avid
consumers of water supplies. Industry must assume its
concurrent responsibility to adequately treat its ever-
increasing wastes.
The accelerated technological change has produced a
variety of new and complex pollutants, resistant to known
treatment methods. Research is and must continue to be
directed to the problems posed by these newer contaminants.
Until satisfactory solutions have been developed, however,
their discharge into our water supplies should be subjected to
rigid scrutiny and effective controls imposed when the
possibility of danger to health and welfare may be present.
234
The hearings before Senator Muskie's Subcommittee on air and water
pollution took place over six days in June of 1963; statements,
communications, and a variety of additional exhibits were included in the
over 700 page record of hearings. 235 As I mentioned in a prior article, a
number of interesting developments transpired during the subcommittee's
233 Id. The report also indicated that "[t]he prevention and control of water pollution is now
and will continue to be our most imperative and challenging water resources goal." Id.
234 Id. (emphasis added).
235 1963 Senate Subcommittee Water Pollution Hearings, supra note 191, at iii-vi (table of
contents of hearings).
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June 1963 water pollution hearings, and their immediate aftermath. First,
HEW Secretary Anthony J. Celebrezze testified that a separate water
pollution office, within HEW, was unnecessary and that uniform nationwide
water quality standards, mandated by Congress, would be unwise.23 6 Second,
the Manufacturing Chemists' Association ("MCA") provided information on
specific cases of what it viewed as hostility and lack of cooperation by
governmental authorities in federal water pollution abatement proceedings
under then-existing law.237  Third, Chairman Muskie followed up the
hearings with extensive correspondence to various state governors, who were
former colleagues, about proposed water pollution legislation being
considered by Congress.238 Fourth, the Subcommittee staff, in an August
1963 memorandum, suggested follow-up water pollution field hearings in
early 1964 in order to gather needed data to "develop[] a truly comprehensive
plan for water resources development" in the United States.239
Importantly, national news anchor Edward P. Morgan, in a July 18,
1963 broadcast over the American Broadcasting Company's ("ABC")
network provided national television visibility to Chairman Muskie's June
water pollution hearings.24 In a transcript of that July 1963 broadcast,
Morgan provided a poignant "snapshot" of water pollution as an emerging
national issue in America:
Supreme Court Justice William 0. Douglas once charged that
the Potomac River was fast becoming an open sewer. This
indictment leaped noxiously to life for this correspondent
night before last on a small pleasure cruise of the historic
river. Pleasant as the outing was to Mount Vernon and back,
the hot July evening was staggeringly saturated with the
fumes of waste discharged into the Potomac from the city of
Alexandria, Virginia, the national capital itself and other
communities upstream. There is something particularly
shaming and disgraceful about Washington's river becoming
a stinking liquid refuse dump.
236 Blomquist, To Stir Up Public Interest, supra note 5, at 20 (citing archival documents at
the National Archives, Washington, D.C. and hearing text).237 1d. at 20-21 (citing archival documents at the National Archives, Washington, D.C., and
hearing text).
238 Id. at 21-22 (citing archival documents at the National Archives, Washington, D.C.).
239 Id. at 23 (citing archival documents at the National Archives, Washington, D.C.).
240 Broadcast Transcript of Edward P. Morgan, American Broadcasting Company (July 18,
1963) (on file with the Edmund S. Muskie Archives, Bates College, U.S. Senate Series, Box
SE 84-5).
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The pollution of our rivers and the wanton rape of our
national resources have combined to make a shocking
national scandal and the question is whether we Americans
are ready to do anything meaningful about it. To date we
seem to be more intent on conserving our lethargy than on
conserving the beauty and bounty of this vast land.
In the area of water pollution at least, there is a
difficulty more actively serious than lethargy. It emerges as
a kind of strange and unholy alliance involving industry,
Congress and, of all outfits, the United States Public Health
Service. A U.S. Senator who has long been one of the leaders
in the fight for conservation puts it privately this way: if a
town is urged to clean up a poisonous river, its industry wams
it may have to move away if it costs anything. The
community, with its business leaders in the van, alerts its
Senators and Congressman to the threat of a loss of jobs.
Then through a process of political chemistry, it seems to
become convenient for the Public Health Service, which is
supposed to enforce the federal water-pollution-control
program, to emphasize that "talks" with local officials are
better than additional legislative pressure. The catalyst in this
political chemistry is the administration's eagerness to protect
its growing appropriations for, among other things, the
National Institute of Health. To put it bluntly the other way
'round, industry pressure on Congress can-and does-
produce pressure on the executive branch to go eas 'on river
clean-ups or face Congressional cuts in funds ....
Morgan went on in his television commentary to refer to the Muskie
Subcommittee's June 1963 hearings on water pollution:
[Tihree weeks ago the New Republic in a crusading
editorial noted that though the Merrimack River, which runs
from New Hampshire through Massachusetts to the sea, is
reputedly one of the three filthiest streams in the country, an
agent of the federal government agreed not to force its clean-
up. Despite several complains [sic] to HEW-the
Department of Health, Education and Welfare--one Robert
J. Anderson, head of Public Health's Bureau of State
241 Id. (emphasis added).
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Services, in effect, promised state health officials of
Massachusetts, ironically enough, not to push federal
enforcement procedures.
This disturbing circumstance was brought to light by
Maine's Democratic Senator Edmund S. Muskie during
public hearings he conducted in mid-June as chairman of a
Senate Public Works subcommittee on air and water
pollution. On the basis of this and other findings the
subcommittee will meet . . . to redraft and strengthen
Muskie's bill to amend the federal water pollution control
act. One suggestion is to remove the function [of]
enforcement from the Public Health Service and set it up
under a separate bureau. But, as conservationists point out,
this won't accomplish much unless HEW insists on vigorous
bureau action and so far HEW Secretary Anthony J.
Celebrezze has shown little inclination toward enforcement
of existing procedures.
Encouragingly, however, Celebrezze did what
amounted to an about-face on the critically growing nuisance
of detergents. Wisconsin's Democratic Senator Gaylord
Nelson and others have been pushing bills to control
insoluble detergents which have made many communities'
water supplies sudsily undrinkable and caused other damage.
Before the Muskie committee, the secretary favored a delay
of several years in federal intervention. But after Nelson,
whose record on conservation as governor of Wisconsin was
distinguished, finished elaborating the problem, Celebrezze
inclined toward much quicker federal action. The detergent
issue may be incorporated in Muskie's measure.
President Kennedy's own temperature on the need for
a broader and stronger conservation program is rising-
maybe-because Congress has done virtually nothing
significant since his special message on the subject a year
and a half ago [in early 1962]. Some weeks back he
confided to conservation leaders at a meeting at the White
House rose garden that he hoped to stump the country on the
issue.
In answer to this reporter's question at his news conference
[Voi.26:509
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yesterday, President Kennedy even indicated that sewage in
the Potomac would come in for more than mere observation
.... Certainly the strong smell of this and related problems,
politically and otherwise, has reached a point where strong
action is needed.242
The combined pressure of the Muskie Subcommittee's water
pollution hearings and national press coverage of the issue led to a paradigm
shift in HEW's Public Health Service's water pollution enforcement
activities during 1963. In an August 1963 press release, HEW stated that it
was, without precedent, convening "four enforcement conferences on
pollution in the interstate waters of the Monongahela, Pearl, Snake, and
Menominee Rivers."243 Muskie, himself, captured the national momentum
for water pollution control reform, which he had catalyzed, in an August
1963 newsletter to his Maine constituents. 244 He noted that:
Pollution of our water supplies is among the most critical
domestic problems confronting the United States today.
President Kennedy recognizes this. He has urged an all-out
attack on pollution as a major national problem. Legislation
has been presented in Congress to get to the root of the issue.
Clean water is everybody's business. The impact of water
pollutants can be found in every one of the 50 states, in every
large city and in almost every small town. It is a national
problem. It is a problem which can only be solved through
the full and complete cooperation of Federal, State and local
governments. The initiative must remain in the hands of local
governments. State and federal governments must assist in
bearing the financial burden involved in the construction of
costly treatment plants. In providing a solution to this
problem, Americans can once again demonstrate that a
democracy can rise to meet a national problem in a manner
242 Id.
243Press Release, U.S. Dep't of Health, Education, and Welfare (Aug. 9, 1963) (on file with
the Edmund S. Muskie Archives, Bates College, U.S. Senate Series, Box SE 84-5).
244 Senator Edmund S. Muskie, Report to Maine (Aug. 22, 1963) (on file with the Edmund
S. Muskie Archives, Bates College, U.S. Senate Series, Box SE 106-2).
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consistent with our heritage and yet sufficient to do the job.245
In early October of 1963, Muskie convinced the Senate Public Works
Committee to report S. 649 with amendments;246 in Muskie's "general
statement" introducing the Committee Report recommending passage of new
federal water pollution legislation, Muskie noted that it was "the view of the
[c]ommittee that the bill as amended provides for necessary strengthening of
existing authority and furnishes required new provisions for the purpose of
assuring effective prevention and control of water pollution.
'2 47
The Senate passed S. 649 on October 16, 1963 by a 69-11 roll-call
vote, sending the bill to the House of Representatives without floor
amendments.2 48 The statements by Muskie, the bill's sponsor, on the Senate
floor,249 and his colloquies, with his Senate colleagues, are fascinating for a
number of reasons. First, Muskie did a magisterial job in eloquently
expressing the compelling national need for stronger federal water pollution
legislation. In this regard, he observed, in simple, overarching terms: "Water
is one of our most precious resources. Without it man cannot live. Without
it, modem technological society cannot operate." 250  Second, Muskie
245 Senator Edmund S. Muskie, Address to New England Builders Association (June 21,
1963).
246 Press Release, Senator Edmund S. Muskie (Oct. 1, 1963) (on file with the Edmund S.
Muskie Archives, Bates College, U.S. Senate Series SE Box 100-3).
247 Blornquist, To Stir Up Public Interest, supra note 5, at 24 (citing S. REP. No. 556, 88TH
CONG., I ST SESs. at 3). See id. at 23-25 for further details of the Senate Public Works
Committee report recommending passage of new federal water pollution control legislation,
including dissenting views of Senator John Sherman Cooper (R.-Ky.).24 8 Id. at 24-26 (citing CONG. QUARTERLY, INC., CONGRESSIONAL QUARTERLY ALMANAC
241 (1963) [hereinafter 1963 CONGRESSIONAL ALMANAC]).
249109 CONG. REC. S. 18661 et. seq. (daily ed. Oct. 16, 1963).2 50 d. S. 18661 (statement of Senator Muskie). Muskie continued to describe, in broad,
poetic strokes the basic national need for water pollution law reform by noting:
When this Nation was founded, the rich and abundant supplies of water
seemed limitless. The rivers and the lakes were our first highways. They
were a source of power for new industry. Pure and wholesome water was
available for all for drinking, for livestock, for agricultural use, and for
manufacturers. Fish were there in abundance, and wildlife flourished in
the virgin woods and by clear waters.
But man is prodigal in his treatment of natural riches. Just as we
stripped the virgin timber without thought of reforestation; just as we
mined the soil without thought of restoring its life-giving properties, we
polluted our streams and lakes, and made increasing demands on our
water supplies without giving thought to what the future might hold.
Today we know that our supplies of water are not limitless.
There are areas in the United States where pure water is in abundant
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marshalled the key statistics that made the quantitative case for federal water
pollution legislative reform. He stated:
By 1980, the total dependable fresh water supply available in
the United States will be about 515 billion gallons a day. The
most we can ever hope to have available as a result of
engineering works not now constructed is about 650 billion
gallons a day.
Today [in 1963] we use 355 billion gallons of water
a day, and by 1980 our requirements will have climbed to 600
billion gallons a day. This means, at present rates of
development, that by 1980, at least 85 billion gallons of water
a day will have to be used twice if we are to break even in our
demands on available supplies of water.
The Public Works Committee of the Senate is acutely
conscious of the fact that the Nation must complete, as
rapidly as possible, the engineering works necessary to
capture the maximum 650 billion gallons a day. We must
treat the water in such a way that each gallon is usable at least
twice. I have cited the figures for 1980. The estimated
requirements twenty years after that, in the year 2000, will be
1,000 billion gallons a day.
The year 2000 is but 36 years from now-a mere
generation away. We cannot ignore the water problem, and
we cannot afford to delay effective action. 25
1
Third, as Subcommittee Chair, Muskie described the diligent efforts
and the flexible approach that he and his colleagues had undertaken in the
preceding months investigating the problem of water pollution in America.252
supply. In my own State of Maine, for example, we have miles of pure
streams and lakes that are a delight to the eye and a reminder of what our
land once was. But even in Maine we have paid and are paying the
penalties of our own advance. Our urban centers and our industries are
discovering that it is not easy to get high-quality water suitable for home
use, for recreation, or for industrial processing.
Id.251 Id.
252 Id. S. 18662. Muskie noted the historic formation of the Senate Subcommittee on Air
and Water Pollution and the legislative hearings his Subcommittee had held. He poignantly
observed:
The work of the past few months has been inspiring and rewarding to me;
for I have had the opportunity of working with colleagues who, regardless
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Fourth, Senator Muskie's explanation to his Senate colleagues of the
fundamental principles which animated his Subcommittee's drafting,
hearings, and mark-up of the bill reported out of the Public Works
Committee was forceful and cogent. As he stated in the floor of the Senate,
"[i]n developing this proposed legislation," 253 the Subcommittee on Air and
Water Pollution and the Committee on Public Works had "been guided by the
following ' 254 principles:
(1) The problem of water pollution is a national problem,
affecting the physical and economic health of the
entire country.
(2) The Federal Government has a substantial role to play
in research, in the encouragement of cooperative
programs, in the stimulation and support of interstate,
State and local water pollution control programs, in
the encouragement of compliance with water quality
standards, and in enforcement on interstate and
navigable streams where there has been a refusal to
accept public responsibility at a lower level ....
(3) The water pollution control problem covers a wide
scope of public concerns, including health, economic
welfare, recreation and the conservation of fish and
wildlife ....
(4) The administration of such a vital program must be
upgraded and accorded proper emphasis within the
Federal structure, in order to insure adequate attention
and progress in meeting our national water pollution
problems.
(5) The primary emphasis in corrective action, in planning
for future uses, and in long-range programs must
remain at the local and State level where the ultimate
responsibility rests.
(6) We must be alert to the problems created by our
rapidly advancing technology, particularly in the
development of organic chemical[s] which pose
of partisan lines and the natural conflict in so complex a problem as water
pollution, have worked long and hard to achieve sensible, progressive, and
constructive improvements in our water pollution control program.
Id.
2 5 3 Id.
254 Id.
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special and complex pollution problems. 255
Indeed, Muskie asserted that: "S. 649, the bill we present to the
Senate today, has been tested in the light of these considerations" 256 and "is
a sound bill, a constructive bill, and a desirable bill. 257 Moreover, in this
regard, Muskie claimed that:
In the hearings before our subcommittee there was a healthy
clash of views and a substantial difference of opinion. The
committee gave close attention to the questions raised in the
6 days of hearings, tried to meet legitimate objections, and
worked to improve the legislation in the light of suggestions
at both ends of the spectrum of opinion in this field made by
a number of the witnesses.
258
Fifth, Muskie skillfully assembled and presented a number of
endorsements for the proposed national water pollution legislation from
industry groups, conservation organizations, state agencies, and federal
officials.259 Sixth, Muskie engaged in helpful and articulate colloquies with
various senators who raised questions about the bill26° while, also,
persuasively rebutting the attempt by Senator Cooper of Kentucky to weaken
the legislation. 261 Finally, Muskie exhibited-in the words of the Majority
Leader, Senator Mike Mansfield of Montana--"fine generalship"2 62 in his
deployment of key members of his Subcommittee who spoke on various
255 Id.
256Id
257 Id.
258 109 CONG. REc. S18662 (daily ed. Oct. 16, 1963)..
259 See id. S18662-64 (containing printed excerpts of endorsements).
260See, e.g., id. at S 18664-65 (colloquy between Senators Muskie and Ellender regarding
federal funding for water pollution control grants); id. at S18667-68 (colloquy between
Senators Muskie and Proxmire regarding funding questions); id. at S18670 (colloquy
between Senators Muskie and Symington regarding federalism issues involving
enforcement).
261 See, e.g., id. S18668-69, 18681-92 (debate between Senators Muskie and Cooper on
issues regarding the proper balance between state control and federal control of water
yollution policy).
2 Id. at S 18703 (statement of Senator Mansfield). As part of Muskie's "generalship" he
demonstrated marketing savvy in directing his subcommittee staff to produce a thirty minute
film "report" entitled Troubled Waters (Senate Special Subcommittee on Air and Water
Pollution 1963), narrated by actor Henry Fonda. See generally HISTORY OF THE COMMrTTEE,
supra note 157, at 12.
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263
aspects of the proposed bill on the floor of the Senate.
Press reaction to the Senate passage of Muskie's water pollution bill
was generally positive. 264  The Washington Post, however, published a
negative editorial; Muskie responded to the editorial in a point-by-point
rebuttal letter dated November 8, 1963.265
2. Seeking Cleaner Air
Senator Muskie's leadership on federal air pollution reform paralleled
his frenetic activity during 1963 in spearheading federal water pollution
control legislation through the Senate. 266 Consistent with his approach in
fashioning water pollution legislation, 67 Muskie commissioned the staff of
the Senate Public Works Committee to assemble a comprehensive baseline
study of air pollution as a public policy problem. This staff study,
268
263 See, e.g., 109 CONG. REG. at S 18694-96 (daily ed. Oct. 16, 1963) (statement of Senator
Nelson in favor of the detergent industry technical advisory committee to establish standards
for water decomposition of detergents); id. at S8696-97 (statement of Senator Bayh in favor
of increased federal involvement in water pollution policy). Magnanimous in victory, the
day after passage of S. 649, Muskie made the following tribute to key staff people involved
in the successful passage of the legislation.
I wish to pay tribute to the hard work and devoted efforts of the members
of the staff of the Public Works Committee and the staffs of the members
of the committee, who contributed so much to the improvement of S. 649
and to the language of the committee report. The staff included Public
Works Committee Staff Director Ron M. Linton and his associates,
Richard E. Garrish, John L. Mutz, and Richard B. Royce.
The staff from the offices of the committee members included William F.
Hildenbrand, legislative assistant to Senator Boggs; Alyce M. Thompson,
research assistant to Senator Fong; Allen E. Pritchard, Jr., administrative
assistant to Senator Pearson; and Donald E. Nicoll, my administrative
assistant.
109 CONG. REC. S18773 (daily ed. Oct. 17, 1963).
264 See, e.g., Jonathan Spivak, U.S. Getting Tougher in Enforcing Cleanup of Polluted
Waterways, WALL ST. J., Oct. 14, 1963 at Al; C.P. Trussell, Senate Combats Water
Pollution, N.Y. TIMES, Oct. 17, 1963, at 1.
265 Letter from Senator Edmund S. Muskie to Editor of the Washington Post (Nov. 8, 1963)
(on file with the Edmund S. Muskie Archives, Bates College, U.S. Senate Series, Box SE
84-4).
266 See supra notes 171-265 and accompanying text.
267 See generally supra notes 192-94 and accompanying text (discussing importance of the
staffs seminal congressional study on water pollution).2 6 8 STAFF OF SENATE COMM. ON PUBLIC WORKs, 88TH CONG., A STUDY OF POLLUTION-AIR
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consisting of sixty-two pages, was the first comprehensive and systematic
congressional analysis of air pollution in America; it also formed the
foundation on which Muskie and his Subcommittee erected changes in
federal air pollution legislation during the Sixties and Seventies, culminating
in the landmark Clean Air Act Amendments of 1970.269 The Senate Air
Pollution Study is divided into seven chapters with two appendices.2
70
Moreover, the document includes a preface by Muskie, and a two page
summay.
27 1
(Comm. Print 1963) [hereinafter SENATE AIR POLLUTION STUDY]. The staff who prepared
this report were identical to the staff who prepared the SENATE WATER POLLUTION STUDY,
6ra note 192. See note 193 supra (listing staff members).
26 Clean Air Act Amendments of 1970, 42 U.S.C. §§ 7401 etseq. (1994); Pub. L. No. 91-
604, 84 Stat. 1676 (1970) (codified at 42 U.S.C. §§ 7401-7642 (1994)).
270 SENATE AIR POLLUTION STUDY, supra note 268. Chapter I is entitled "The Problem,"
id. at 1; Chapter II is entitled "Effects of Pollution," id. at 13; Chapter I is entitled "History
of Federal Program," id. at 23; Chapter IV is entitled "State, Local, and Nongovernmental
Programs," id. at 31; Chapter V is entitled "Status of Present Technology," id. at 39; Chapter
VI is entitled "Standards for Air Pollution Control," id. at 47; chapter VII is entitled "A Look
into the Future," id. at 51. Appendix I is entitled "Summary of responses by states to
questionnaire of April 30, 1963, on air pollution sent by Senator Pat McNamara, Chairman,
Senate Committee on Public Works," id. at 53; and Appendix H is entitled "Brief digests of
State air pollution laws," id. at 58.
271 Id. at v-viii. During 1963, Muskie provided information to a researcher at the Brookings
Institution in Washington, D.C. that culminated in a lengthy manuscript by the author,
Randall P. Ripley. See RANDALL B. RIPLEY, CONGRESS SUPPORTS CLEAN AIR 1963 (1964)
(draft unpublished manuscript on file with the Edmund S. Muskie Archives, Bates College,
U.S. Senate Series, Box SE 100-5) [hereinafter Brookings Clean Air Act Manuscript].
Although Muskie was given an opportunity to provide comments on this draft, I have not yet
been able to discover documents that indicate that Muskie, or his staff, provided any
comments. See Letter from Frederic N. Cleaveland, the Brookings Institution, to Senator
Edmund S. Muskie (May 11, 1964) (on file with the Edmund S. Muskie Archives, Bates
College, U.S. Senate Series, Box SE Box 100-5). The Brookings Clean Air Act Manuscript,
consisting of seventy-three typed pages, provides an extensive and scholarly analysis of air
pollution policy up through 1963. I have not been able to determine whether this manuscript
was actually published in a book format by the Brookings Institution. According to the
Brookings Clean Air Act Manuscript, supra:
In the [U.S.] Senate, until 1963, conditions did not permit... initiation [of
a major federal effort aimed at urban air pollution]. Robert Kerr (D-
Oklahoma) sat as Chairman of the Public Works Subcommittee having
jurisdiction over air pollution legislation and made it clear he had no
particular interest in a far-reaching Federal program. Only by 1963 did
two senators, one a freshman, move into positions where they could
successfully initiate air pollution legislation going much beyond research.
Edmund Muskie (D-Maine) became the Chairman of a Special
Subcommittee on Air and Water Pollution, [sic] primarily because of his
interest in water pollution. Abraham Ribicoff (D-Conn.), who as
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The Senate Air Pollution Study possesses numerous important
characteristics. First, Muskie's preface both mentioned past major incidents
of "sickness and death associated ... [with] air pollution" 272 during the
Twentieth Century, and detailed the importance of air quality for all
Americans.
273
Secretary of the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, had not
been willing to fight with the Public Health Service over air pollution,
suddenly-as a new Senator-became vitally interested in the subject and
introduced the principal Senate bill on it [in 1963].
In the House Ken Roberts had been developing expert knowledge
about air pollution since 1956 as Chairman [sic] of two
Subcommittees[sic]. In December, 1962, he had stated at the National
Conference on Air Pollution that air pollution "abatement and
enforcement programs to be effective must remain the responsibility of
States and local governments, but there is a vast field in the area of
research and dissemination of information where the Federal Government
must continue to take the lead." By the end of February, 1963, Roberts
had changed his mind, however, and introduced legislation calling for
limited Federal enforcement in cases involving interstate contamination
of the air. By December, 1963, he was happy to accept a Senate version
of his bill which extended the Federal power, with strict limitations, into
intrastate air pollution problems.
In the months between February and December, 1963, Roberts
was one of the most active leaders in the process which resulted in the
enactment of the Clean Air Act [of 1963] .... In 1963 he was joined by
several important allies-both in the Senate and in the Executive.
Working principally with the United States Conference of Mayors this
small group of [people] engineered the enactment of the Clean Air Act [of
1963]. The most serious opposition to a law including enforcement power
came from within the Executive. Some lobbyists for industry opposed it
or at least urged modifications in Congress.
Id. at 6-8 (emphasis added).
272 SENATE AIR POLLUTION STUDY, supra note 268, at v. Muskie observed:
The deaths of many people in the Meuse Valley of Belgium in December
1930; the illnesses and deaths of many people in the city of Donora, Pa.,
in October 1948; the illness and deaths in London in December 1952, and
again in December 1962, which were ascribed to air pollution,
dramatically demonstrated the effects of air pollution. Other great losses
to agricultural products and property are charged to air pollution.
Id.
273 Id. Muskie noted, in this regard:
Air is probably the most important of all our natural resources. Everyone
is aware that we need fresh air every few seconds in order to live. Less
well known are the enormous demands upon our air supply-measurable
in thousands of cubic miles annually-to sustain our modem
technological way of life. Far more air than fuel, even in terms of actual
weight, is used in all combustion processes, from burning gasoline in the
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Second, the Senate Air Pollution Study provided a succinct overview
of "[t]he [p]roblem' '274 of air pollution in America, broken down into discrete
parts: (1) "[a]ir [r]equirements" that "depend upon air;" 275 (2) types of air
family car to burning coal in a huge electric powerplant.
These processes replace usable air with potentially harmful
pollutants, and the capability of the atmosphere to disperse and dilute
these pollutants-especially in urban areas where people, vehicles, and
industries tend to congregate in even greater numbers-is strictly limited.
Polluted air, like polluted water, is costly to our economy as well
as a hazard to our health. To assure safe drinking water, our communities
install treatment works and purification processes for the water which
enters the distribution systems. Similar purification and distribution
systems for air are impractical. Consequently, to provide safe air for its
citizens, the community must curtail the discharge of pollutants into the
air.
Polluted air is carried from one political jurisdiction to another.
Providing air of good quality to all of our people is a challenge and an
obligation for Government operations on all levels. The Committee on
Public Works of the U.S. Senate is prepared to accept this challenge and
to do its part in meeting this obligation.
In order to better understand the nature of the problem and the
needs, I instructed the staff of the Committee to assemble a
comprehensive report on air pollution-the problem, the needs, and
Federal and State activity.
Id.
274 Id. at 1.
275 Id. According to the study:
Air is essential for survival. This statement applies not only to the air we
need for breathing but also to the air needed to sustain the kind of world
in which man presently lives. Heating our homes, running our factories,
driving our cars, burning our wastes-all depend upon air. The amounts
required are enormous. The supply of air is fixed as are our supplies of
other natural resources such as coal, petroleum, iron ore, uranium, water,
and other substances we gather from our environment. We realize that
these are not limitless and must be conserved, and we must take the same
view of our air resources.
Approximately a ton of air is required for every tank-full of
gasoline used by a motor vehicle. A ton of air occupies a volume of about
25,000 cubic feet. The billion gallons of fuel consumed annually by
motor vehicles in the United States use 94 trillion cubic feet-or 640
cubic miles of air.
Other fuels need comparable quantities of air. Buming a ton of
coal consumes about 27,000 pounds of air and a gallon of fuel oil about
90 pounds of air, while approximately 18 pounds of air are used in
burning a pound of natural gas. About 3,000 cubic miles of air must be
provided annually to satisfy the oxygen requirements of the fossil fuels
presently used in the United States alone.
Id. The staff study presented remarkable prescient insights about the looming problem of
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pollutants;276 (3) the magnitude of air pollution;277 (4) urbanization trends;278
global environmental stress stemming from the air pollutants of numerous nations:
Other nations also share the atmosphere and make demands upon it as a
source of oxygen and a receptacle for waste products. While atmospheric
purification processes may remove many pollutants before they can travel
from one continent to another, it is quite evident, as demonstrated by
nuclear testing in the atmosphere, that pollution can circle the earth a
number of times before reaching the ground. Also... air pollution has
the potential for worldwide influence on weather. The present world
population of 3 billion [as of 1963] is expected to reach 4.5 billion by
1980. The increasing worldwide demands upon, and pollution of, the
common air resources can reduce the quality of air which reaches the
United States, making adequate control that much more essential.
Id. (emphasis added).
276 Id. at 1-3. As discussed in the staff report: "Air itself is a mixture of a number of gases,
principally nitrogen (78.09%), oxygen (20.95%), and argon (0.93%)." Id. at 1-2. Moreover,
"[a]ir is never completely 'pure.' Other gases, such as sulfur dioxide, hydrogen sulfide,
carbon monoxide, and methane, are discharged into the air by such natural occurrences as
volcanic eruptions, forest fires, and the decay of vegetation." Id. at 2. Focusing on specific
functional categories of pollutants-some of which sound rather primitive from our nearly
four-decade hindsight-the report observed:
The contaminants we discharge into the air mirror virtually all of our
activities which utilize materials for domestic, commercial, agricultural,
industrial, or other purposes. The burning of fuels to heat our homes, and
to propel our automobiles, trains, planes, and missiles; the conversion of
raw materials into finished goods; the application of pesticides and
fertilizers to increase our crops; the explorations into the capabilities of
nuclear energy; the burning of trash and garbage; the clearing of land; the
construction of roads and buildings-each of these puts foreign substances
into the air.
Id. A significant portion of the staff analysis focused on "smog." The understanding of
interstate pollutant movement contributing to smog was surprisingly advanced:
Some ... atmospheric reactions result in the conversion of harmful
compounds into secondary compounds.... [S]econdary compounds can
be formed which are more dangerous or otherwise more objectionable
than those originally discharged into the air. For example, one of the
compounds thought to be responsible for eye irritation in the type of smog
first noted in Los Angeles is peroxyacetyl nitrate-referred to, for short,
as PAN. This substance is produced in the air by the action of sunlight on
automotive exhaust gases.
The term "smog" originally referred to a combination of smoke
and fog, such as is frequently encountered in London, where coal is
widely used for domestic heating as well as industrially. The word later
was applied to the pollution problem of the Los Angeles area, even though
neither smoke nor fog is particularly involved. It is through studies of this
problem that much of the existing knowledge of atmospheric reactions
was developed. Our scientists now refer to this type of pollution as
"photochemical smog," since it has been shown to arise largely from a
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series of chemical reactions brought on or accelerated by solar energy.
The principal primary contaminants involved are hydrocarbons and
nitrogen oxides. The motor vehicle is one of their chief sources.
Photochemical smog, in objectionable amounts, is being found with
increasing frequency in a number of cities throughout the Nation. As the
basic ingredients are present everywhere and our urban population
continues to grow, such smog will occur, with increasing intensity, in an
ever greater number of localities.
The effects of photochemical smog are not necessarily limited to
those areas where the pollutants are emitted. Some several hours may be
required for the transformation of the original pollutants into the more
harmful secondary products, the air mass involved may drift a
considerable distance from the primary pollution sources before its
maximum potential for adverse effects is reached. Thus control measures
are often required, not only for the benefit of the community where the
pollution arises but also for the protection of its neighbors.
Id. at 2-3.
277 SENATE AIR POLLUTION STUDY, supra note 268, at 3-5. The staff discussion of the
magnitude of air pollution provided two widespread sources of air pollution in the America
of 1963, to wit, automobile exhausts and coal combustion emissions. As explained in the
document, these two sources of air pollution were increasing with the economic productivity
of the United States:
The steady rise in per capita income has enabled the average [American]
citizen to own more goods, to replace them more often, to travel more,
and in various other ways to avail himself of increased material benefits.
To supply these wants has required greater production and energy
generation at rates considerably in excess of the rate of population growth.
The quantities of pollutants discharged into the air are so great as to be
difficult to visualize. For example, it has been estimated that for every
1,000 gallons of gasoline used by cars [in 1963], there are discharged
3,000 pounds of carbon monoxide, 200 to 400 pounds of hydrocarbons,
and 50 to 150 pounds of nitrogen oxides, as well as significant amounts
of such other contaminants as aldehydes, sulfur compounds, organic acids,
ammonia, lead, and other metallic oxides. Applying these figures to the
Nation as a whole gives the following figures for the daily discharge from
motor vehicles:
Tons
Carbon monoxide ................................... 250,000
Hydrocarbons ............................... 16,500-33,000
Nitrogen oxides .............................. 4,000-12,000
Translating the carbon monoxide figures into volume shows that vehicles
discharge enough of this gas each day to pollute the air to a concentration
of 30 parts per million, up to a height of nearly 400 feet over an area of
20,000 square miles, equal to the combined areas of Massachusetts,
Connecticut, and New Jersey. Thirty parts per million is the concentration
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and (5) "[t]he influence of [w]eather [o]n [a]ir [p]ollution. ' 7 9
Third, the staff document discussed the fivefold impacts of air
pollution in America in the early Sixties: (1) harmful health effects; 280 (2)
which for an 8-hour exposure is classified as "adverse" according to the
State of California standards of ambient air.
Another example of the magnitude of pollution is obtained by
estimating the sulfur dioxide produced by coal, which, while one of the
most important, is certainly not the only source of sulfur dioxide pollution.
Assuming coal with an average sulfur content of 2 percent, the daily
discharge would be 48,000 tons of sulfur dioxide. In terms of volume,
this would be enough to pollute the air up to height of 400 feet over an
area of more than 46,000 square miles, an area larger than the State of
Pennsylvania, to a concentration of 1 part per million, a concentration
sufficient to damage vegetation.
Id. 3, 5 (footnote omitted).
278 Id. at 6-7. As the staff study indicated:
The continuing movement of an even larger percentage of the population
into urban areas has concentrated the discharge of waste products from
combustion into a very small proportion of the atmosphere, hereby [sic]
intensifying the problem of air pollution. This results in the exposure of
more and more people to more and more pollution without any
corresponding increase in the available air supply.
Two-thirds of the population of the United States reside [as of
1963] in 212 standard metropolitan statistical areas, which have a
combined area of 310,233 square miles, representing approximately 9
percent of the total land area of the United States. The concentration of
population is perhaps even more emphatically shown by the fact that, in
1960, 95,848,487 persons resided in 213 urbanized localities which have
a combined area of 25,544 square miles. In other words, 53 percent of the
people live in considerably less than I percent of the land area. Over half
of the people are so concentrated that they average more than 3,750 per
square mile.
Further, in a number of areas, many urbanized localities are
located close enough together so that pollution from one can adversely
affect another. Such problems are frequently of an interstate nature ....
Id. at 6 (emphasis added).
279 Id. at 10-12.
2 80 Id. at 13-18. In language a bit simplistic from our approximately forty year hindsight-
over which time the field of environmental economics has blossomed-the staff report
opined that "[t]he cost of illness, of decreased strength, and of shortened life span cannot be
measured in dollars. There can be no price tag for the health effect of air pollution. If there
could be, its amount would far exceed all other costs combined." Id. at 13.
Reviewing scientific literature, as of 1963, the staff concluded that: 'There is strong
evidence that air pollution is associated with a number of respiratory ailments. These
include: (1) nonspecific infectious upper respiratory disease, (2) chronic bronchitis, (3)
chronic constrictive ventilatory disease, (4) pulmonary emphysema, (5) bronchial asthma,
and (6) lung cancer." Id. at 14.
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reduced crop yields; 281 (3) property damage; 282 (4) safety hazards; 283 (5)
281 Id. at 18-19. In broad synoptic terms, referring to two key problems in the early part of
the Twentieth Century, the staff report explained why air pollution was costly to American
agriculture:
The nature and extent of air pollution damage to vegetation has been
changing, just as air pollution has been changing. Until recent years, the
destruction of foliage on a serious scale was primarily due to sulfur
dioxide, of which classical examples occurred at Copper Hill, Tenn., and
in the State of Washington from the smelter at Trail, British Columbia.
With the expansion and development of new industrial processes and
products, a variety of contaminants is now sometimes present in harmful
concentrations. Augmenting the problem are the emissions from motor
vehicles and the secondary pollutants resulting from chemical reactions
in the air. A significant result of these additional plant poisons has been
the rapid spread of damage to many previously untouched areas of the
Nation. Reports of extensive injury to farm crops, as well as to
ornamental shrubbery, have been received .... Whether reported or not,
without question, vegetation suffers from air pollution in and around every
concentration of population.
Recent research in plant pathology has demonstrated that the
kinds of plants affected and the nature of injury produced vary with the
agent. This has made it possible to identify some of the specific pollutants
which injure plants and to prove that, in some cases, they have caused
damage as far away as 100 miles or more from the point where they
originate.
Id. at 18.
282Id. at 20-21. The staff commentary discussed the specific property-damaging properties
of specific air pollutants, like sulfur dioxide, hydrogen sulfide, photochemical smog, and
solid airborne particulates. Id. In addition, the report provided a general synopsis of
property damage caused by air pollution:
Accurate data [as of 1963] are not available on the extent and cost of air
pollution damage to property. Various cost estimates have been made.
One frequently employed is $65 per capita per year [in 1963 dollars].
This would represent an annual cost to the Nation of over $11 billion.
Whatever yardsticks are employed, it is clearly evident that the cost of
property damage alone from air pollution is great-far greater than the
amounts devoted to its abatement by industry and all levels of
government.
Air pollution causes the accelerated deterioration of materials,
structures, and machines of all kinds. This in turn greatly increases
maintenance and replacement expenditures. In addition, air pollution is
responsible for a general depreciation in property values which affects
neighborhoods and even entire communities.
Most common materials are adversely affected by pollution.
Metals corrode, fabrics weaken and fade, leather weakens and becomes
brittle, rubber cracks and loses its elasticity, paint discolors, concrete and
building stone discolor and erode, glass is etched, and paper becomes
brittle.
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meteorological consequences; 284 and (6) recreational, psychological and
esthetic harm.285
Fourth, the Senate Air Pollution Study detailed the history of federal
involvement in air pollution control,286 and identified the genesis of
significant federal effort as the 1955 Air Pollution Control Act, 287antedated
by isolated federal research projects such as "studies on the nature and
control of pollution from fuel combustion" by the Bureau of Mines and
"certain studies and investigations" 288 of acute air pollution incidents by the
Public Health Service. Moreover, the staff report alluded to the 1960 federal
legislation that "directed the Surgeon General to study the problem of motor
vehicle exhausts and their effects upon human health,, 289 and specified the
modest levels of federal appropriation for air pollution control since 1955.290
Id. at 20.
283 SENATE AIR POLLUTION STUDY, supra note 268, at 21. The key safety hazards from air
pollution, according to the report, were automobile accidents due to smoke and soot and
airlane crashes due to impaired visibility stemming from air pollution. Id.
28 Id. at 22. In selective language that prefigured the current policy discussion on global
warming, the staff analysis contended that:
Air pollution causes many local changes in the atmosphere. It decreases
the amount of sunshine reaching the earth .... It reduces the natural
illumination, which requires us to provide more artificial light, particularly
in winter. It increases the frequency and density of fog, with the resultant
loss of visibility and its attendant hazards. It increases cloudiness. Under
some circumstances, it increases local precipitation in urban areas.
[There is evidence that the amount of carbon dioxide in the
atmosphere is increasing as a consequence of human activities. This
increase is raising the temperature of the earth's atmosphere by
intercepting infrared heat waves going out from the earth into space. An
increase in heat will lead to more violent air circulation and thus to more
destructive storms.
Air pollution effects on the weather, therefore, can be significant
on a large scale as well as locally.
Id. (emphasis added).
285 Id. The staff report-using language and images of American life in the early Sixties-
examined these effects through the eyes of nature lovers, gardeners, golfers, motorists, and
svortsmen.
286 Id. at 23-30.
287Id. at 23 (citing Air Pollution Control Act, Pub. L. No. 84-145, 69 Stat. 322 (1955)).
288 Id. (citing the Public Health Service Act, Pub. L. No. 78-410, 58 Stat. 682 (1944)).
289 SENATE AIR POLLUTION STUDY, supra note 268, at 22 (citing Pub. L. No. 86-493, 74
Stat. 162 (1940) and referencing the report filed by the Public Health Service in response to
this legislation, U.S. PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE, MOTOR VEHICLES, AIR POLLUTION, AND
HEALTH, H.R. DOC. No. 489 (1962)).
290 Id. at 24. These appropriations ranged from a mere $186,000 in 1955 up to $11 million
in 1963. Id. The report went on to note that:
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Fifth, the staff studyprovided a summary of state air pollution control
activities up through 1963. 29 The report noted that the first state legislation
to address air pollution control were a 1947 California "statute authorizing
the formation of county air pollution control districts," 292 and a 1951 Oregon
law "creating an air pollution study and control program." 293 According to
the staff analysis:
[As of 1963] 33 of the States and territories have some type
of air pollution control laws and 18 do not. Fifteen have
some control authority. Twelve have no control authority, but
have local option legislation. Six provide only research and
technical assistance. Of the 18 having no air pollution control
laws, 10 indicated some interest in promoting such
legislation. Three have studies of the problem underway, and
5 have made unsuccessful efforts to pass air pollution control
legislation.294
The Public Health Service air pollution program to date [1963] has been
based on the philosophy that the primary responsibility for the regulatory
control of air pollution rests with the State and local governments, and that
the Federal role should be a supporting one of research, technical
assistance to public and private organizations, and training of technical
personnel.
The basic objectives of the [Public Health Service's program
under the 1955 federal legislation have been] threefold: (1) To improve
the status of knowledge about the causes and effects of air pollution and
about the means of controlling it within acceptable limits; (2) to apply
present and future knowledge to the actual control of air pollutants
through technical assistance to the States, communities, and industry; and
(3) to stimulate all levels of government, industry, and the general public
to devote increased attention and greater resources to the prevention and
control of air pollution. A National Advisory Committee on Air Pollution
helps to guide the policies and program. The Committee has
representation from industry, control agencies, and other interested
segments of the public.
Id. at 24-25.
291 Id. at 31-37. The data in the staff report was primarily based on an April 30, 1963
questionnaire propounded by Senate Public Works Committee Chairman Pat McNamara and
sent to the governors of all 50 states and the U.S. territories. Id. at 31.
292 Id.
293 Id.
294 Id. at 31. Interestingly, the staff study also discussed various "nongovernmental
activities" pertaining to air pollution including "technical societies, industry associations,
universities, and research institutes." Id. at 36. As stated in the report:
The widespread interest of air pollution is demonstrated by the many
organizations which have committees working on various aspects of the
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Sixth, the report described the state of scientific and engineering
knowledge, as of 1963, on various aspects of air pollution.2 95 Regarding the
measurement of air quality, the staff study observed that "[d]uring the past
decade we have learned a great deal about the kinds and amounts of pollution
in the air." 296 As to the weather effects of air pollution, the staff analysis
stated:
Advances in meteorology have broadened understanding of
the forces promoting or restricting the dispersal of
contaminants, and have made it feasible to predict periods
when these will accumulate in above normal amounts. Of
vital significance, also, is the information which is being
problem. The Air Pollution Control Association, American Society of
Mechanical Engineers, American Society for Testing Materials, American
Industrial Hygiene Association, American Public Health Association,
American Medical Association, National Tuberculosis Association,
American Society of Civil Engineers, and American Association for the
Advancement of Science are examples of technical and professional
groups which are concerned about air pollution.
Id. at 37.
295 SENATE AIR POLLUTION STUDY, supra note 268, at 39-45.
296 Id. at 39. The report provided the following pertinent details:
More information is steadily being obtained as improved sampling and
analytical equipment are developed and put into use. The National Air
Sampling Network operated by the Public Health Service .. .has
accumulated extensive data concerning the amounts and chemical
composition of particulates in the air in approximately 250 localities.
Nonurban as well as urban sampling stations in all 50 States and Puerto
Rico are included in this program. State and local agencies participate,
operating the filter samplers and sending the sample to Cincinnati for
analysis by the Public Health Service. Weight, radioactivity, and soiling
measurements are made, as well as comprehensive chemical analyses.
Several common gaseous pollutants are measured at some 50 of
the network stations. Included are nitrogen dioxide, sulfur dioxide and
oxidants. More elaborate and extensive gas sampling is being done with
automatic, continuous recording equipment at stations located in Chicago,
Cincinnati, Detroit, Los Angeles, New Orleans, New York, Philadelphia,
San Francisco, and Washington. In addition to the three contaminants just
mentioned, these stations measure nitric oxide, carbon monoxide, ozone
and total hydrocarbons. While there are many other sources of these
gases, all of them, except sulfur dioxide, provide important information
about pollution from motor vehicles. The sulfur dioxide is a particularly
good indicator of pollution from stationary sources of fuel combustion, as
well as from certain industrial processes.
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developed on the limitations of the atmosphere's ability to
dilute pollution. The total mixing or absorptive capacity of
the atmosphere over broad geographic regions is of great
importance in determining the adequacy of pollution
control.297
Significantly, with regard to major, practical "unsolved technical
problem[s], '298 the report identified two: "how to find an economical way to
prevent the discharge of sulfur dioxide from fossil fuels," 299 and "emissions
from motor vehicles." 3°°  Yet, the analysis contended, from a policy
perspective, that:
Despite these and other problems needing further research,
our technology has reached the stage where widespread
application ofproven control principles could bring about a
profound reduction of pollution from most of our problem
sources, with a great improvement in the overall situation in
many communities and areas.
301
While the staff study devoted some attention to the costs of stricter air
pollution control standards, its economic assessment was perfunctory,
concentrating on available technology to ameliorate gross forms of air
pollution. 30 2 Thus, the report noted:
297 Id. at 40.
298 Id. at 42.
299 Id.
300 Id.
301 SENATE AIR POLLUTION STUDY, supra note 268, at 22 (emphasis added). The report
continued:
Granting that further research will improve efficiencies and reduce costs,
effective and reasonably economical control measures are available and
in successful use for many types of pollution now being discharged.
Particulate pollutant removal is accomplished by devices employing such
principles as filtration, electrostatic precipitation, and centrifugal force.
Liquid scrubbing, vapor recovery, combustion, and solid adsorption are
examples of principles used for reducing gaseous pollution. Both
gaseous and particulate pollution can sometimes be reduced through
improved plant design, operating procedures, and proper maintenance of
equipment.
Id.
302 Id. For example, a table of "the costs of various types of air pollution controls which
have been installed in Los Angeles County" was provided in the report, id. at 42-43 (Table
5), but analysis was limited to the following statement: "In some cases, the cost of control
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The true price of control equipment is often difficult to
determine. In some cases, the control system is tied into
production changes. In others, the equipment serves to
reclaim valuable materials which had been escaping. In still
others, the controls are an integral part of a new installation
and their cost cannot be adequately estimated.
Further research and experience with existing control
systems will lead to greater collecting efficiencies and lower
costs. The evidence is conclusive, however, that in the great
majority of situations, where required, the technical know-
how exists.
Solutions also exist for many important nonindustrial
sources of air pollution. Open-burning dumps, the use of
inadequate municipal incinerators, leaf burning, the open
burning of scrapped automobiles, insulated wires, battery
cases and tires-all of these can be controlled.
Increasingly widespread enforcement of smoke-
abatement ordinances has proved that smoke pollution from
domestic, commercial, and industrial incinerators, boilers, and
heating systems can be largely eliminated. Accomplishing
this may require limitations on permissible fuel quality,
improved stoking and combustion equipment, and education
as to proper firing practices. 30
3
Seventh, the Senate Air Pollution Study inventoried various
"standards to limit the release of pollutants into the atmosphere," 30 4 noting
that these state and local standards "traditionally followed an empirical
approach, based on the dual considerations of engineering feasibility and
economic acceptability." 305 The staff report noted that air pollution standards
equipment was but a small fraction of the cost of the production equipment. In other
instances, the cost of the control equipment was greater than the cost of the basic
equipment." Id. at 42.
303 Id. at 45.
304 Id. at 47.
305 Id. As explained in the staff report:
Following this course, air pollution control programs in several of the
larger American cities have developed emission limitations which affect
for the most part the more obvious sources of smoke and, to a lesser
degree, other sources of particulate pollution. Admittedly crude, but
practical, techniques for measuring the output of visible pollutants were
developed for purposes of enforcement-the most widely employed being
590 [Vol.26:509
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had been used "to regulate the use of fuels to help curtail the release into the
air of smoke, fly ash, and other particulate pollutants; ' 30 6 and that individual
source standards and areawide standards had been employed in various parts
of the country.30 7 In a critical portion of its discussion of air pollution
standards, the staff study asserted:
In many cases the techniques and procedures employed to
determine and enforce emission limitations were considered
objectionable by those officially responsible for the control of
air pollution as well as by those responsible for the sources
subject to such control.
These considerations have led to the recognition that
an arbitrary approach to the development of air quality
standards would have to give way to a rational approach that
is based not only on the readily attainable but also-in terms
of known and suspected effects of air pollution-on what is
necessary for the protection of human health and welfare.30 8
Turning its focus to the desirable architecture of a "rational" air
pollution control program for the country, the staff report argued:
The rational approach to air quality control would involve, [ 1]
a determination of the degree of ambient air quality desired;
[2] ambient air standards to determine the degree and kinds of
control effort needed to insure adequate air quality; and [3]
the development and enforcement of emission limitations to
insure that individual sources are sufficiently curtailed so that
emissions from the aggregate of sources do not exceed any
provision of the ambient air standards.
Ambient air standards can most realistically be
developed with reference to air quality guidelines in the form
of air quality criteria, developed in the light of the best
available technological and scientific judgments. In the
development of air quality criteria, consideration is given to
the dual factors of pollution concentrations and exposure
the Ringelmann chart, a graduated spectrum against which the density of
particulate pollution from a single source is estimated.
Id.
306 Id.
307 SENATE AIR POLLUTION STUDY, supra note 268, at 47.
308 Id. (emphasis added).
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times as these in combination cause specific effects on man,
animals, vegetation, and other aspects of the environment.
There are many kinds of such effects to be considered-
including health, sensory irritation, and damage to animals, to
ornamental plants, and to agricultural crops. In addition,
consideration must be given to such matters as reduction of
visibility, soiling and corrosion of fabrics, metals, and other
materials and possible effects on weather.
309
Federalism issues surrounding air pollution control standards were
identified by the staff analysis in the following terms:
The same concentrations of specific biologically active
pollutants are, in general, no less hazardous in one city than
another, no matter to what extent the air pollution problems
may differ in other aspects. Therefore, it is appropriate that
State and local agencies look to the Federal Government for
guidance which the Federal Government can provide by
developing air quality criteria. The Federal air pollution
program has the resources, the experience, and the
perspective to provide national leadership in this area as it has
in air pollution research, technical assistance, training, and
information dissemination. The Federal program should
develop and promulgate air quality criteria formulated upon
the best knowledge available today and subject to review and
modification as new knowledge dictates. These criteria
would constitute comprehensive guides to which local and
State agencies would refer in establishing their ambient air
standards.
The numbers, magnitudes, and types of sources,
meteorological factors, and other variables affecting air
quality in different geographic locations, vary considerably.
These differences mean that emission limitations developed
to insure air quality may differ somewhat from community to
community and from State to State. For this reason, it is
appropriate that local control agencies establish emission
.U 9 ld. at 48.
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limitations in the light of local conditions.
In the event that standards established by a community
are not sufficiently stringent to prevent damage to another
community in a different State, it may be necessary to
establish enforcement procedures to require compliance with
adequate standards. In such cases the only recourse available
in interstate pollution problems is through Federal
legislation.
310
Eighth, the staff report provided "[a] [l]ook [i]nto [t]he [f]uture ' '311 by
framing the policy problem of proper air pollution control in demographic
terms noting that "[i]t is obvious that current efforts are not on a scale
adequate to contain air pollution even within its present unsatisfactory
levels. 3 12 Indeed, according to the document, "[t]he number of localities
with significant problems, and the severity of such problems, are bound to
increase with a steadily growing population, producing and consuming an
ever-increasing amount of energy and products." 313
Like its companion study of water pollution issues,314 Muskie's staff
study of air pollution issues3 15 was magisterial in its scope and content; the
latter is all the more impressive in light of the political time pressures
surrounding proposed air pollution legislation during 1963.316 Indeed,
Muskie's Subcommittee was fortunate to have top notch staff members, who
practiced bipartisan cooperation, sometimes in conjunction with personal
staffers of individual senators, under the able leadership of Ron M. Linton-
Chief Clerk and Staff Director of the Senate Committee on Public Works.
3 17
310 Id. at 48-49.
311 Id. at 51-52.
312 Id. at 51.
313 Id. (providing a table of estimated population increase, the type of urban air pollution
roblems and the number of people exposed).
14 SENATE WATER POLLUTION STUDY, supra note 192.
315 SENATE AIR POLLUTION STUDY, supra note 268.
316 See infra notes 319-20 and accompanying text.
317 See supra notes 193, 263, 268 and accompanying text. According to a Brookings
Institution Study:
The Senate Public Works Committee did not have separate staffs for the
different Subcommittees. Instead there was one central staff which
divided the work of the various Subcommittees. The Chief Clerk and
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Muskie's Subcommittee held hearings on proposed clean air
legislation on September 9, 10 and 11 in Washington, D.C.3 18  "The
Subcommittee had initially planned to hold field hearings [outside of the
Capital] in addition to the Washington hearings before actually marking up
Staff Director, Ron Linton, spent well over half of his time working with
the Muskie Subcommittee on both water and air pollution. Linton had
been active in Michigan Democratic politics after being a newspaper
reporter in several midwestern cities. Senator McNamara had hired him
as Chief Clerk and Staff Director in February, 1963. His chief
professional staff member working on air pollution was John Mutz.
In addition, members of the staffs of three of the Senators on the
Subcommittee played leading parts in working out the final content of the
air pollution bills. The first of these men was Muskie's Administrative
Assistant, Don Nicoll. Although born in Boston, Nicoll had gone to
college in Maine and had been the executive secretary of the Democratic
Party in Maine. He had also worked for Representative Frank Coffin (D-
Maine) for four years in Washington. He joined Muskie's staff in 1961.
The most important Republican staff member was Bill
Hildenbrand, Legislative Assistant to Senator Boggs. He had been in
radio prior to working for a Republican Representative from Delaware in
the 85th Congress (1957-59). After that, he had worked in the
Department of Health, Education and Welfare, becoming Congressional
Liaison Officer by 1960. After helping in Boggs' winning 1960 campaign
he had joined the [Delaware Republican] Senator's staff.
The last important staff member was Allen Pritchard,
Administrative Assistant to Senator Pearson. After World War II he had
studied to be a city manager at the University of Colorado. Immediately
upon graduation he had begun work as Executive Director of the Colorado
Municipal League. He soon moved to Wisconsin as Assistant Director of
the League of Wisconsin Municipalities. He served as Director of the
Ohio Municipal League from 1952 to 1955 and was Director of the league
of Kansas Municipalities from 1955 until 1960. From 1960 until 1962 he
was director of the Municipal Manpower Commission in Washington, a
Ford Foundation project. He joined Senator Pearson's staff in 1962.
In its work on water pollution through the summer of 1963 this
groups of Senators and staff members exhibited a willingness to work
together on a nonpartisan basis in order to produce widely-accepted
legislation. A feeling offriendliness developed among all of the major
figures on the Senate Subcommittee-both at the Senatorial level and at
the staff level. This same desire to work together and produce an
acceptable bill permeated the Subcommittee's work on the air pollution
bill.
Id. Brookings Clean Air Act Manuscript, supra note 271, at 48-49 (emphasis added).
318 Hearings Before a Special Subcommittee on Air and Water Pollution of the Committee
on Public Works, United States Senate: Hearing on S. 432, S. 444, S. 1009, S. 1040, S. 1124
& H.R. 6518, 88th Cong. 1963 [hereinafter 1963 Senate Subcommittee Air Pollution
Hearings].
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the legislation." 319 However, "[p]artially because of [the Kennedy] White
House insistence on speed Muskie decided to postpone the field hearings
until after the [Senate] legislation had been reported. 3 20 In a press release
announcing the September 1963 air pollution hearings before his
Subcommittee, Muskie stated that "a searching examination of the air
pollution problem is needed now" 321 and that his "Subcommittee [would] be
seeking expert views on a number of bills concerning air pollution, several
of which [had] been specifically drafted to implement President Kennedy's
recommendations for a strengthened Federal air pollution program. 3 2
Muskie's press release went on to state:
The Subcommittee and its staff, with the assistance of the
Division of Air Pollution of the U.S. Public Health Service,
have made a preliminary survey of this Nation's air pollution
problems and what is being done to solve them .... I am
convinced, on the basis of the information we now have, that
there is an urgent need for action to stop needless
contamination of our air supply. States and cities need to
increase their efforts, and what is equally important, the
Federal program needs appropriate authority to assist them in
mounting a truly national attack on the national problem of air
pollution.
Fresh air is one of the most vital and precious
resources we have. But it is not unlimited, as people know in
every one of our major cities and thousands of smaller
communities where the air is often fouled by odors and
choked by smoke and smog.
The entire Nation is lagging far behind in its efforts to
control air pollution, and it is becoming increasingly evident
that all levels of government, industry, and the public will
have to assume a much more active role if the hazard of
319 Brookings Clean Air Act Manuscript, supra note 271, at 51.
320 Id.
321 Press Release, Senator Edmund S. Muskie (Sept. 3, 1963) (on file with the Edmund S.
Muskie Archives, Bates College, U.S. Senate Series, Box SE 99-2).
322 Id. "President Kennedy in 1962, and again in 1963 in his Feb. 7 health message, called
for legislation granting the [U.S. Public Health Service] greater authority and increased funds
to: (1) undertake more intensive research programs; (2) aid state and local air pollution
control agencies with project grants; (3) conduct air pollution studies of interstate and
nationwide significance; and (4) take action to abate interstate air pollution." 1963
CONGRESSIONAL ALMANAC, supra note 248, at 237. See id. at 1013 for text of President
Kennedy's Feb. 7, 1963 health message.
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polluted air is to be reduced.
We intend to find out what has to be done to bring
this problem under control, not only by the cities and States
who must deal with air pollution in their own areas, but by the
Federal Government, which has a clear responsibility to
protect the health and welfare of all Americans.
323
The three days of hearings in September 1963 before Senator
Muskie's Subcommittee on Air and Water Pollution consumed 14 hours;
324
twenty-five persons provided live testimony325 including HEW Secretary
Celebrezze, 326 Mayor Richard J. Daley of Chicago on behalf of the U.S.
Conference of Mayors,327 Mayor Joseph M. Barr of Pittsburgh on behalf of
the American Municipal Association,328 and industrial spokespersons from
the National Association of Manufacturers, 329 the Manufacturing Chemists
Association, 330 the National Coal Association, 33' and the American Iron and
332Steel Institute. In all probability, due to the relative scarcity of major
environmental and conservation groups interested in pollution legislation in
1963333, the only conservation/environmental group representatives heard
from by Muskie's Subcommittee were the National Wildlife Federation,
334
and the Citizens Committee on Natural Resources, 335 although a variety of
medical and public health spokespersons provided testimony in support of
stronger clean air legislation.336  Moreover, a variety of "[a]dditional
323 Press Release, Senator Edmund S. Muskie (Sept. 3, 1963) (on file with the Edmund S.
Muskie Archives, Bates College, U.S. Senate Series, Box SE 99-2).
324 Brookings Clean Air Act Manuscript, supra note 271, at 52.
325 Id.
326 1963 Senate Subcommittee Air Pollution Hearings, supra note 318, at 56 (testimony of
Anthony J. Celebrezze).
327 Id. at 100 (testimony of Richard J. Daley).
328 Id. at 119 (testimony of Joseph M. Barr).
329 Id. at 234 (testimony of Samuel S. Johnson).
330 Id. at 203 (testimony of Myron V. Anthony).
331 Id. at 266 (testimony of Joseph W. Mullan).
332 1963 Senate Subcommittee Air Pollution Hearings, supra note 318, at 280 (testimony of
Erwin E. Schulze).
333 See generally SAMUEL HAYS, BEAUTY, HEALTH AND PERMANENCE: ENVIRONMENTAL
POLITICS IN THE UNITED STATES, 1955-1985 (1987).
3341963 Senate Subcommittee Air Pollution Hearings, supra note 318, at 185 (testimony of
Thomas L. Kimball).
335Id. at 176 (testimony of Spencer M. Smith).
336 See, e.g., id. at 351 (testimony of Frederic Burke, Professor of Pediatrics, Georgetown
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[e]xhibits [a]nd [i]nformation 337 was contained in the Subcommittee's
hearing record including newspaper articles on air pollution problems,
resolutions by organizations, technical articles, and editorials.
A number of noteworthy events occurred during the Muskie
Subcommittee's September 1963 air pollution hearings, and their immediate
aftermath. First, "the industry spokesmen were much more vocal and more
specific" 338 in opposition to stronger federal clean air legislation "than they
had been in the [U.S.] House [of Representatives] hearings," 339 which had
occurred earlier in March.340 Indeed, by way of illustration: "[tihe National
Association of Manufacturers maintained its position of almost total
opposition to the bills;" 341 representatives of the Manufacturing Chemists
Association advocated a diminution of the HEW's Secretary's powers, under
some proposed bills, to call air pollution enforcement conferences at his own
initiative followed up by reports on those conferences; 342 and, a lawyer
speaking on behalf of the American Iron and Steel Institute, Erwin Schulze,
"contended that there was no scientific basis for the proposition that air
pollution constituted a mounting danger to our national health and
welfare." 343 Second, U.S. Senator Maurine B. Neuberger, "who had just
finished testifying" before Muskie's Subcommittee, 344 "remained in the
[hearing] room during the testimony" of the Manufacturing Chemists
Association and took the remarkable course of "question[ing] them and
attack[ing] their position in vigorous language." 345 According to a Brookings
Institution analysis, she stated:
[T]o me you represent very special interests .... I am just
amazed at the fact that you want the Federal Government to
University and Director of Children's Convalescent Hospital, Washington, D.C.); see also
id. at 164 (testimony of Morton Hilbert representing the American Public Health Assoc.);
see also id. at 174 (testimony of James W. Raleigh, M.D., on behalf of the National
Tuberculosis Assoc.); id. at 280 (testimony of Leslie Silverman, head of Dept. of Industrial
H giene, Harvard University).
33 See id. at v-vi (table of contents of hearing record listing "Additional Exhibits and
Information").
338 Brookings Clean Air Act Manuscript, supra note 271, at 53.
339 Id.
340 Id. at 38.
341 Id. at 53.
342 Id.
343 Id. at 55 (internal quotation marks omitted).
344 Brookings Clean Air Act Manuscript, supra note 271, at 54.
345 Id. (internal quotation marks omitted).
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go ahead.. . and spend money for research.. [.] but then it
is supposed to stop. The Government is not supposed to do
anything with the facts which it may uncover. Are you really
concerned with the health of the people? This whole
testimony indicates that you think that you as an organization
have some closer boring in process with the municipal or
State government than you do with the vast Federal
Government that represents all the people.
346
This was followed by an exchange between Senator Neuberger and
Mr. Myron Anthony of the Manufacturing Chemists Assocation. As reported
in the Brookings Institution account of the Subcommittee hearings, Senator
Neuberger asked: "I understand that lovely reference which occurs in your
statement, that we are aware of the effect on health. You seem, however, to
want to go to the river[']s edge but not go in and do anything about it."'347 In
response, Mr. Anthony said: "Well, actually we are tying to be very realistic
and objective in this thing. We have to satisfy our stockholders. .. and so
we look at these things from an economic standpoint as well as the health
standpoint.%3 48 Senator Neuberger quipped in reply: "I am very glad you said
that." 349 Chairman Muskie attempted to cool the heated exchange and
maintain control of the hearings by "making it clear that he was aware of the
MCA's sensitivity to the existence of the problem [of air pollution] and its
importance, and the need for some Federal participation., 350  A third
interesting development during the Subcommittee's air pollution hearings
was a surprising assertion in a letter to the Subcommittee from a
representative of the American Medical Association ("AMA")-apparently
reversing the official position that the AMA had taken only a few months
before-endorsing the general thrust of more vigorous federal air pollution
legislation. The AMA disagreed with provisions of some of the proposed
bills that would expand federal enforcement powers. 35' Fourth,
"[t]hroughout the exchanges with witnesses" during the Subcommittee
hearings, "it [became] clear that none of the Senators [on the Subcommittee]
346 Id. (internal quotation marks omitted).
347 Id. (internal quotation marks omitted).
348 Id.
349 Id.
350 Brookings Clean Air Act Manuscript, supra note 271, at 54 (internal quotation marks
omitted). Another MCA representative, William Conner, then "summarized the MCA
position by reminding the Senators that MCA was [not] opposing the bill" but "merely
desired some changes in specific language." Id.
351 Id. at 55.
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would oppose the legislation altogether."352 In this regard, "[t]he Republican
Senators had probed into the legislation at several places to make sure it was
reasonable." 353 For example, "Senator Randolph [of West Virginia] had been
solicitous about the effect of the [legislation] on the coal industry." 354 Fifth,
Senator Muskie, in his role as Subcommittee Chair, took full advantage of the
hearings to make "a running commentary on [policy] positions which he
thought wrong." 355 According to the Brookings Institution:
One of the big differences between the [September] Senate
[hearings] and [the March] House hearings was that in the
House all of the Members had at least paid lip service to the
necessity of emphasizing State's rights in the legislation. At
least the Democratic Senators were not convinced of this
necessity. Muskie and [Senator Gaylord] Nelson [of
Wisconsin] were particularly insistent that the national
interest submerged theoretical questions of States' rights.
[Senator] Neuberger even suggested that the States' rights
arguments were facades for specific economic interests.
356
Sixth, it is noteworthy that the Kennedy White House, which wanted
strengthened air pollution legislation, as the Senate hearings ended and the
Public Works Committee markup process began, "kept abreast of the [Senate
hearings] and insisted on a fair degree of speed, but.., saw no need to push
specific provisions" of the Congressional legislative process.357 Seventh, in
August 1963, immediately before the commencement of the Muskie
Subcommittee air pollution hearings, an operative of the U.S. Conference of
Mayors, Chicago Mayor Daley's representative and an official of the U.S.
Public Health Service met with Public Works Committee Staff Director Ron
Linton to seek consensus on various provisions that would, in their view,
"strengthen[] and improv[e]" the Senate air pollution legislation.358 "A
memorandum containing the Mayors' suggested changes... was prepared
September 17 and transmitted to Senator Muskie on the following day"
which addressed more generous air pollution grants for cities, greater power
352 Id.
353 id. at 55-56.
354 Id. at 56.
355 Id. At one point, Muskie was "aided" by Senator Neuberger in this running policy
commentary. Id.
356 Brookings Clean Air Act Manuscript, supra note 271, at 56 (emphasis added).
357 Id.
358 Id. at 57.
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of cities to seek enforcement without the approval of state governors, among
other things.359 Eighth, unlike the coordinated and centralized lobbying
effort of the U.S. Conference of Mayors in providing policy input to the
360Subcommittee as a prelude of its markup of air pollution legislation 6 ,
industrial firms representing "chemicals, coal, iron and steel, and oil" took
"a decentralized and uncoordinated" approach, "industry by industry, or even
individual firm by individual firm." 361 Ninth, Muskie led his Subcommittee
to gain consensus, without formal votes, of the "three areas of contention
within the Subcommittee ' 362 during the post-hearings markup process: "the
'good faith' provision for interstate enforcement, the amount of money to be
authorized, and the allotment formula. 3 63 Tenth, Senator Muskie provided
effective rhetorical force to the building momentum for passage of more
stringent air pollution legislation in an October 22 speech delivered to a
"Cleaner Air Week Ceremony" in Washington, D.C. 364 Muskie alluded to
359 Id. at 57-58. "Thus the PHS and the Staff Director of the Senate Subcommittee were
directly involved in helping the Mayors decide what should be recommended to the
Subcommittee." Id. at 57. See Memorandum from U.S. Conference of Mayors, to Senator
Edmund S. Muskie, Chairman of the Senate Public Works Committee Subcommittee on Air
and Water Pollution (Sept. 17, 1963) (on file with the Edmund S. Muskie Archives, Bates
College, U.S. Senate Series, Box SE 84-1).
360 See supra notes 358-59 and accompanying text.
361 Brookings Clean Air Act Manuscript, supra note 271, at 59. "The two most active
industries were chemicals and iron and steel." Id. Interestingly, "[t]he automobile
manufacturers, not immediately threatened by the provisions of this legislation, limited their
activity to a written reply to an allegation made by the Los Angeles air pollution officer in
the hearings that all industries except the auto industry had cooperated with him. Their
statement was received too late to put in the printed hearings but was circulated by [Public
Works Committee Chairman Pat] McNamara to all members of the Subcommittee." Id. at
60. Moreover, "[s]ome individual efforts were made to lobby individual members of the
Subcommittee, but these were few in number and ineffectual. For example, the Indiana
Chamber of Commerce brought a delegation to see Senator Bayh. They even suggested new
language. Their efforts, however, came on the last day of the mark-up sessions on the bill."
Id.
362 Id. at 61.
363 Id. According to the Brookings Institution:
The Subcommittee deleted the "good faith" provision. It compromised
on a five-year program of $182 million, increasing from $25 million in
Fiscal 1965 to $50 million in Fiscal 1969. Instead of any kind of an
allotment formula the Subcommittee accepted the Mayors' suggestion of
a flat 121/2% limit on the funds going to any one State.
Id.
364 Senator Edmund S. Muskie, Speech at Cleaner Air Week Ceremony, Washington, D.C.
(Oct. 22, 1963) (on file with the Edmund S. Muskie Archives, Bates College, U.S. Senate
Series, Box SE 106-2).
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his state in opening his speech:
My principal aim, today, is to encourage your cooperation
and support for a program to raise the quality of air in the
Washington Metropolitan area to a level comparable to that
enjoyed in my native state of Maine. We cannot modify the
Washington climate, but we can do a great deal about
cleaning the air of man-made pollutants.365
Muskie continued his speech by specifically referring to the just-
completed Subcommittee hearings on air pollution and by detailing facts and
figures demonstrating the scope and magnitude of the air pollution problem
facing the country.
366
Muskie's leadership at the Subcommittee level led to the full Public
Works Committee reporting a single bill, S. 432, to the Senate on November
7, 1963367 with an accompanying Committee Report.368 Important aspects
of the succinct and forceful Committee Report are as follows:
" The Report clarified that the overarching purpose of S.
432 was to "[r]eplace" the existing federal statute, the Air
Pollution Control Act of 1955, as amended, "in its
entirety with a new version, a Clean Air Act."
369
" Key subsidiary purposes of the proposed Senate Bill
were: to "[e]xpress the findings [of Congress] that the
increase in air pollution and the complexity of the
problem of air pollution has been brought about by
urbanization, industrial development, and the increasing
use of motor vehicles" in American society; to
"recognize[ ] the damage to the public health and welfare
and the economic losses resulting from air pollution;" to
articulate "that the primary responsibility for the
prevention and control of air pollution rests with State and
local governments" but "that Federal financial assistance
and leadership is essential.,
370
365 Id.
366 Id.
367 Brookings Clean Air Act Manuscript, supra note 271, at 62.
368 S. REP. No. 88-638 (1963).
369 Id. at 1.
370 Id.
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* The Report explained that the major functional federal
activities to promote cleaner air in future years would
focus on "extend[ing] the national research and
development program," "encourag[ing] and assist[ing] the
development and operation of air pollution control
programs," "[e]ncourag[ing] cooperative activities by
State and local governments for control of air pollution
and uniform State and local laws."
37
'
* The Report stated that "[t]he testimony received" by the
Subcommittee "demonstrated that the problem of air
pollution grows more serious across the Nation and that
current efforts are meeting with only limited success in
many areas." 372 Therefore, the Report concluded that
"[iut is the view of the committee that the bill being
considered [S. 432] will provide an orderly approach to
air pollution control and is very essential. ' 73
" The Report asserted that "[p]olluted air, like polluted
water, is costly to our economy as well as a hazard to our
health[,] 3 74 while noting that "[p]roviding air of good
quality to all of our people is a challenge and an
obligation for Government operations on all levels" 375 and
that "this problem was recognized by President
Eisenhower in his special health message of January 1955
and by President Kennedy, who has focused increased
attention on the air pollution problem through his special
health message to Congress .... ,,376
" The Report noted that "[t]he present program has been
most helpful in the initiation of activities in connection
with air pollution control and has defined important facets
of the problem and provided guidance to States and
communities in assessing the value of their problem and
demonstrating remedial measures," 377 but "there is
increasing evidence that air pollution is causing many
371 Id. at 1-2.
372 Id. at 3.
Id.
374 S. REP. No. 88-638, at 3.
375 Id.
376 Id.
377 Id. at 4.
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physical ailments and that damage from air pollution
amounts to many billion dollars annually and that control
programs must be accelerated." '378
" The Report contended that "[i]t has been estimated that in
1961 major air pollution problems existed in 308 urban
places' 379 in America, and that "[t]his represents an
increase of 84 in a decade" with "7,300 places, housing
60 percent of the population ...confronted with air
pollution problems of one kind or another."
380
* The Report urged, as a matter of compelling public
policy, that "[t]he American public looks forward to a
growing population, an expanding economy, and an
improving state of well-being" but that "[e]ssential to this
is clean air.",381 Therefore, "[t]o compensate for past
neglect of air quality conservation, a greater national
effort is required now, by the public, by industry, and by
governmental agencies at all levels;" 382 "[tlhe nation-wide
character of the air pollution problem requires an
adequate Federal program to lend assistance, support, and
stimulus to State and community programs.
383
On November 19, 1963, the Senate considered and passed H.R. 6518,
amending the bill, however, by "substituting the language of its own bill (S.
432) for that of the House measure." 384 Senate floor debate was confined to
generous praise for the bill, almost entirely by Senators from Northeastern
states with concentrated populations and increasing air pollution
378 Id.
379 Id.
380 S. REP. No. 88-638, at 4-5.
381 Id. at 5.
382 Id.
383 Id.
384 CONGRESS AND THENATION, supra note 12, at 1148. The House, by a 273-102 roll-call
vote passed HR 6518 on July 24, 1963. 1963 CONGRESSIONAL ALMANAC, supra note 248,
at 238. "A majority of Reublicans [in the House] voted against passage." Id. "Opposition
to the bill [in the House] came principally from those who feared it called for too much
federal participation in a program which rightfully belonged to the states." Id. However, the
bill's floor manager, Kenneth A. Roberts (D-Ala.), pointed out that the bill explicitly states
that primary responsibility for the prevention and control of air pollution at its source rests
with state and local governments." Id. (internal quotation marks omitted).
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problems." 385 Muskie, as the bill's chief sponsor and its floor manager, told
his Senate colleagues:
Our population is increasing and our standard of living is
going up. Our industries, homes, and office buildings and
motor vehicles take the air, combine it with fuels and return
the air polluting compounds to the air. The more we prosper,
the more we foul the air we breathe.
386
A conference committee between the House and the Senate was
convened to reconcile the few differences between the congressional
chambers. The conference report, filed December 5, 1963, substantially
followed the Senate version of the legislation.387 On December 10, the
House adopted the conference report;38 a few hold-out Republicans voiced
continuing problems with the basic concept of vigorous federal air pollution
legislation. 389 For example, Congressman Ralph Harvey (R.-Ind.) said that
Congress "was legislating in the unknown because remedies for polluted air
had not been perfected." In a similar vein, Congressman Robert McClory
(R.-I.) opined "that pollution problems had been and would continue to be
handled" on the local level and that the "danger of air pollution should not
persuade Congress to initiate a vast new federal program, as is done by this
bill" with federal grants being "held out as bait so that local areas will want
this legislation." 391 Senator Muskie submitted the Conference Report on
H.R. 6518 to the Senate on December 10.392 He told his colleagues: "We
were able to transact our business expeditiously and in the spirit of
cooperation." 393 Muskie concluded his long marathon on the air pollution
legislation during 1963 by observing: "I believe the product of our endeavors
represents a constructive contribution to the solution of air pollution
problems. This was a case where compromise moved us forward. The bill,
as now written, is an improvement over both the House and Senate
385 1963 CONGRESSIONAL ALMANAC, supra note 248, at 239.386 Id.
387 H.R_ CONF. REP. No. 88-1003 (1963).
388 1963 CONGRESSIONAL ALMANAC, supra note 248, at 239.
38 9 Id.
390 Id. (internal quotation marks omitted).
391 Id. (internal quotation marks omitted).
392 Senator Edmund S. Muskie, Statement on the Conference Report on H.R. 6518, "The
Clean Air Act" (Dec. 10, 1963) (on file with the Edmund S. Muskie Archives, Bates College,
U.S. Senate Series, Box SE 99-6).
393 ..
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versions." 394
On December 17, 1963, President Lyndon B. Johnson-in office for
less than a month following the November 22 assassination of President John
F. Kennedy-signed the Clean Air Act into law, with Senator Muskie and
Congressman Roberts, among other key members of Congress, present.
395
On this occasion, President Johnson said that "under this legislation we can
halt the trend towards greater contamination of our atmosphere. We can seek
to control industrial waste discharged into the air. We can find the ways to
eliminate dangerous haze and smog.,,396
3. Following Through, 1964
Muskie and his Subcommittee on Air and Water Pollution were
energized by the legislative progress on air and water pollution during
1963.397 In the closing days of 1963, Muskie distributed a letter to his Senate
colleagues outlining a proposed series of field hearings on various aspects of
air pollution to be held within the next several months.398 Muskie's letter
articulated detailed reasons for having his Subcommittee investigate the
nature of air pollution in the following cities during 1964: Los Angeles,
California; 399 Denver, Colorado; 400 Chicago, Illinois,40 1 Wheeling, West
394 Id.
395 Brookings Clean Air Act Manuscript, supra note 271, at 67.
396 Id. In assessing the legislative significance of the Clean Air Act of 1963, one
commentator noted:
The Clean Air Act was aimed almost exclusively at the urban areas of the
United States. Its primary impact would be on those urban areas with
serious air pollution problems which had not yet started to solve those
problems themselves. All of those involved in this legislative process
realized that this was an urban issue. Virtually all felt that in addition to
Federal-State relations on this problem Federal-city relations should be
preserved and guaranteed in the legislation.
Id. at 68-69.
397 See supra notes 177-265 and accompanying text (water pollution). See supra notes 266-
396 and accompanying text (air pollution).
398 Letter From Senator Edmund S. Muskie, to U.S. Senators (Dec. 20, 1963) (on file with
the Edmund S. Muskie Archives, Bates College, U.S. Senate Series, Box SE 101-1)
hereinafter Muskie Letter to U.S. Senators].
99 Id. According to the letter:
The Los Angeles area has conducted---over a number of years-a most
intensive and extensive air pollution research and control program. This
program has also encompassed comprehensive planning activities and the
establishment of a voluntary multi-county coordinating council.
Considerable research is now being done with the support of the [U.S.]
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Virginia; 4°2 Boston, Massachusetts; 40 3 New York City, New York;40 4 and
Public Health Service on effects of health of long-time exposure to
photochemical smog. An opportunity is allowed to visit and observe the
functioning of the industrial application of air pollution control in the steel
and petroleum industries, as well as the motor vehicle testing facilities for
exhaust emission control device[s]. Los Angeles has peculiar
meteorological and topographic aspects which accentuate the air pollution
problem.
Id.
400 Id. Muskie's letter noted:
Colorado recently enacted a statute which provides for the development
of standards of air quality and determination of the maximum allowable
emission of contaminants from motor vehicles. Further, the City of
Denver is in the process of improving its air pollution control program.
The Denver area has distinctive meteorological conditions due to the
proximity to the mountainous areas, with topographic features which give
rise to an unusual wind regime. It also offers an opportunity to study the
special problems of high altitude areas.
Id.
401 Id. As the letter pointed out:
One of the most serious interstate air pollution problems extends between
Chicago, Illinois and Garry [sic], Indiana. The hearings in Chicago will
focus principally on this aspect of the air pollution problem. There is also
underway a revitalization of the City of Chicago program and a new
program in Cook County, Illinois. The States of Illinois and Indiana now
have air pollution control commissions whose activities will be of major
interest ....
The Chicago area affords an opportunity to observe the problems
of a large coal-burning area, problems associated with burning high-
sulfur-content fuels and heavy industry pollution.
Id.
402 Id. In Muskie's letter he observed that:
In the Wheeling, West Virginia area the interstate air pollution problem
is of major significance, involving the upper Ohio River valley, which is
heavily industrialized. There is, however, no formalized method of
meeting the interstate problem here.
Id.
403 Id. Boston was chosen for air pollution field hearings because, as Muskie wrote to his
Senate colleagues:
The Massachusetts State Health Department conducts a unique program
in the operation of a metropolitan air pollution control district. Further,
the problem of the disposal of demolition wastes resulting from urban
renewal and highway construction program to prevent air pollution is a
matter which requires attention. Boston also serves an opportunity to
learn of the effects of pollution in a densely populated, industrialized
metropolitan area.
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Tampa, Florida. 405 Moreover, in a December 1963 press release Muskie
identified four other cities where his Subcommittee proposed to hold field
hearings, during 1964, on water pollution: Portland, Maine; Milwaukee,
Wisconsin; Salt Lake City, Utah; and San Francisco, California.4 °6
During 1964 Muskie focused his Subcommittee on air pollution. As
previously scheduled, 40 7 "[d]uring January and February, 1964, the
[S]ubcommittee conducted air pollution hearings in Los Angeles, Denver,
Chicago, Boston, New York and Tampa., 40 8 After concluding hearings in
Los Angeles, Denver and Chicago in January 1964, Muskie held a press
conference on February 7 where he stated that the "testimony heard...
leaves little doubt that there is a really urgent need for greatly increased
attention to the problem of air pollution" in America.40 9 Muskie observed
that the first week of hearings had shown that "[i]n Los Angeles, the alarming
increase in sources and amounts of air pollution during [the post-World War
II] decades might have halted or critically jeopardized the growth of a great
metropolis, were it not for Los Angeles County's aggressive efforts to control
the problem., 4 10 Moreover, "Chicago ha[d] perhaps the fastest improving
control program of any city of comparable size [in 1964]," according to
4 04 Muskie Letter to U.S. Senators, supra note 398. Significantly, Muskie noted that "[t]he
greatest concentration of population and interstate [air pollution] problems is reflected in the
New York metropolitan area. The multiplicity of political jurisdictions merits the attention
of the [Subcommittee]." Id.
405 Id. According to the letter:
The State of Florida has an air pollution control commission which has
been seriously concerned with the air pollution problems associated with
the phosphate fertilizer industry as well as the paper and pulp industry.
The hearings in Florida will provide an opportunity to observe the
problems of air pollution related to the effect on agriculture, livestock and
the concern of the resort areas with regard to the industrialization of
adjacent areas. In this connection, Dade County has recently adopted an
ordinance relating to air and water pollution.
Tampa has been selected for proximity to the problem areas and, for
reasons of transportation, the cattle and citrus interests are vitally
concerned with these problems.
Id.
406 Blomquist, To Stir Up Public Interest, supra note 5, at 28 (citing archival documents in
National Archives, Washington, D.C. detailing reasons for proposed 1964 water pollution
field hearings).
407 See supra notes 398-405 and accompanying text.
408 HISTORY OF THE COMMITTEE, supra note 157, at 12. The Subcommittee passed on its
previously-announced intent to hold hearings in Wheeling, West Virginia.
409 Statement by Senator Edmund S. Muskie (Feb. 7, 1964) (on file with the Edmund S.
Muskie Archives, Bates College, U.S. Senate Series, Box SE 99-4).
410 ,
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Muskie, "but the metropolitan area surrounding it-a bi-state metropolitan
area-ha[d] only just begun to see its problem clearly and as a result less
genuine progress ha[d] been made in the Chicago metropolitan area than
[was] desirable.' 411 And, Muskie suggested that "Denver is, in one sense, the
most revealing of the three [cities visited by the Subcommittee in January
1964]4 12 because only recently had "its citizens begun to see that air
pollution ha[d] crept up and ... threaten[ed] to burst forth as a full scale
environmental hazard.
'
'
4 13
After his Subcommittee conducted its field hearings on air pollution
in early 1964, Muskie informed the entire Senate that the six city hearings
tour was "most informative," with "[t]estimony... taken from Government
officials, technical experts, leaders of civic groups, and interested
citizens.' 41 4 Muskie told his fellow Senators that the Subcommittee was
"able to learn not only what the local problems were in each of these
communities and what was being done about them, but also how the [recently
passed] Clean Air Act [of 1963] . . . could be used to help at the local
level.'' 15 Senator Muskie stated that the 1963 "Clean Air Act signed into law
[in] December [1963] by President Johnson is a substantial step forward,"
yet, "when measured against the total need, it reveals how large a gap
remains.' 4 16 He identified two problems "demanding rapid solution" which
"st[ood] out sharply as a result of the testimony given the Subcommittee.' 17
These problems were: (1) the need to curtail vehicle exhaust and (2) the need
for "communities and States [to] form regional bodies" and to develop
"comprehensive plans to eradicate air pollution. 4 18
In June and July of 1964 Muskie led the Subcommittee in what he
referred to as a "third series of hearings" on air pollution419 -following the
411 Id.
412 Id.
413 Id.
414 Senator Edmund S. Muskie, Statement Entered in the Congressional Record (Mar. 25,
1964) (on file with the Edmund S. Muskie Archives, Bates College, U.S. Senate Series, Box
SE 106-5) [hereinafter Muskie Public Record Statement].
415 Id. (internal quotation marks omitted).
416 Id. (internal quotation marks omitted). According to a 1970 book, "[i]t became clear
from the [air pollution] hearings [during 1964 by Muskie's Subcommittee] that two major
gaps in the existing Federal authority were the regulation of automobile emissions and steps
to improve the disposal of garbage and trash." J. CLARENCE DAVIES III, THE POLITICS OF
POLLUTION 53 (1970).
417 Muskie Public Record Statement, supra note 414.
418 Id.
419 Senator Edmund S. Muskie, Opening Statement at Hearing to Obtain Supplemental
Information Relative to Abatement of Air Pollution (June 24, 1964) (on file with the
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September 1963 hearings 420 and the six city field hearings in early 1964.421
The third series of hearings concentrated on "major remaining technical
problems in airpollution to help insure that we make real progress toward
their solution: ' 22 automotive air pollution; jet aircraft emissions; air
pollution from the testing of rockets and missiles; sulfurous emissions from
burning oil and coal; and alternatives to solid refuse incineration.
423
Ultimately, the Subcommittee's 1964 hearings on various facets of the air
pollution problem led to the November release of a Subcommittee report
entitled Steps Toward Cleaner Air.4 24  "Among the Subcommittee's
recommendations," in this report, "were the establishment of national
standards limiting emissions of air pollutants" from motor vehicles;
425
"authorization of grants to municipalities for construction of solid waste
disposal facilities[,] and establishment within HEW of a Federal Air
Pollution Control Laboratory to conduct research on all air pollution control
problems.' ' 26
Senator Muskie's activities in the area of water pollution control
during 1964 were more circumscribed than his efforts on air pollution policy,
largely because his planned water pollution field hearings had to be canceled
in order to accommodate the Senate calendar for the passage of portions of
President Johnson's Great Society agenda.427 Nevertheless, among other
activities on water pollution, Muskie gave a speech on "Water Quality and
the National Interest ' ' 2s in April of 1964 and authored an article in Science
and Mechanics on water quality.429  Moreover, in an October 1964
Edmund S. Muskie Archives, Bates College, U.S. Senate Series, Box SE 100-6) [hereinafter
Muskie Hearing Statement].
420 See supra notes 324-366 and accompanying text.
421 See supra notes 398-405 and accompanying text.
422 Muskie Hearing Statement, supra note 419.
423 Id. See also Memorandum from Ron M. Linton, to Senator Edmund S. Muskie,
Preparation of Subcommittee Report on Air Pollution and Additional Hearings on Technical
Aspects of Control Program (June 5, 1964) (on file with the Edmund S. Muskie Archives,
Bates College, U.S. Senate Series, Box SE 10 1-1) (discussing proposed strategy).
424 CONGRESS AND THE NATION, supra note 12, at 1150.
425 Id.
426 Id.
427 See Blomquist, To Stir Up Public Interest, supra note 5, at 28-30 (discussing archival
documents in the National Archives in Washington, D.C., showing that field hearings had
to be postponed until June 1965).
428 110 CONG. REc. 8757 (1964) (reproducing Senator Muskie's Apr. 16, 1964 speech,
"Water Quality and the National Interest").
429 Draft, We Can Have Abundant High Quality Water, and Letter from Lawrence Sanders,
to Robert Hutchings (June 10, 1964) (on file with the Edmund S. Muskie Archives, Bates
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memorandum from John L. Mutz to Ron M. Linton, the Muskie
Subcommittee staff laid the policy foundation for water pollution field
hearings which were to occur in 1965. 430
Environmental issues were not prominent during the 1964
Presidential campaign between Lyndon B. Johnson and Senator Barry
Goldwater of Arizona; nor were environmental issues important in the 1964
congressional elections.431 What attention was given to the environment in
the 1964 Presidential campaign was in the context of politically-charged
statements contained in the Republican and Democratic national party
platform documents. Amazingly, no direct mention at all was made in either
major party national platform document of air pollution or water pollution.
The Democrats--defending four years of modest conservation
accomplishments-focused on passage of wilderness protection legislation,
land and water conservation funding, the holding of the first White House
Conference on Conservation since the 1908 conference convened by
President Theodore Roosevelt, the creation of new national protected
seashores and the first national river preservation park in American
history.432 The Republicans, seeking an opening for pursuing national
leadership, complained that the Kennedy-Johnson years had neglected the
natural resources of the country by going slow in developing domestic oil
shale, hard rock mining and petroleum resources, and by failing to protect the
American fishing industry.
In Muskie's re-election campaign for U.S. Senator, his Republican
opponent, Clifford G. Mclntire, emphasized traditional Republican issues
such as the need for low federal taxation and strong national defense,434 while
College, U.S. Senate Series, Box SE 84-2). Of course, Muskie continued to receive relevant
public reports on issues of water pollution. See, e.g., United States Public Health Service,
Report on Pollution of the Lower Mississippi River: Arkansas, Tennessee, Mississippi,
Louisiana (May 5, 1964) (on file with the Edmund S. Muskie Archives, Bates College, U.S.
Senate Series, Box SE 102-5).
430 See Blomquist, To Stir Up Public Interest, supra note 5, at 31-36.
431 Id. at 30-31. But see Memorandum from Bill Phillips, Staff Director Democratic Study
Group, U.S. House of Representatives (Sept. 18, 1964) (on file with the Edmund S. Muskie
Archives, Bates College, U.S. Senate Series, Box SE 69-1) (attaching a "[s]ummary [r]ecord
of accomplishments of the Democratic Administration and the 87th and 88th Congresses,"
from 1961-64 for Democratic House candidates to emphasize in their 1964 campaigns;
passage of federal water pollution legislation in 1961 and federal air pollution legislation in
1963 was mentioned as well as various public pronouncements by President Johnson on the
importance of clean air and clean water).
432 See id. at 30 n.74 (citing CONG. QUARTERLY, INC. 1964 CONGRESSIONAL QUARTERLY
ALMANAC (1965)).
See id.
434See, e.g., Cliff McIntire for U.S. Senator Campaign Brochure (1964) (on file with the
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trying unsuccessfully to paint Muskie as voting for an open national trade
policy which was allegedly responsible for the loss of Maine textile mill
jobs. Muskie's activities as Chairman of the Senate Subcommittee on Air
and Water Pollution were not emphasized-if mentioned at all-in
Mclntire's campaign literature. In November 1964 Muskie was re-elected
as U.S. Senator from Maine by a landslide.436
IV. CONCLUSION
During his first term as U.S. Senator from Maine, 1959-64, Edmund
S. Muskie was instrumental, through his policy and legislative activities, in
ushering in what can be viewed as the dawn of modem American
environmental law. Building on his "extraordinar[y] competenc[e] and
intelligenc[e],, 4 37 his conservation and anti-pollution experience on the state
level as Governor of Maine from 1955-58, and his early eclectic experiences
as a new United States Senator from 1959-62, Muskie quickly grasped the
complexity of natural air and water pollution issues. When the opportunity
presented itself to lead a newly-created Senate Public Works Committee
Special Subcommittee on Air and Water Pollution in April of 1963, Muskie
exercised extraordinary leadership, energy and skill in setting an agenda for
the Subcommittee, organizing and directing the Subcommittee staff, holding
hearings throughout the country on air and water pollution issues, supervising
staff reports and background investigations, crafting proposed air and water
pollution legislation, debating the merits of the legislation, and guiding the
legislation to passage in the Senate, and, with regard to the Clean Air Act of
1963, passage into federal law.
As I intend to discuss in my next article on the subject, when the
political salience of national environmental issues assumed burning national
attention during the late Sixties and early Seventies, Muskie was at the eye
of the storm during his second term as U.S. Senator from Maine in the years
1965-70, and was the pre-eminent national leader involved in environmental
policy issues and legislative responses during this critical period. It is my
hope that my ongoing biographical-environmental policy narrative of
Edmund Sixtus Muskie-bottomed on historical facts and policy
Edmund S. Muskie Archives, Bates College, U.S. Senate Series, Box SE 68-13).
435See, e.g., Mclntire Lashes Out at Demo's Trade Policy, DAILY KENNEBEC J., Sept. 25,
1964; see also Muskie Campaigning in Bath Denies Claims Made by GOP Chairman, BATH
DAILY TIMES, Sept. 23, 1964 (newspaper articles on file with the Edmund S. Muskie
Archives, Bates College, U.S. Senate Series, Box SE 67-14).
436 See Blomquist, To Stir Up Public Interest, supra note 5, at 30.
437 DAVIES, supra note 416, at 67.
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documents-may be constructively employed by current and future
American policymakers, judges and scholars in a forward-looking approach
to national and international environmental problems.438 That would be a
fitting legacy for Senator Muskie.
438 See Richard A. Posner, Past-Dependency, Pragmatism, and Critique of History in
Adjudication and Legal Scholarship, 67 U. CHI. L. REv. 573 (2000) (advocating a forward-
looking approach to legal history).
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